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STUDIES ON THE MECHANISM OF DEOXYCYTIDYLATE

HYDROXYMETHYLASE FROM BACTERIOPHAGE T4

Karen Lorraine Graves

Ph.D., University of Massachusetts Medical School

Directed by Larry W. Hardy, Ph.

ABSTRACT

Deoxycytidylate (dCMP) hydroxymethylase (CH) catalyzes the
formation of 5-hydroxymethyl-dCMP (Hm5CMP) from dCMP and
methylene tetrahydrofolate (CH2THF), analogous to the reaction

between dUMP and CHZTHF catalyzed by thymidylate synthase (TS),

an enzyme of known structure. The amino acid sequence identity
between invarant TS residues and CH is at least 50%. Most of the
residues which contact the dUMP and CHzTHF in TS are conserved in

CH. It is hypothesized that CH is homologous to TS in both structure
and mechanism. The project described in this thesis tests this

hypothesis.

In-vitro studies on catalysis by CB variants. The roles of
three residues in catalysis by CH have been tested using site-directed
mutagenesis. Conversion of Cys 148 to Asp, Gly or Ser decreases 

activity at least 105 fold , consistent with a nucleophilic role for Cys 14 8



(analogous to the catalytic Cys in TS). In crystalline TS, hydrogen

bonds connect 04 and N3 of bound dUMP to the side chain of an Asn;

the corresponding CH residue is Asp179. Conversion of Asp 179 in CH to

Asn reduces kcat/KM for dCMP by 104 fold and increases kcatlKM for
dUMP 60 fold, changing the nucleotide specificity of the enzyme.

Other studies have shown that the specificity of TS was changed from

dUMP to dCMP by conversion of the appropriate Asn to Asp. Based

on the crystal structure of TS, a Glu residue (also conserved in CH) is

proposed to catalyze formation of the N5 iminium ion methylene

donor by protonation of NI0 of CHzTHF. In CH and TS , overall

turnover and tritium exchange are tightly coupled. Replacement of

Glu60 in CH or Glu58 in TS uncouples these catalytic steps. Conversion

the Glu60/58 to Gin or Asp results in a 5-50 fold decrease in the ability

to catalyze tritium exchange, consistent with an inability to catalyze

formation of the N5 iminium ion, but also results in a 104 105

decrease in product formation. This suggests that Glu60/58 is also

involved in a step in catalysis after nucleotide and folate binding and

proton removal from carbon 5 of the nucleotide.

Isoto effect studies. The observed value of the (X-

secondary tritium inverse equilibrium isotope effect (EIE = 0.8) on
formation of the complex between FdUMP CHZTHF and both wild-

type CH and CH(DI79N) indicates that carbon 6 of FdUMP is sp
hybridized (tetrahedral) in the ternary complex. This is consistent

with the hypothesis that that carbon 6 is bonded to Cys 148 in the

complex. Removal of Cys148 in CH prevents complex formation with



FdUMP. Lack of an observed a-secondary tritium kinetic isotope

effect (KIE) for position 6 of dCMP for both enzymes suggests that

the intrinsic KIE is masked by other rate-limiting steps or that

rehybridization follows the first irreversible step. An observed KIE

on carbon 6 of dUMP by CH(DI79N) suggests the rate-limiting steps

for the two nucleotide substrates is different.

In-vivo studies catalysis by CH variants In order to prevent

recombination between CH deficient T4 phage and plasmid borne

copies of CH varants, the gene coding for CH, gene 42, was deleted

from the T4 chromosome. The T4.142 phage requires wild- type CH

expressed from a plasmid to kill their host cell. CH variants C148G,

D179N, E60Q, and E60D, all which exhibit at least 2000 fold lower

activity in vitro, do not complement the T4L142 phage in vivo.

Interchanging the functional domains of CH and TS. It is

proposed that shortening the C-terminal loop seen in the structure of

TS changes the solvent structure of the CH active-site such that it

becomes more hydrated. Differences in the solvent structure of the

active-site may account for differences in the catalytic specificity

between CH and TS, respectively, hydration versus reduction.

order to test the hypothesis that these catalytic differences between

TS and CH lie within the C-terminal portion of the enzyme, the N-

terminus of the CH(D 179N) variant was fused to the C-terminus of

the wild-type TS to create a chimeric CHITS enzyme. The chimeric

enzyme was predicted to have specificity for dUMP and a active-site



viii

solvent structure similar to that for wild-type TS. However, the
resulting protein cannot be overproduced to significant levels and
does not have any detectable TS activity in vivo.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The DNAs of T -even bacteriophage contain an unusual base, 5-
(hydroxymethyl)cytosine (Hm5cytosine) in place of cytosine. The

product of phage T4 gene 42 , deoxycytidylate (dCMP)

hydroxymethylase (E.C. 2. 1.2.8., CH) is the enzyme responsible for the

formation of this unusual base (Flaks and Cohen, 1957). Gene 42 is

transcribed immediately after infection and the gene product, CH, is

needed continually throughout the infection process , since 
participates in synthesis and modification of T4 DNA (Thylen et aI.
1988). Most of the enzymes required for T4 DNA synthesis in
infected cells are encoded by the T4 phage itself (Figure I-A). Many

enzymes are unique to the T4 phage , including, for example, CH, and

many enzymes are duplicated by the cell, for example, dihydrofolate
reductase, and thymidylate synthase.

role in the history of biochemistry.

CH has played an important

Its discovery gave the first
insights that (1) virus infection can direct the development of novel
metabolic pathways in infected cells and (2) virus-induced enzymes
are synthesized de novo after infection.

The DNA from many non-bacterial sources IS subject to
restriction and modification by the well-defined host specific
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Figure I-A: The reactions of DNA precursor biosynthesis in cells

infected with bacteriophage T4 (taken from Mathews et aI., 1983).

The reactions catalyzed by T4-encoded enzymes are identified 
heavy arrows. The reactions catalyzed by the host cell enzymes are

identified by light arrows.



recognition system in 
E. coli. The T -even bacteriophages are not

ject to extensive restriction due to the fact that (1) they contain

5cytosine in place of cytosine in their DNA and (2) a glucosyl

moiety donated by uridine diphosphate glucose is covalently linked

to the 5-hydroxymethyl group by another T4 encoded enzyme

glucosyltransferase (gene pgt). T4 DNA which contains these

modifications cannot be cleaved by most site-specific restriction

endonuc1eases.

After infection of a bacterial cell with T4 phage, host DNA is

degraded by two T4 encoded endonucleases, II and IV (Figure I-A).

This serves to provide a pool of free nucleotide DNA precursors for

T4 specific DNA synthesis. Enzymes such as CH which modify T4

DNA precursors to contain Hm5cytosine instead of cytosine serve to

protect newly synthesized T4 DNA from digestion by the T4 encoded

Iiucleases. Therefore, a substantial source of DNA precursors for the

T4 phage is the bacterial chromosome which is broken down by the

phage itself. The presence of a T4 encoded modification system is

essential in the efficient replication of the T4 DNA by preventing

degradation of newly synthesized T4 DNA.

The product of gene 42 , CH, catalyzes (i) the transfer of a
methylene group from methylenetetrahydrofolate (CH2THF) to

carbon 5 of dCMP, and (ii) the hydration of the transferred

methylene group, producing 5-hydroxymethyl-dCMP (H 5dCMP)

and tetrahydrofolate (THF) (Figure I-B). Part (i) of this reaction is

analogous to the methylene group transfer catalyzed by the
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Figure I-B: Reactions catalyzed by CH (top) and TS (bottom). 

catalyzes the conversion of dCMP to Hm5dCMP and TS catalyzes the

conversion of dUMP to dTMP. Both enzymes use CHZTHF as the one-

carbon methylene donor. However, the folate product of the 

catalyzed reaction is THF, while the folate product of the TS catalyzed

reaction is DHF.



thymidylate synthase (TS) and dUMP Hydroxymethylase (UH) from

SPOI bacteriophage (Kunitani and Santi, 1980; Wilhelm and Ruger

1992). UH catalyzes the formation of hydroxymethyl-dUMP

(Hm5dUMP) from dUMP while TS catalyzes the formation of dTMP

from dUMP. However, there are two key differences in the reactions

catalyzed by these enzymes (Figure I-B). TS (as well as UH) utilizes

exclusively dUMP as its substrate, whereas CH prefers dCMP. TS also

catalyzes the reduction of the transferred methylene group from

CHZTHF to a methyl group, and concomitant oxidation of

tetrahydrofolate (THF) to dihydrofolate (DHF). In contrast, CH (as

well as UH) catalyzes the hydration of the transferred methylene

group, without oxidation of THF.

The gene coding for CH (gene 42) has been cloned and

sequenced (Thylen, 1988) and shows extensive homology to the

sequences of both TS and UH (Lamm et aI. , 1988; Thylen 1988).

The monomer of E. coli TS has 264 amino acids, the monomer of UH

has 383 amino acids, and the monomer of CH has 246 amino acids.

However, the amino acid sequence of CH has the most similarity to

TS, an enzyme of known crystallographic structure. In sixteen

sequences of thymidylate synthases from numerous species, there

are 46 invariant residues (Perry et aI. , 1990). At least 20 of these

residues are conserved in both the sequences of CH (Figure I -C) and

UH (Wilhelm and Ruger, 1992). Such comparisons indicate that the

general folding pattern of these three enzymes are likely to 

similar . In addition, there is evidence that both TS and CH are



associated in vivo with several other enzymes involved in the

synthesis of DNA precursors (Lunn and Pigiet, 1979; Thylen and

Mathews, 1989). All three enzymes exist as homodimers of 45-60 x

103 molecular weight.

X -ray diffraction studies of crystalline TS have revealed

residues which interact with the bound ligands (Finer-Moore et aI.

1990; Matthews et ai, 1990a b; Montfort et aI., 1990). Fourteen

invariant residues in TS contact the bound nucleotide; of these

twelve are conserved in CH and ten are conserved in UH. One of the
residQes conserved in both UH and CH is respectively, Cys160 and
Cys 148, which corresponds to the catalytic nucleophile for TS, Cys146

(Figure I-C).

Twelve invariant residues in TS contact the folate substrate
CHzTHF. Six of these are conserved in CH, 5 in UH. One residue

conserved in both UH and CH is respectively, Glu66 and Glu

(corresponding to Glu58 in TS). Glu58 in 
E. coli TS has been proposed

to protonate NI0 of N5 , NI0 bridged CHzTHF to catalyze the
formation of the active N5-iminium ion, the active methylene donor
group (Mathews et aI., 1990a b; Fauman et aI., 1994; Zapf, et aI.
1994 ).

Of those fourteen invariant residues which contact bound
dUMP, two are different in the sequence of CH. One residue is Arg
in E. coli TS which is replaced by a Lys at position 28 in CH (PZ8 or

RZ9 in UH; Wilhelm and Ruger, 1992). This residue will be discussed

in Chapter IX. The other residue is Asp179 in CH. This residue
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their position number are those which have been mutagenized in 
Residues which are followed by



replaces the TS residue Asn 177 (Figure I -C) and the UH residue

A sn 182 . Asn 177 in TS has been shown to be an essential determinant

of the pyrimidine substrate specificity of TS (Liu and Santi, 1993;

Hardy and Nalivaika, 1991). In the structure of the TS ternary

complex, the side chain amide of Asn 177 forms hydrogen bonds with

N3 and 04 of the pyrimidine of dUMP. It is not surprising that this

Asn residue is conserved in the sequence of UN since its substrate is

also dUMP. Since CH and TS (and UH) differ in specificity for the

pyrimidine moiety of their nucleotide substrates , they may interact

differently with N3 and the heteroatom at position 4 of the

heterocycle.

Not only are the amino acid sequences and the reactions
catalyzed by CH, UH, and TS similar, it is also believed that their

mechanisms of catalysis are similar (Graves et aI., 1992; Hardy and

Nalivaika, 1992; Kunitani and Santi, 1980; Santi and Danenburg,

1984; Subramaniam et aI., 1989). Figure I- shows the mechanism

of catalysis proposed for CH by analogy to that determined for
thymidylate synthase (TS). One key feature in the proposed

mechanism for enzymes which alkylate carbon 5 of pyrimidines in
DNA RNA or mononucleotides is nucleophilic attack by an active-site
thiol at the 6-position of the pyrimidine heterocycle which serves to
activate carbon-5 for addition by CH2THF. This results in the
addition of a methyl group to carbon 5 of the pyrimidine followed by

elimination of the carbon 5 proton and release of the covalent
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Figure I-D: Proposed mechanism of catalysis for CH. A number of

important features are ' represented by this mechanism: (I)

nucleophilic attack on carbon 6 of dCMP and transient formation of a

covalent CH-dCMP adduct where carbon-5 is activated for attack on
CHZTHF, (II) formation of a ternary covalent complex between CH-

dCMP and CHzTHF, (III) cleavage of the bond between carbon 11 of

the donated methylene and N5 to release the first product, THF, and

(IV) hydration of the exocyclic methylene by water to form

5dCMP, the second product of the reaction



intermediate (Pogolotti and Santi, 1977). TS and CH have been

shown to require a reduced cysteine thiol for activity (Lee et aI.

1988; Santi and Danenburg, 1984). Replacement of the proposed

catalytic cysteine in many of the methyltransferases and in 

abolishes catalytic activity (Wilke et aI., 1988; Wyszynski et aI., 1992;

Chen et al., 1993; Mi and Roberts, 1993).

TS is a drug-target enzyme and hence has been intensively

investigated both structurally (Hardy et aI., 1987; Matthews et aI.,

1990a,b; Montfort et aI., 1990) and kinetically (Santi & Danenberg,

1984). Many of the mechanistic details for catalysis by TS have

been provided by experiments with a substrate analogue, FdUMP

(reviewed by Lewis & Dunlap, 1981 , and Santi & Danenberg, 1984).

TS binds FdUMP covalently in the presence of CHzTHF, but turnover

is blocked due to the enzyme s inability to abstract F+ . A stable

covalent adduct is formed with the invariant Cys (Cys 146 in 
E. Coli TS)

covalently bound to the 6-position of FdUMP, while CHzTHF is also

covalently bound to the 5-position of FdUMP (Mathews et aI.,

1990a,b). Although CH is not inactivated by FdCMP, which is only a

weak competitive inhibitor (Subramaniam et aI. , 1989; Lee et aI.,

1988), CH is covalently inactivated by FdUMP in the presence of

CHzTHF (Graves et aI., 1992). Similarly, enzymes with similar

mechanisms, such as UH, (Kunitani and Santi, 1980), tRNA (uracil-

methytransferase (Santi and Hardy, 1987), DN A cytosine

methyltransferase (Osterman et aI., 1988), HhaI methyltransferase

(Klimasauskas et aI., 1994), M.HaeII (Chen et aI., 1991), and human



methyl transferase (Smith et aI., 1992) form adducts with 5-

fluorinated pyrimidine substrate analogues.

, Previous evidence in favor of the proposed mechanism of

catalysis by CH is the THF and CHzTHF dependent tritium exchange

reactions with 5(3H)-dCMP and solvent water which CH catalyzes

(Yeh and Greenburg, 1967). TS catalyzes a similar exchange reaction

with 5(3H)-dUMP (Pogolotti et aI., 1973). However, the THF

dependent exchange catalyzed by TS is slower than the normal
turnover reaction which occurs in the presence of CHzTHF. In

contrast, the rate of THF dependent tritium exchange catalyzed by CH

is faster than that of complete turnover dependent on the presence

of CHzTHF. Isotope exchange reaction between solvent water and the

proton of pyrimidine have provided evidence of Michael adducts

as catalytic intermediates for a variety of enzymes which alkyl ate

the 5-position of pyrimidines (Pogolotti et aI., 1979; Santi and Hardy,

1987; Wu and Santi, 1987).

CH appears to be homologous to TS , based both on similar

chemistry and sequence homology. The cloned gene for CH and a
protein purification protocol are available (Thylen, 1988; Mathews 

aI., 1964). great deal of information is available on both the

mechanism and structure of TS. Therefore, it has been chosen for

detailed comparison with TS. Understanding both the structures and

the overall mechanisms of these two enzymes will hopefully give
insight into how protein structure plays a role in protein function.



CHAPTER II

STATEMENT OF THESIS PROBLEM

My thesis research project is aimed at understanding both the

structure and function of the bacteriophage T4 enzyme dCMP

hydroxymethylase (CH). CH belongs to a growing class of enzymes

which alkyl ate the 5 position of the pyrimidine moiety of a DNA , RNA
or a mononucleotide. Understanding how this enzyme functions will
give important information as to how a number of other enzymes 
this class also function. The main goal of this thesis is to determine

what similarities and differences between the structures of CH and
another enzyme in the above described class, thymidylate synthase
(TS), dictate both similarities and differences in the reactions
catalyzed by these two enzymes. The specific goals of this thesis
project are described in the following paragraphs.

C y s 148 in CH has been predicted, from its position on the
sequence alignment between TS and CH (Figure I -C), to be the

nucleophilic thiol responsible for catalysis by CH (Figure I-D). CH has
two Cys residues. The first goal of this project is to examine the roles
of both Cys 148 and Cys 112 by replacement with Ser

, Gly and lor Ala
and characterization of the resulting variant CH enzymes by their
ability to (1) catalyze both THF-dependent tritium exchange and
CH2THF dependent release , (2) catalyze the formation of Hm 5dCMP 



vitro, (3) interact with the substrate-based inhibitor, FdUMP, and (4)

complement a CH deficient strain of phage T4 in vivo.

Asp 179 in CH has been predicted to interact with the 3 and 4

heteroatoms of dCMP (Figure IV -A) and thus play a key role in

determining the specificity. This hypothesis is based on the

corresponding Asn residue in TS (Figure I-C) which has been shown

to interact with the 3 and 4 positions of dUMP (Monfort et aI., 1990;

Matthews et aI., 1990a b). The second goal of this project is to

examine the role of Asp179 in CH by replacement with an Asn, Ser

and Ala residue and characterization of the resulting variant

enzymes with respect to their ability to (1) catalyze tritium exchange

and release, (2) catalyze formation of hydroxymethylated product

using either dCMP or dUMP as the substrate, (3) interact with

FdUMP, and (4) complement a CH deficient strain of phage T4 in VIVO.

Isotope effects calculated for both substrate turnover and

interaction with mechanism-based inhibitors have confirmed salient

features and detailed steps of the mechanism of TS. Certain steps in

the TS mechanism are believed to be similar to steps in the CH

mechanism (Figure I-B and D). The third goal of this project is to use

similar types of analysis for both wild-type CH and CH variants using
both (1) isotopically labelled substrate and (2) isotopically labelled

FdUMP inhibitor in order to understand specific steps in the

mechanism of CH.

G I u 60 in both CH and TS has been predicted to be the acid

which protonates and activates the bridged form of the folate



cosubstrate (Figure VI-A) due to the residue s position in the x-ray

crystal structure of the TS-FdUMP-CHZTHF complex. The fourth goal

of this project is to examine the role of Glu60 in CH by replacement

with either an Asp or a Glu residue, and to characterize the resulting

variant enzymes with respect to their ability to (1) catalyze both

THF-dependent tritium exchange and CHzTHF-dependent tritium

release, (2) interact both covalently and non-covalently with FdUMP

(3) catalyze 180 exchange with solvent water, (4) catalyze the

formation of hydroxymethylated product, and (5) complement a 

deficient strain of phage T4 in vivo.

The ability to measure in vivo complementation of T4 phage

with amber mutations in the CH gene by plasmid encoded alleles is

hindered by the ability of T4 to recombine with plasmid encoded T4

DNA. The fifth goal of this project is to develop an efficient in vivo

assay for CH activity by preventing recombination between the

phage encoded 42 allele and the plasmid-borne 42 allele. This will

accomplished by (1) deletion of the entire gene 42 allele from T4

and (2) removal of all homology between the plasmid-borne gene 42

allele and the CH deficient T4 phage.

It has been hypothesized that the catalytic specificity of TS and

CH (reduction or hydration of the donated methylene group from

CHzTHF) may lie in the C-terminus of each enzyme (Fauman et aI.

1994); specifically, the structure of the C-terminal portion of the

protein dictates the solvent structure of the active-site. The sixth

goal of ,this project is to convert the hydroxymethylase activity of 



to a methylase; Le., into thymidylate 
synthase. This will be

attempted by (1) creation of a chimeric allele between the 5' end of

T4 gene 42 and the 3' end of the E. coli gene encoding TS, thyA and

(2) characterization of the resulting hybrid enzyme by its ability to

be expressed in 
E. coli and complement CH deficient T4 phage and TS

deficient strains of 
E. coli.



CHAPTER III

CYSI48: THE NUCLEOPHILE FOR CH CATALYSIS

A. Proposed Role for Cys 148

The chemical analogy between the reactions catalyzed by 

and CH led to the initial suggestion that the enzymes may utilize

similar mechanisms (Pogolotti and Santi, 1977). These include the

ability to catalyze an isotope exchange reaction between 5 (3 H) - d C 

or 5(3H)-dUMP and solvent water which requires the presence of THF

(Yeh and Greenberg, 1967) and the requirement for a reduced thiol

group at the active site (Lee et aI., 1988; Santi and Danenburg, 1984).

In the proposed mechanism for CH (Figure I-D), the first step of
catalysis is the formation of a Michael adduct between an enzymic

nucleophile and carbon 6 of the pyrimidine heterocycle (Pogolotti

and Santi, 1977). In this adduct, carbon 5 is poised for the

electrophilic addition of CHzTHF. Such Michael adducts are ;11

intermediates in reactions catalyzed by TS (reviewed by Santi &
Danenberg, 1984). Information on the x-ray crystallographic
strcture of E. coli TS complexed with FdUMP and folate (Mathews et
aI., 1989; Monfort et aI., 1990) and amino acid sequencing of a
peptide radiolabelled with 6(3H)-FdUMP (Maley and Maley, 1988)

:t:

has confirmed Cys 146 as the active site nucleophile which initiates
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the catalytic reaction for TS. Inactivation of CH by thiol group

---..-

" modification (NEM and DTNB) has previously indicated that a

reduced thiol group is needed for catalysis by CH (Lee et aI., 1988).

Twelve of the 14 invariant TS residues which have been shown

to contact the bound nucleotide are conserved in the sequence of CH.

One of the residues conserved in CH is Cys 148 (Figure I-C), which

corresponds to the TS active site Cys nucleophile (Cys 146 in E. coli TS).

Cys 148 in CH has been predicted, from its position on the sequence

alignment between TS and CH, to be the nucleophilic thiol responsible

for catalysis by CH. CH has two Cys residues. The first goal of this

project is to examine the roles of both Cys148 and Cys112 by

replacement with Ser , Gly andlor Ala and characterization of the

resulting variant CH enzymes by their ability to 1) catalyze both

tritium exchange and release, 2) catalyze the formation of

(Hm 5dCMP) both in vivo and in vitro and 3) interact with the

substrate-based inhibitor, FdUMP.

B. Materials and Methods

bstrates. Tritium labeled nucleotides were obtained from

Moravek Biochemicals, Brea, CA. CH2THF was prepared by dissolving

THF (Sigma) in a solution of 0.025 M formaldehyde, 0.02 M 

mercaptoethanol, and 10 mM potassium phosphate under nitrogen;

the pH was adjusted to 7.5 using 12 M NaOH. The concentration was

estimated using the molar absorptivity of 3.2 x 10 at 290-295 nm

== .
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(Huennekens et aI., 1962). Yield of L-(6R)-CH2THF (30-35%) was

determined by measuring the complete conversion of CHzTHF to

dihydrofolate (DHF) by 
E. coli , which is accompanied by a change 

molar absorptivity at 340 nm of 6400 (Wahba & Friedkin, 1961). The

stated concentrations of CHz THF have been corrected for the purity of

the (6R) isomer. All other materials were the highest grade

commercially available.

teria and Bacterio Strains. Plasmid pT7 -

;,.

containing gene 42 and bacteriophage T4 42 amC87 containing 

amber mutation at codon 57 were obtained from Dr. Christopher

Mathews (Lamm et aI., 1988). Wild-type T4 phage and the non-
suppressor (su- E. coli W3110(L8 lacJq) were from Dr. A. R. Poteete

at U. Mass. Medical Center. E. coli BL21thyArecA (su-) was obtained

from Barbara Yates (Dev et aI., 1988). E. coli strain TGI used for
mutagenesis was from Amersham. E. coli JMI0IL1thyA was from Dr.

Marlene Belfort (Bell-Pedersen et aI., 1991). Bacteriophage A CE6 and

E. coli LE392 (su+) and BL21 (su-) were obtained from Dr. Willam
Studier (Studier et aI. , 1988). High titer A CE6 stocks were grown in

LE392 as described (Patterson and Dean, 1987). The su strain used

for genetic testing and plating of the T4 42amC87 phage E. coli Sul-
(F lacI373 lacZu 118am, proB+/F-ara , L1(lac-pro)Xlll thi, gyrA
argAam, riJ, 

metB supD), was obtained from Dr. Jeffery Miller at
UCLA. R408 helper phage was obtained from Stratagene. When
necessary, 100 

IlglmL ampicillin was included in liquid or solid media
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for plasmid selection. JMI0IL1thyA and BL21thyArecA strains were

grown in the presence of 50 /lg/mL thymidine.

lonin d-.uta enesis. Conventional recombinant methods

were used (Maniatis et at., 1989). Gene 42 from pT7 - 42 was

subcloned into pKS+ (Stratagene) as a PstI/EcoRI 927 base pair

fragment. We refer to these constructs generically as pCH plasmids

encoding a specific 42 allele. Gene 42 was also cloned into M13mp18

(Messing et aI., 1981) as the same 927 base pair fragment. Single

stranded DNA from either the M13mp18 or pKS+ derivative carrying

gene 42 was isolated, respectively, as recommended by Amersham, or

by rescue using R408 helper phage as recommended by Stratagene.

Oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis was performed on single-

stranded DNA by the phosphorothioate method (Nakamaye and

Eckstein, 1986) using the Amersham kit. Mutagenic primers, 17 to 22
nucleotides in length containing one or two base changes in the

center, and sequencing primers were obtained from Genetic Designs

(now Genosys). The sequences of the mutagenic oligonucleotides

(mismatched nuc1eotide(s) underlined) are listed below.

Primer 18: 5' GATTCATG G(A/G)C ACGAATACAG (CI48G, D)

Primer 19: 5' GATICATG A(A/G)C ACGAATACAG (CI48S , N)

Primer 20: 5' GACA T G A(A/G)T IT AGCTG (C112S



_._- .._.

:(1

l):

Each mutant allele was sequenced in its entirety to ensure that only
the desired mutations were present. Mutant alleles generated in
M13 were cloned back into pKS+ on the PstI/EcoRI fragment. The

single site mutations made are listed in Table III-

CH activity in vivo was estimated from the
ratio of the titer of T4 42 amberC87 bacteriophage on an su- host

(BL21thyArecA) bearing a pCH plasmid encoding a specified 42 allele
to the titer on su+ (Sui- I) cells; this ratio is the efficiency of plating.

Marker rescue experiments were done to determine
recombination frequencies. T4 42amC87 phage were grown in su
cells harboring the specified pCH plasmids (Table III-A) and phage
progeny were titered progeny on su- (W3110) and su cells (Thylen

1988). The recombination frequency is the percentage of phage
which form plaques on the su- host relative to those which form
plaques on the su+ host. The reversion rate, measured using a lysate
grown in su cells without a pCH plasmid, is the ratio of phage
progeny which grow on su

versus cells.

Over roduction and Purification of CH. CH (wild-type and
variants) were overproduced in strain BL21 (or in JMI0IL1thyA 

BL21 thyArecA when necessary to eliminate TS) harboring pCH
plasmids by exploitation of the T7 promoter, using ACE6 (Studier et
at, 1990). Our purification procedure was a scaled up version of the



method of, Mathews et aI. , (1964), modified as follows. The cells

-----

were lysed in a French press under 11 00 psi. The pooled fractions

containing CH (from chromatography on DEAE cellulose) were

concentrated with an Amicon YMI0 filter, dialyzed against 50 

potassium phosphate (pH 6.5), and chroma to graphed on CM-

Sephadex (without purification on calcium phosphate). CH was ca.

95..99% pure after this step. The pooled fractions were concentrated

dialyzed against 0.2 M potassium phosphate (pH 6.7), and further

purified on a MonoQ HR 10/10 FPLC column (Pharmacia).

Homogeneous CH was stored in 20 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.

at 4 or - Protein concentrations were routinely determined by

the Coomassie binding method (Bradford, 1976), which gave identical

results to the 'Lowry method (Lowry et aI., 1951).

Enz me Assa s. CH was assayed by monitoring the release of

tritium from 5(3H)-labelled nucleotides into solvent water (Yeh &

Greenberg, 1967). Standard assays contained 80 mM potassium

phosphate (pH 7.4), 20 mM -mercaptoethanol, 0.4 mM dCMP or

dUMP (9.3 x 10 Bq 
3H/mmol), and 0.6 mM CH2THF and were

incubated at 30 Initial velocities were measured at less than 10%

conversion of substrate to product. Velocities, corrected for non-

enzymatic rates of tritium release, were linearly dependent upon

added enzyme.



ctivation of CH. Inactivation of CH by FdUMP was done by

reacting enzyme with 50 JlM FdUMP for timed intervals under

conditions identical to those used for activity assays, but lacking

nucleotide substrates. Inactivation of CH by 1 mM 5 dithiobis(2-

nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) was done in standard assay buffer (lacking

-mercaptoethanol) at 30 C for 15 minutes. Reactive thiol groups on

CH were titrated by reacting 0.5 mglmL enzyme with 1 mM DTNB in

80 mM potassium phosphate at pH 7.4. Thiol group modification was

followed by measuring an increase in absorbance at 412 
associated with the formation of thiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (TNB) 

a reaction product (Ellman, 1959; Lee et aI., 1988). Assuming

stoichiometry between the formation of modified thiol groups and

the formation of TNB, the number of modified thiols was calculated

by using the extinction coefficient of 13 600 M- l cm- l (Lundblad and
Noyes, 1984).

Bindin of FdUMP to CH. Filter binding assays were performed
under conditions similar to those used for tritium release assays.

Each reaction contained (unless stated otherwise) 14.3 JlM enzyme
monomer and the indicated molar ratio of 6(3H)-FdUMP (4.0 x 105

Bq/mmole) in a volume of 0.05 mL. After reaction at 30 C for 20
min (except as noted), 0.025 mL samples of the reaction mixture
were applied to nitrocellulose filters (0.45 micron pore size, from
Schleicher and Schuell; pre-wet with 80 mM phosphate, pH 7.4).

samples were left on the filter for 1 minute, and the filters were

The



. washed 5 times with 2 mL of 80 mM phosphate. Each filter was

dissolved in 
mL dimethylsulfoxide, and counted by liquid

scintillation in 9 mL AquasolTM (Dupont).

FdUMP complexes for analysis by denaturing gel

electrophoresis were prepared as described for filter binding

analysis, but in 20 
After incubation at 25 C for the indicated

time samples were heated with an equal volume of 2X SDS sample

buffer (1 M Tris (pH 6.8), 0.2% SDS 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0. 6 M 

mercaptoethanol, 0.001% bromophenol blue) for 2 minutes either at

800 or 100 C. The denatured samples were run on a 1 % SDS/12%

polyacrylamide gel with a 3% stacking gel in a buffer containing

025 M Tris, 0. 192M glycine, and 1% SDS at pH 8.3. A portion of the

gel (e.

g., 

lanes M, A, and B , Fig 3) was stained in 2.5% Coomassie. The

rest of the gel was treated in 10% trichloroacetic acid for 10 minutes

rinsed with water, and treated with AmplifyTM (Amersham) for 

minutes. The dried gel was exposed to Kodak XAR TM film at room

temperature.

C. Activity of CH In Vivo Following Substitution of Cys148 and Cys 112

The eop of T4 42 amC87 on su- hosts carrying plasmid-borne

42 alleles (wild-type or Cys variants) correlates with the specific

activity of the encoded CH variants (Table III-A). Replacement of

Cys 148 resulted in a 500-fold decrease in the relative eop.

Replacement of Cys 1l2 , the only other Cys in CH, with Ser does not



Table III-A. Activity of CH (wild type and Cys148 variants ) both

in vivo and in vitro

frequency

Initial velocity

(Ilmol min-
l mg- l)c

42 Allele eop of T4 42

amber C87b

Recombination

wild-type 1.0 2 %

C148G 0 x 10- 1.1 % -:3.8 x 10- 

C 148D 0 x 10- 1.1 % -:2.7 x 10-

C148S 0 x 10- 9 % -:4.0 x 10-

C112S 1.0 1.1 %

aVariants created by mutagenesis are indicated by the amino acid

residue number preceded by the single-letter code for the wild- type

residue and followed by the single-letter code for the new residue.

bDetermined as described in Materials and Methods. CJnitial velocities

were measured with the purified enzymes by tritium release from

5(3H)-dCMP under standard assay conditions. dThe activity stated is

that measured for crude cell extracts induced to overexpress C112S

normalize to the activity of crude cell extracts induced to overexpress

wild-type CH (1.0). *NOTE: There is less CH protein expressed in the

cells induced to express the C112S enzyme because it is unstable.



decrease complementation of T4 42 amC87, but probably decreases

the stability of CH (data not shown) due to the fact that the enzyme

is not overexpressed to the same level as either wild-type CH or any

of the Cys148 variants. Identical results were obtained in

BL21thyArecA and W3110.

The eop on cells . containing pCH derivatives with mutant 42

alleles is at least 10 higher than the reversion rate. T4 42amC87
grown In su cells in the absence of a pCH plasmid exhibit a reversion

rate of 10- However, an increase in the eop caused by the pCH

plasmids may be due to complementation andlor recombination.

The fraction of wild type T4 progeny recovered from an su host

(Sui-I) was increased 1000-fold when the host contained any of the

pCH plasmids listed in Table III. The frequency of recombination 
identical for wild-type or mutant 42 alleles (approximately 1 %, Table

III-A). All of the mutant 42 alleles described in later chapters also
had recombination frequencies of . 1- 7% compared to a reversion
rate in the absence of any 42 allele of 0.001- 01 %. Therefore, the
500-fold higher eop caused by pCH (wild-type), compared to pCH

carrying mutant 42 alleles , must be due to the wild-type enzyme
higher specific activity. Furthermore, the residual eop of T4
42amC87 on the Cys 148 variants may be due either to recombination
between the copy of gene 42 encoded by the T4 phage and the

plasmid-encoded gene 42 or to residual activity of the CH variants.
This point will be further addressed in Chapter VII.



D. Activity of CH Variants In Vitro

All of the CH Cys 148 varIants listed in Table III-A could be

overproduced in E. coli and purified in comparable yields.

Approximately one mg of homogeneous CH protein per gm of cells is

normally obtained. Replacement of Cys148 by Ser, Asp or Gly

decreases the specific activity on 5(3H)-dCMP at least 7 x fold.

Most, if not all, of the residual activity of the Cys 148 variants is

believed to be due to contaminating CH (wild-type) suggested by the

inactivation of the variants upon exposure to DTNB. This is most

likely due to the reuse of resins for purification. Once it was

determined that the Cys148 variant enzymes may be contaminated

with wild-type CH, the purification resins were no longer reused for

purification of different enzyme variants. Titration of wild-type CH

with DTNB indicated two equivalents of thiol per CH dimer, and less

than 0. 1 equivalent of thiol per dimer with each Cys148 variant.

(Cys 112 is apparently inaccessible for reaction with DTNB (Lee et aI.

1988). If activity of any Cys148 variant were due to the enzyme

itself, this activity should not have been affected by DTNB.

All of the CH Cys148 variants listed in Table III- crystallize

under conditions identical to those for crystallization of wild-type CH

(Hardy, unpublished results). The crystals of wild-type CH and the

variants are similar macroscopically, indicating no significant

structural changes due to the replacement of Cys 148 by Asp, Gly, or

Ser.



Wild-type CH is not inhibited by 0.5 mM FdCMP but is

- ----.--.--- - -

inhibited by a ten-fold lower concentration of FdUMP. This

inhibition is both time dependent and CH2 THF dependent. Wild type

CH also forms a complex with 6(3H)-FdUMP and CHzTHF which can be

isolated on both nitrocellulose filters and SDS-polyacrylamide gels

suggesting that the complex is covalent. None of the Cys148 enzyme

variants form a complex with 6(3H)-FdUMP which is detectable on
either SDS-PAGE (Figure III-A) or nitrocellulose filters even after

reaction times of up to 2 hours andlor exposure of the film for 6

days. This is consistent with a role for Cys148 in nucleophilic attack

upon carbon 6 of the nucleotide. Results discussed in Chapter IV also

show that creation of double variants containing a Cys 148 mutation

and the D179N mutation which increases specificity for dUMP still
does not allow FdUMP complex formation to take place.

E. Discussion

The inactivation of CH for either complete catalysis or FdUMP

binding caused by the substitution of Cys 148 (Table III-A) indicates
that this residue s side chain thiol is the nucleophile in Michael
adduct formation (Figure I-B). Even when the Cys 148 mutations are

combined with a 42 mutation which increases the enzyme s affinity
for FdUMP, no FdUMP binding can be detected (data presented in
Chapter VI). The structure proposed for this adduct is shown in
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Figure III - Covalent complex formation between 6(3H) -FdUMP

CHZTHF, and CH (D179N and CI48G, , or D) analyzed by SDS-PAGE.

All complexes were formed using 178 Ilmol enzyme monomer and

652 nmol of 6(3H)-FdUMP (8. 9 x 10z Bq/pmol) in a volume of 20 Ill.

The + and - labels at the top of the figure refer to the presence and

absence of 2 mM CHzTHF. All reactions were incubated 45 minutes

at 30 C and heated 2 minutes at 80 C after the addition of an equal

volume of SDS-sample buffer.



Figure III- Results in Chapter VI show that the normal 180

exchange reaction which occurs between Hm5dCMP and solvent

water catalyzed by wild-type CH is also dependent on the presence

of the Cys148 nucleophile (Butler et aI., submitted for publication). 

vivo assays using a strain of T4 which has the gene for CH deleted

(T4L142) and a plasmid encoded C148G mutant 42 gene which cannot

recombine with T4L142 also show that the C148G variant cannot

complement a CH deficient phage (Chapter VII). In no case do 
see any CH specific activity (tritium exchange, product formation

FdUMP binding or 180 exchange) when the Cys148 thiol is replaced in

CH. Cys148 is likely to be the essential sulfhydryl group identified by

Sander and coworkers (Lee et aI. , 1988).

In addition to the reactions catalyzed by CH and TS, Cys

residues also provide the nucleophile during catalysis by E. coli
tRN A-(5Urd)methyltransferase (Kealy and Santi, 1991), the

DN A(5Ctd)methyltransferase from Haemophilus aegyptius (Chen et
aI., 1991), HhaI methyltransferase from Haemophilus Haemolyticus

(Klimasauskas et aI., 1993) as well as dUMP hydroxymethylase (UH)

from Bacillus subtUus phage SPOI (Kunitani and Santi, 1980;

Wilhelm and Ruger, 1992). E. coli TS is similarly rendered inactive

by replacement of the corresponding nucleophilic residue Cys 146 with

Ala or Gly (Dev et aI. , 1988). In E. coli , where Cys146 is replaced

by Ser, the enzyme appeared to still catalyze catalytic turnover (Dev

et aI., 1988), in contrast to the more complete loss of the catalytic

activity of CH(CI48S).
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The presence of an equilibrium isotope effect on the complex

formed between wild-type CH, CHzTHF, and FdUMP is consistent with

the hypothesis that carbon 6 of FdUMP is sp3 hybridized when bound

to the enzyme (discussed in Chapter V). Further confirmation of the

structure proposed for this adduct (Figure III-B) will require x-ray
crystallographic data for - CH bound to both it's nucleotide and folate

substrates.



CYS14s-Enzyme

Figure III-B: Proposed structure of the complex between FdUMP

CH2THF, and CH. Cys 148 in CH is covalently attached to carbon 6 of

FdUMP to form an sp3 hybridized carbon center. CHZTHF is added 

carbon 5 of FdUMP via the methylene bridge to nitrogen 5 of the

folate.



CHAPTER IV

ASp179: A DETERMINANT OF SUBSTRATE

SPECIFICITY OF CH FOR dCMP

A. Proposed role for Asp 179

In the structure of TS complexed with both its folate and
nucleotide substrates, the side chain amide of Asn 177 forms hydrogen

bonds with the amino group at position 4 and the keto group at
position 3 of the pyrimidine of dUMP (Monfort et aI., 1990; Matthews
et aI., 1990a,b). In the pyrimidine dCMP, the 3 and 4 heteroatoms of
dUMP are replaced with a nitrogen at position 3 and an amino group
at position 4 (Figure VI-A). Since CH and TS differ in specificity for
the pyrimidine moiety of their nucleotide substrates, they may

interact differently with N3 and the heteroatom at position 4 of the
heterocycle. Replacement of Asn 177 in E. coli TS and Asn229 from

casei TS with an Asp alters the substrate specificity of TS from

dUMP to dCMP (Hardy and Nalivaika, 1992; Liu and Santi, 1992; Liu

and Santi, 1993). The crystallographic structure of the HhaI

methyltransferase has been solved bound to a 13-mer DNA fragment

containing the target GCGC base sequence (Klimasauskas et aI., 1994).

It has been shown that the side chain of Glu 119 forms a hydrogen



dUMP

Figure IV -

dCMP

Structural differences between dCMP and dUMP.

3 and 4 positions (boxed).

Differences between these two pyrimidine nucleotides lie within the

The dCMP heterocycle contains an

nitrogen at position 4 and an amino group at position 3. The dUMP

heterocycle contains an amino group at position 3 and a ketO group

an position 4.



bonding network to the N3 and NH4 positions of cytosine, and the
main chain of Phe 79 forms a hydrogen bond with NH4. Thus

, one of

the elements which may define the substrate specificity of these two
methyltransferases is the nature of the interaction between the three
and four positions of the pyrimidine heterocycle and the enzyme.

One of the invariant TS-active-site residues not conserved in
the sequence of CH is Asp 179 which replaces the conserved TS Asn
residue. Like Glu 119 in the HhaI methy ltransferase, the side chain
atoms of Asp may more suited for interacting with the N3 and NH4
groups of the pyrimidine ring of dCMP. The data presented in
Chapter IV show that replacement of Asp 179 in CH with an Asn
residue alters the substrate specificity of CH from its preferred

, substrate , dCMP, to the TS preferred substrate , dUMP, without

changing the catalytic specificity of the enzyme.

B. Materials and Methods

Substrates. All nucleotides (tritium labelled and unlabelled)
and folates were purchased or prepared as described in Chapter III.

Mutagenesis. Oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis was
performed on single-stranded pCH2 DNA by the phosphorothioate
method (Nakamaye and Eckstein, 1986) using the Amersham kit.
Mutagenic oligonucleotide primers and primers for sequencing were
obtained from Genetic Designs (now Genosys). Each mutant allele



was sequenced in its entirety to ensure that only the desired

mutations were present. Sequences of mutagenic oligonucleotides

(mismatched nucleotide(s) underlined) are listed below.

Primer 43: 5' CCGT AA T G TAT GCA TGGC

(D 179N)

(D179S)

(D179A)

Primer 14: 5' CCGTAAT T TA GCATGGC

Primer 42: 5' CCGTAAT AGe TAT GCATGGC

Primer 14 will also create a silent mutation which destroys a Nsil

site in gene 42.

Three pCH derivatives containing two mutations in gene 42

were created, by in vitro recombination of the D 179N mutation with

each of the Cys148 mutations (described in Chapter III). These

double mutants were constructed by ligating the appropriate DNA

fragments obtained from cleavages of the requisite pCH plasmids

with Seal and HpaI endonucleases. The unique H pal site of pCH lies

within the gene 42 sequence, between the codons for residues 148

and 179. The unique Seal site lies within the lactamase gene of the

pKS+ sequence, ensuring that only the products of ligation which had

the desired orientation would confer resistance to ampicillin.

Over:roduction and purification of CH. CH (wild-type and

Asp 179 variants) were overproduced and purified as described in

Chapter III-



Enz me assa CH (wild- type and Asp179 variants) was

assayed by monitoring the release of tritium from 5(3H) - labelled

nucleotides into solvent water (Yeh & Greenberg, 1967) as described

in Chapter III - B.

Determination of the value of KM for CH2 THF for the

CH(DI79N)-catalyzed reaction with 5(3H)-dUMP and CHzTHF required

measurements of some initial velocities at concentrations of CH2THF

lower than the enzyme concentration. Therefore, the value for 

was determined in two ways. In one case, initial velocities from

reactions containing 0.4 mM dUMP and 34 M enzyme and 1.5 to 600
M CHzTHF ((2.6 x 10-3 to 2. 8 x 10- mol min- l mg- l) were fit to a

hyperbolic Michaelis-Menton equation , yielding a value for KM of

16.4 (:t 3. 7) This treatment of the data is not strictly valid, since

the enzyme concentration employed was greater than that of the
concentration of CHzTH, in some cases. Therefore, a second

approach was also taken.

In one second case, a modified kinetic analysis was done (as

described by Henderson , 1973; Segel, 1975), to ensure that depletion

of free substrate by enzyme binding did not invalidate the calculated
value of KM. Reactions contained 0.4 mM dUMP and 34 enzyme.

The value of V max used in this analysis was calculated to be 2.7 x

1 0- mol min- l mg- , almost identical to that determined above.

This was calculated from the average of constant initial velocities

obtained at concentration of CHzTHF from 250- 600 M (the values

for Vi were within 5% of V max). The value of KM from a least-



squares fit of the data to equation II-a shown below (Segel, 1975

--quation 54a) was determined to be 17. 8 (:t Z. O) , close to that

determined by the method above. (S) represents the concentration of

substrate (in this case CHzTHF).

enzyme (34 M).

(E) represents the concentration

(S)/vi = KM (lNmax-Vi) + (E)Nmax eq. II-a

Interaction of CH with FdUMP. Inactivation of CH (wild- type

and Asp179 variants) with FdUMP was performed as described in

Chapter III - Nitrocellulose filter binding assays were performed

under conditions similar to those used for tritium release assays.

Each reaction contained (unless stated otherwise) 14. D179N

enzyme monomer and the indicated molar ratio of 6(3H)-FdUMP (4.

x 105 Bq/mmole) in a volume of 0.05 mL. After reaction at 30 C for
20 min (except as noted), 0.025 mL samples of the reaction mixture
were applied to nitrocellulose filters (0.45 micron pore size, from

Schleicher and Schuell; pre-wet with 80 mM phosphate, pH 7.4).

samples were left on the filter for 1 minute, and the filters were

The

washed 5 times with 2 mL of 80 mM phosphate. Each filter was

dissolved in 1 mL dimethylsulfoxide, and counted by liquid

scintillation in 9 mL AquasolTM (Dupont).

The rates for both association and dissociation of the complex

formed between CH, CHzTHF, and FdUMP analyzed under non-



denaturing conditions were determined by forming complexes with 7

M enzyme monomer, 70 M 6(3H)-FdUMP (3. 5 x 106 Bq/llmol), and

6 mM CHzTHF in 80 mM potassium phosphate , 20 mM 

mercaptoethanol (pH 7.4) in a volume of 0.025 ml at C for

varying times. For dissociation rates, reactions were incubated at

300 C until maximal complex formation had occurred (measured by

the dpms of 6(3H)-FdUMP bound to a nitrocellulose filter) at which

time a 50 fold excess of unlabeled FdUMP was added to the reaction.

Triplicate samples (0.025 ml) were assayed for labeled FdUMP still

bound to the enzyme by nitrocellulose filter binding as described

above (Graves et aI., 1992).

FdUMP complexes for analysis by SDS-denaturing gel

electrophoresis were prepared as described for filter binding

analysis, but in a volume of 20 L. After incubation at 30 C for 40

minutes (2 hours for the D179A and D179S enzyme variants),

samples were heated with an equal volume of 2X-SDS sample buffer

(Chapter III-B) for 2 minutes either at 80 or 100 C. The denatured

samples were run on a 1 % SDS/12% polyacrylamide gel with a 3%

stacking gel, treated in 10% trichloroacetic acid and Amplify

(Amersham), dried and exposed film at room temperature. Band

intensities on the autoradiogram were quantitated using a Hoefer

Scientific GS300 scanning densitometer. The intensities were

corrected for protein content, and normalized to the most intense

band on the autoradiogram.



The association rates for the complex formed between CH

(wild-type and DI79N), CHzTHF, and 6(3H)-FdUMP analyzed by SDS-

PAGE were determined by forming complexes with 35 J.M enzyme

monomer, 3.5 J.M 6(3H)-FdUMP (5. 9 x 108 BqlJ.mol), and 1 mM

CHzTHF at 30 C. At specified times , 20 J.I samples were quenched

by the addition of 20 J.I of SDS-sample buffer (see Chapter III-B) and

either frozen on dry ice or immediately heating 2 minutes at 80

Samples were heated 2 minutes at 80 immediately before loading

onto a 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. The gel was treated, exposed

and bands were quantitated as described above.

Product Anal sis Products from CH':catalyzed reactions of

6(3H)-nucleotides with CH2THF were fractionated by HPLC, and

detected by liquid scintillation counting. Prior to HPLC, the reaction

mixtures were freed of protein and much of the folate using

disposable C18 cartridges (Waters Sep-PakTM Portions of the

nucleotide products were hydrolyzed to nuc1eosides with bacterial

alkaline phosphatase (Worthington), to allow comparison with an

authentic sample of 5-hydroxymethyl-dUrd (Sigma). The HPLC

analyses were done isocratically on a C18 Lichrosorb column

(Alltech) with (for nucleotides) 5 mM each potassium phosphate and

tetrabutylammonium sulfate pH 7. 10% vlv methanol or (for

nucleosides) with 0.25 M ammonium acetate, pH 6.

non-radioactive sample of the product of the reaction

between dUMP and CH2THF catalyzed by homogeneous CH(DI79N)



was prepared, and purified by 
chromatography on Dowex- l and

f11F BPLC on a Synchropack C18 column (Alltech). The sample was

;Jii,

lyophilized and converted to its 
nucleoside form by phosphatase

treatment. The sample was freed of protein as described above and

the nucleoside was purified by HPLC on the Syncropack C18 column.

The product was deionized and analyzed by (i) silica gel thin layer

chromatography in 4: 1 chloroform: methanol
, and (ii) fast atom

bombardment mass spectrophotometry at 
the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Mass Spectrometry Facility.

C. Alteration of Kinetic Parameters for dCMP and dUMP by

Substitution of ASp
179 in CH With Asn, Ala or Ser.

The major effects of the D 179N residue change are decreases in

the values of kcat and kcatlKM for dCMP, which are respectively 10

fold and 10 fold lower (Table IV-A). However, the D179N variant

also exhibits a 2.5 fold increase in 
kcat and a 61 fold increase in

kcatlKM for dUMP, compared to the values with CH(wild-type).

Hence the relative value of kcatlKM for dCMP and dUMP is altered by

ca 5 orders of magnitude by the D179N mutation. The unique values

of KM (Table IV -A) with the Asp179 variants indicate that their

activities are not due to contaminating CH (wild-type) or TS.

The D179A substitution decreases the values of kcat and

kcatlKM for dCMP by 4 x 103 and 2 x 10 fold, respectively; the



Table IV-A. Kinetic parameters for CH (wild- type D179N , and

D179A) with pyrimidine nucleotide substrates

enzyme and

substrate

kcat

(min

CH(wild- type) with:

dCMp 892 :t 8 8

dUMpd 148 :t O. OOZ

CH(DI79N) with:

dCMP 248 :t 0.OZ7

dUMP 50 :t 0.

CH(DI79A) with:

dCMP 20 :t 0.

dUMP 20 :t O.

(mM)

14 :t 0.

4.4 :t 0.4

61 :t 0.

24 :t 0.

61 :t 

55 :t Z 3

kcatlKM

(mM- l min

6251 :t 3 Z 7

034 :t 0. 006

0.406 :t 0.076

08 :t 0.

0033 :t 0.0017

0036 :t 0. 0019

aVariants created by mutagenesis are indicated by the amino acid
residue number preceded by the single-letter code for the wild-type

residue and followed by the single-letter code for the new residue.
bThe entries are the mean value :t SE (calculated for enzyme dimer).
cNucleotide concentrations ranged from 0.05 mM to 0.4 mM.
dNucleotide concentrations ranged from 0.05 mM to 10 mM.
eNucleotide concentrations ranged from 1 mM to 80 mM.



values for dUMP are unaffected or slightly decreased. The resulting

CH variant has essentially identical activity on dCMP and dUMP

(Table IV -A). Replacement of Asp179 with Ser results in a total loss

of activity on either nucleotide.

The value of KM for CH2THF was also slightly affected by the

Asp 179 mutations. The value of 3.2 (:: 0.5) 11M determined with

CH(wild-type) at 0.4 mM dCMP is similar to the value reported by

Lee et aI. , (1988). A higher value of 18 (:: 2) 11M for CH(DI79N) at 0.4

mM dUMP was calculated from an analysis which is valid at enzyme

concentrations higher than that of substrate (Henderson, 1973); this

value of KM for CH2THF is indistinguishable from a value calculated

from a fit of the initial velocity data to a simple hyperbolic (16 :t 4

11M). For every combination of enzyme and nucleotide listed in Table

IV - , the observed initial velocities were independent of the

concentration of CH2THF between 0.3 mM and 2 mM. Hence each CH

variant is saturated with respect to CH2THF at 0.6 mM, which was the

concentration used to obtain the results in Table IV -

D. Product Formation by CH(D 179N)

Replacement of Asp179 with Asn changes the substrate

specificity of CH, but does not affect catalytic specificity. The

reaction of 6(3H)-dUMP with CH2THF catalyzed by CH(DI79N) leads

to ::90% conversion of the nucleotide to a material which elutes 

the C18 reverse phase HPLC system employed at a retention volume



(rv = 20.5 mL) intermediate between those of dUMP 
(15 mL) and

dTMP (rv= 23 mL), as previously reported for Hm5dUMP (Kunitani

and Santi, 1980). After conversion to the nucleoside form this

material co-elutes on C18 reverse phase HPLC with authentic
5dUrd (rv = 30.5 mL), well resolved from dUrd (rv = 28 mL) and

Thd (rv = 77 mL).

The nucleoside form of the dUMP-derived product of the

CH(DI79N) reaction was prepared in low yield (ca 12%). This was

due to the lengthy purification procedure. The nucleoside product
and was analyzed by both TLC and mass spectrometry. The
nucleoside product has the same Rf as authentic Hm5dUrd on silica
gel TLC in using a 4: 1 chloroform methanol (0.62) solvent. Mass
spectral analysis of the nucleoside 

product showed an ion of mlz
259 , consistent with its identity as the (M+H)+ ion of Hm5dUrd (data
not shown).

E. Interactions of CH with FdUMP

Neither CH(wild-type) nor CH(DI79N) is inhibited by 0.5 mM
FdCMP. In contrast, both wild type CH and the Asp179 variant

enzymes can be completed inactivated by and form a complex with
6(3H)-FdUMP in the presence of CHzTHF which is retained both on
nitrocellulose filters and SDS-PAGE. The enzymes are totally
inhibited by 0. 1 mM FdUMP.

and CHzTHF dependent.

This inhibition is both time dependent



Titration of CH(D 179N) with FdUMP by nitrocellulose filter

binding correlates with the inhibition of the enzyme s activity on

5(3H)-dUMP (Figure VI-B). Maximum binding has been corrected for

binding efficiency of the filters (30%) and normalized to 100% at the

molar ratios of 1.25 to 2.00 where binding was constant within

experimental error (20 :t 2 pmol FdUMP bound per 70 pmol of

enzyme placed on the filter). Both maximum binding to

nitrocellulose and maximum inhibition of catalytic activity occur at a

ratio of 1 mole FdUMP per 1.18 moles of CH monomer. This result is

consistent with the idea that the nucleotide analogue binds to the

enzyme dimer at both active sites in the presence of CH2THF.

Maximum binding for the wild-type enzyme and the D 179N

variant occurs at approximately the same reaction times required for

the maximum inhibition of activity. The D179S and D179A variants

of CH, reacted with 0. 1 mM 6(3H)-FdUMP for 2 hours at 30 , exhibit

55% and 22%, respectively, of the binding observed with CH(wild-

type) or CH(DI79N). As stated in Chapter III, none of the Cys 148

enzyme variants form a complex with 6(3H)-FdUMP which is
detectable on nitrocellulose filters, even after reaction times of up to
2 hours. Double mutants possessing both a Cys 148 residue change

and the D 179N mutation also do not form a complex detectable on
nitrocellulose filters.

Replacement of the Asp 179 in CH with an Asn not only results

in a reversal of the substrate preference of the enzyme from dCMP to
dUMP but the Asp179 CH variant also has an increase in the abilty
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Figure IV-B: Titration of the CH(DI79N) active-site with FdUMP.
Filter binding assays of the complex formed between enzyme
CH2THF, and 6(3H)-FdUMP (filled diamonds) were performed as
described in Materials and Methods. Each reaction contained 1.43 nM
CH(DI79N) monomer and 

sufficient 6(3H)-FdUMP (74 Bq/nmol) to
give the indicated molar ratio. Each point represents the mean value
from triplicate 

samples of 50 JlI relative to maximum binding at
FdUMP:monomer ratios 

of 1.25 to 2.00. Inhibition of tritium release

from 5(3H)-dUMP (open squares) by the same molar ratios of FdUMP
to enzyme monomer is also described in Materials and Methods.
reaction contained 14.4 

JlM D 179N enzyme monomer.

Each



to interact with FdUMP. Figure IV -C shows plots of the association

and dissociation of 6(3H)-FdUMP with CH (wild-type and D179N) as a

function of time measured by nitrocellulose filter binding under non-

denaturing conditions. The values for association and dissociation

rates are tabulated in Table IV - The rate of association of FdUMP

with wild-type CH was calculated by measuring the fraction of

maximum tritium bound to the filter (Le. ; the fraction of CH bound to

FdUMP) with time. first-order association rate constant of 0.

min - 1 was calculated by plotting the fraction of CH not bound to

FdUMP versus time using the equation IV - shown below (Figure IV-

C, (A)).

(E) total - (E) bound

--------

= e- eq. IV-
(E) total

Measurement of the association rate of FdUMP with CH(D 179N)

by filter binding was hindered by the fact that the complex was

completely formed within one minute. The nature of the assay does
not allow samples to be placed on the filter and washed within less

than one minute. However, the t1/2 of association of FdUMP with

CH(DI79N) must be less than one minute. Using this tl/2 value, an

association rate constant of greater than 0.7 min- l can be calculated

using the equation t1/2 693/k. Therefore, replacement of Asp 179

in CH with Asn increases the association rate of FdUMP with the
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Figure IV - Time-dependent association and dissociation of

nitrocellulose bound 6(3H)-FdUMP-CH2THF-CH (wild-type and D179N)

complexes. Graph A represents the fraction of CH (wild-type) not

associated with 6(3H)-FdUMP plotted as a function of time;Le the

association of FdUMP with CH. Graph B and C represents the fraction

of CH (wild-type or D179N) still associated with 6(3H)-FdUMP after

addition of excess unlabelled FdUMP plotted as a function of time (Le

the dissociation of FdUMP from enzyme).

type CH. Graph C represents CH(D 179N).

Graph B represents wild-
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enzyme and CH2 THF by at least 10 fold.

The dissociation rates of the FdUMP complex for both wild- type

CH and CH(DI79N) were calculated by measuring the fraction of

tritium labelled complex no longer bound to the filter after addition
of excess unlabelled FdUMP with time. First-order dissociation rate

constants of 0.0011 and 0.005 min- l were calculated for

respectively, wild-type CH and CH(DI79N) by plotting the fraction of

CH bound to FdUMP versus time using the equation IV -B shown

below (Figure IV -C (B and C)).

(E) bound

= e- eq. IV-
(E) total

Replacement of Asp 179 with an Asn not only results in an

increased association rate of FdUMP with CH but also an increased
dissociation rate of the FdUMP complex of at least 5 fold. The

resulting equilibrium constant (Keq = 
/kd) for the - formation of

complex with the CH(DI79N) variant ( 140.0 :t 12.2) was calculated to

be at least twice that for the formation of the same complex with

wild-type CH (81. 8 :t 22.6) under similar conditions. The dissociation

rate of the FdUMP complex formed using wild-type CH was also
difficult to measure accurately due to the fact that the FdUMP

probably dissociates from the complex slower than the enzyme
becomes denatured. It was not possible to replace all of the



Table IV - Association and dissociation constants for

complex formed between CH (wild- type and D179N), 6(3H)-

FdUMP, and CHzTHF

enzyme kassoc kdissockassoc

(min- (min- (min-

CH( wild -type) 090 :t 0.004 009 :t 0.001 0011 :t O. OOOZ

CH(D 179N) )0 0. 04 :t 0. 0050 :t 0.0004

aAssociation and dissociation rates were determined by

nitrocellulose binding assay under non-denaturing conditions as
described in Materials and Methods. bThe association rate for
CH(D 179N) with FdUMP determined by nitrocellulose filter binding

could only be estimated due to the fact that the half- life of formation

was less than one minute. c Association rates were determined by
analysis of complexes by SDS-PAGE (denaturing conditions).
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6(3H)-FdUMP in the complex with unlabelled FdUMP to get an accurate

endpoint resulting in a lot of scatter in the data (Figure IV - , graph B).

Therefore, the dissociation rate may be slower or faster than was

estimated. However, using the same data the limits of the dissociation

rate can be set between 0.0005 and 0.0025 min-

F. Covalent Complex Formation with FdUMP

To determine if the complex formed between enzyme FdUMP

and CH2 THF is covalent, complexes were analyzed by denaturing gel

electrophoresis. Figure IV - compares Coomassie stained protein

standards with an autoradiogram of complexes formed by CH(wild-

type) and CH(DI79N) in the presence of 6(3H)-FdUMP, denatured

with SDS at either 80 or 100 Complex formation under these

conditions is dependent on the presence of CH2THF (Lanes D, F, H

and J). Complexes formed with either enzyme are more stable when

denatured at 80 rather than 100 The yield of covalent complex

with CH(wild-type) is less than that with CH(DI79N) at both
denaturation temperatures.

Covalent complexes with 6(3H)-FdUMP could also be detected

by the SDS gel method using the D179A and DI79S variants of CH

(Figure IV -E). The efficiency of detection of the covalent complexes

with CH(DI79A) or CH(DI79S) was lower than that of CH(wild-type).

Detection of the complex for the D 179S variant required a six day

exposure of an autoradiogram, yielding a faint band compared to that
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Figure IV-D: Covalent complexes formed between 6(3H)-FdUMP

CH(wild-type and D179N) and CH2THF analyzed by SDS-PAGE. The +

and - labels at the top of the figure refer to the presence and absence

of 1 mM CH2THF. The samples on the gel are: lane M, Coomassie-

stained molecular weight markers (top to bottom: phosphorylase B,

bovine serum albumin, ovalbumin, carbonic anhydrase, soybean

trypsin inhibitor , hen egg lysozyme); lanes A and B , Coomassie-

stained protein (A , 53 Ilmole CH(DI79N); B, 178 Ilmol CH(wild- type));

lanes C and G, 178 Ilmole CH(wild- type), 2 mM CHzTHF, and 417 pmol

6(3H)-FdUMP (8.9 x 10 Bq/pmol); Lanes D and H, same as C and G

lacked CHzTHF; Lanes E and I, 53 Ilmole CH(DI79N), 2 mM CHzTHF

and 125 pmol 6 (3H)-FdUMP; Lanes F and J, same as E and I minus

CHZTHF. Samples C-F were heated 2 minutes at 80 C before loading.
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Figure IV-;E: Covalent complexes formed between 6(3H)-FdUMP

(wild-:type and Asp179 varants), and CHzTHF analyzed by SDS-PAGE.

Complexes were formed for using 53 mol enzyme monomer and 417

pmol 6(3H)-FdUMP (8.9 x 10 Bq/pmol) in a volume of 20 l 2 hours

at 30 under standard assay conditions. Reaction in Lanes A, C , F

and G contained 1 niM CHzTHF. Reactions in Lanes B , D , E, and H'

were minus CHZTHF. Lanes A and B contain CH(DI79N). Lanes C and

D contain CH(DI79S). Lanes E and F contain CH(DI79A). Lanes G and

H contain wild-type CH. All reactions were heated 2 minutes at 80

in an equal volume of SDS-sample buffer prior to loading. The gel

was exposed to film 6 days at room, temperature.



observed in 16 hours with 
the same amount of CH (wild- type). None

of the Cys
148 (Figure III- A) or Cys 148/D179N variant proteins form a

complex detectable on the gel, even at film exposure times of up to 6

days (Figure IV -F).

,As stated in section F above, due to the inability to quench

samples in less than 1 minute
, the association rate of FdUMP with

CH(D 179N) in the presence of CHZ THF could only be estimated to

greater than 0.7 min- l when measuring by nitrocellulose filter

binding. This was due to the fact that within one minute complex

formation was complete. Therefore, the second-order association

rate constants for both CH(wild-type) and CH(DI79N) were also

measured by running samples of complexes formed with 6(3H)-

FdUMP, enzyme, and CHzTHF after they were denatured by heating 2

minutes at 80 C in the presence of SDS. This allowed samples to be

quenched in less than 1 minute. figure IV -G show an autoradiogram

of samples of complex formed with CH (wild-type and DI79

CHzTH, and 6(3H)-FdUMP at various times of incubation at 30 C and

then denatured with SDS and separated by SDS-PAGE. Each band

was quantitated as described for Figure IV - above. The fraction of

complex formed with time was deterlined from tne intensity of

each band relative to the maximum intensity. From the fraction of

6(3H)-FdUMP not bound to the enzyme the association rate constant

for each enzyme was determined by plotting the values as described

in section E, eq. IV-A, (Figure IV-D). Figure IV - shows' plots of the
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Figure IV-F: Covalent complexes formed between 6(3H)-FdUMP
CHzTHF, and CH (D179N and DI79N/CI48G or D) analyzed by SDS-!f.

PAGE. All complexes were formed using 178 Ilmol enzyme monomer
and 0.65 nmol of 6(3H)-FdUMP (8. 9 x 10z Bq/pmol) in a volume of 20
Ll. The + and - labels at the top of the figure refer to the presence and
absence of 2 mM CHzTHF. All reactions were incubated 45 minutes at

C and heated 2 minutes at 80 C after the addition of an equal
volume of SDS-sample buffer.
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Figure IV-G: Covalent complexes formed between 6(3H)-FdUMP
CHzTHF, and CH (D179N and wild-type) with time analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. Complexes were formed as described in Materials and Methods.
Autoradiograph (A) shows complex formation between 35 IlM
CH(DI79N) monomer, 3.5 IlM 6(3H)-FdUMP (5. 9 x 108 Bqlllffol) and 
mM CHZTHF. Autoradiograph (B) shows complex formation between
35 IlM CH (wild-type) monomer, 3.5 M 6(3H)-FdUMP (5.9 x 108
Bqlllmol) and 1 mM CHzTHF. The quench time of each sample is

indicated at the top of each 
lane (A) in seconds and (B) in minutes. All

samples were heated 2 minutes at 80 before loading. Band
intensities were determined as ' described in Materials and Methods.
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Figure IV - Time-dependent covalent association of CH (wild-type

and D179N) with 6(3H)-FdUMP and CRzTHF. Complexes were formed

as described in Materials and Methods and analyzed by SDS-PAGE as

shown in Figure IV - Bands shown in Figure IV -G were scanned and

integrated to give the fraction of tritium labelled complex formed with

time. Both graphs represents the fraction of enzyme not complexed

with CHZTHF and 6(3H)-FdUMP plotted as a function of time using eq.

IV- Graph A represents wild-type CR. Graph B represents CH

(DI79N). Association rate constants are listed in Table IV -



fraction of CH (wild-type and D179N) not bound to FdUMP versus

time. Using equation IV-A as described in section E the association

rates for complexes formed using CH(wild-type) and CH(D179N) were

calculated to be, respectively, 0.009 min- l and 5.04 min- l (Table IV-

B). The rate of association of FdUMP with CH(wild-type) measured

by SDS-PAGE is approximately 10 fold slower than that measured by

nitrocellulose filter binding. It is important to note, however, that

value of (E) (S) at t=zero is 5 times greater for complexes formed for

the nitrocellulose filter binding analysis. In addition, excess FdUMP

was used in the nitrocellulose filter binding assays.

analysis, excess enzyme was used.

In the SDS-P AGE

G. Discussion

The primary result of studies on CH presented in this chapter

was the alteration of the specificity of CH toward pyrimidine upon

the substitution by Asn of Asp179 (Table IV -A). The design of this

mutation was based on studies of a reciprocal mutation in TS. In 

coli TS, replacement by Asp of Asn l77 , which corresponds to ASp179

in CH, leads to a reversal of the substrate preference of TS from

dUMP to dCMP (Hardy & Nalivaika, 1992). A similar result has been

reported by Liu and Santi (1992) for TS from Lactobacillus casei.

The putative role of this Asn in TS is to provide stabilization, by

hydrogen bonding, of the partial negative charge developed on 04 of

covalently bound dUMP during catalysis (Matthews et aI., 1990b).

Results with the Cys
148 variants of CH strengthened the hypothesis



that the structures and mechanisms of CH and TS are similar, and

encouraged us to try altering the nucleotide specificity of CH by

making the D 179N mutation. The alteration of the enzyme

preference for dCMP and dUMP as substrates was more evident in

the values of kcatlKM than of kcat (Table IV -A). Conversion of Asp 179

to Asn reduces the value of kcatlKM for dCMP by 1.5 x 10 fold, and

increases the value of kcatlKM for dUMP by 60 fold; as a result

CH(DI79N) has a slight preference for dUMP. The alteration in

substrate preference is specific to the D 179N mutation, since

CH(DI79A) lacks nucleotide specificity, and CH(DI79S) is completely

inactive.

The alteration of Asp179 to Asn not only increases the yield of

the complex between CH(D 179N) and FdUMP after denaturation

compared to that obtained with CH(wild- type) (Figure IV - and

Table IV -C) but also increases both the association rate and

dissociation rate of the complex formed between CH, CHzTHF, and

FdUMP (Figures IV-C, IV-G, IV-H and Table IV-B). This may be due
to either an increased proportion of the native complex which is

covalent, or to increased stability of the complex once formed. The

equilibrium binding constant for FdUMP is not known for either CH

enzyme. Therefore, the lower association rate measured seen when

complexes are analyzed by SDS-P AGE may be due to the fact that 

are below saturation for FdUMP for one or both of the enzymes. It

cannot be determined from the data if replacement of Asp
179 with an

Asn increases this binding constant. Either way, a more favorable



u interaction of the uracil heterocycle with 
CH(DI79N) than with

CH(wild-type) is indicated. In contrast, the D179A and D179S

mutations interfere with the 
ability of CH to interact with FdUMP.

These observations support the notion 
that Asp179 is a primary

determinant of the pyrimidine 
nucleotide specificity of CH.

In wild-type CH, the lOS-fold greater value of kcatlKM for dCMP

than for dUMP provides an estimate for the difference in the

energies of the transition states for the 
first irreversible step of the

reaction of the two nucleotides. This energy for dCMP is ca. 5 kcal

mol-l lower than the corresponding energy for dUMP. The difference

is too great to be due to differences in the hydrogen bonding that

might occur with enzyme-bound dCMP and dUMP, to either a

charged or uncharged Asp side chain (Fersht et aI., 1985). The

pyrimidine of either nucleotide, bound non-covalently, could interact

with a carboxylic acid, or with a carboxylate group. These

interactions could vary somewhat in stability but should be similar

for dUMP and dCMP. This idea is not inconsistent with the 30-fold

disparty in the values of KM for dCMP and dUMP with CH(wild-

type). The specificity of CH is not based primarily upon non-covalent

interactions of the enzyme with dCMP and dUMP, but upon the

ability of CH to stabilize covalent catalytic intermediates.



Asp 179

)=0 0- HNH

dRibose- phosphate

Cys 148

Figure IV-I: Structure of the CH Cys I48_dCMP Michael adduct. There
are proposed roles for the two CH residues, Cys 148 and Asp 179. Asp179

stabilizes the negative charge formed on dCMP due to nucleophilic
attack by Cys 148 by protonation of the nitrogen at 

position 3 of the

heterocycle.



It is proposed that the role of Asp179 during CH catalysis 
is to

protonate N3 of covalently bound dCMP. Asp 179 thereby acts as a

sink for the charge developed on vanous intermediates (Figure IV-I).
This minimizes the charge on N3. The acidity of this nitrogen is
expected to be several orders of magnitude less than the 

acidity of
, since amine anions are considerably less stable than oxyanions.

Whereas a hydrogen bond from a neutral donor (Asn side chain)
might be sufficient to stabilize an oxyanion , stabilizing an amine
anion requires an actual proton transfer. This would indicate a
perturbed pK

a for the carboxylic acid side chain of 
Asp 179, since the

CH is quite active at pH 7 (kcatlKM, dCMP = 1 sec- 1). This 

was reported to be the optimum in assays done using fixed substrate
concentrations (Pizer & Cohen , 1962; Yeh Greenberg, 1967).

Protonation of N3 may be a general mechanism for stabilizing
Michael adducts between an enzymic nucleophile and carbon 6 
cytosine moieties alkylated at carbon 5 by 

other enzymes. The dCMP
methyl transferase of 

Xanthomonas bacteriophage XP- , which
utilizes CH2THF as a one carbon donor and reductant (Feng et aI.
1978), is a candidate for such an enzyme. Another is DNA
(Ctd )meth y ltransferase. The sequences of 13 bacterial DNA
(Ctd)methyltransferases (P6sfai et aI.

, 1989) have several invariant
Asp and Glu residues, one of which might serve as the catalytic acid
for protonation of N3 of cytosine in DNA during catalysis. It has been
previously hypothesized by Graves et 

aI. (1992) that if an Asp or Glu
serves as a catalytic acid 

to proton ate N3 of cytosine in DNA this



?might require a conformational change of the DNA substrate, to

;;:

expose N3 and the 4 amino group of the cytosine to be methylated.

'" 

The x-ray structures of both the HhaI methyltransferase

(Klimasauskas et aI., 1994) and TS (Monfort et aI., 1990a b) has

shown that such a protein conformational change occurs upon
binding of substrates. In the case of HhaI methyltransferase

, both

the target DNA helix and the active site-loop undergo major
conformational changes. The target cytosine (Cyt-2) flips out of the
helix while the active site residues Gln237 and Ser87 move to fill its

space. X-ray crystallographic information regarding the structures
of free CH enzyme and CH bound to both its nucleotide and folate
substrates will aid in determining if similar conformational changes
occur in CH.



CHAPTER V

HYDROGEN SECONDARY ISOTOPE EFFECTS

A. Rationale

The influence of isotopic substitution on enzymatically

catalyzed reaction rates offers a subtle probe of many mechanistic

details of catalysis. For reactions involving proton transfers , the
use of tritium-labelled (3H) versus a proton-labelled substrate can
give rise to large isotope effects due to the relative mass

differences between a proton and a tritium nucleus. Additionally,

an isotope effect may be manifested due to a higher zero-point
energy of bond to protium verses a bond to tritium (Walsh, 1979).

The principle behind determining an isotope effect is to be able to

accurately determine the relative rates of conversion for both a
heavy" and "light" isotopically labelled substrate for a given
chemical or enzymatic reaction. If the "heavy" substrate has a
slower conversion rate than the " light" substrate, a normal isotope
effect is observed (kH/kT;: 0). If the " light" substrate has a
slower conversion rate, an inverse effect is observed (kH/kT -c 1.0).

Both equilibrium constants and rate constants for a particular
reaction are related to the ratio of partition-functions for particular
bonds between specific atoms. Partition-function ratios relative to



chosen standards have been tabulated and are more commonly

referred to as " isotope fractionation factors" (Cook, 1991). For the

purpose of discussion in this chapter, an isotope fractionation factor

is the equilibrium constant for the partitioning of a "heavy

hydrogen atom (tritium or T) versus a proton (H) for a specific site

on a reactant or product. For example, for a carbon-tritium (C- T)

bond, the sp3 hybridized state is more preferred (relative to the sp

hybridized state) than for a carbon-protium (C-H) bond.

One of the most commonly used methods for measuring

isotope effects is the competitive method. By this method, one can

only measure the isotope effects on V/K (Northrop, 1982; Stein and

Cordes, 1981). To measure an isotope effect, a mixture of two

radiolabelled substrates is used, for example, tritium (3H) and 

The tritium label is at the isotopically sensitive position on the

substrate. The 14C label is at a remote position on the substrate, not

isotopically sensitive. The remote 14C label provides an internal

marker by which to assay for proton-substituted substrate and

product. kinetic isotope effect on V IK is measured by the change

in the ratio of the two isotopes as a function of fractional

conversion, usually in the products of the reaction.

Substitution of a nonreactive, nonexchangeable proton which

undergoes a rehybridization event with a tritium atom may have

an effect on the rate andlor the equilibrium of a reaction (Kirsch

1977; Cleland et aI., 1977). A 15% or greater difference in the

conversion rate of proton-substituted substrate (kH) versus



tritium-substituted substrate (kT) is indicative of a rehybridization

event at the isotopically sensitive carbon. normal isotope effect

(kH/kT greater than 1.0) is observed for an sp3 to sp hybridization.

An inverse isotope effect (kH/kT less than 1.0) is observed for an
Z to sp3 hybridization. In order for an isotope effect to be

evident kinetically, the rehybridization event at the isotopically

substituted carbon must occur at or before the first irreversible

step(s) of the overall enzymatic reaction with the magnitude of the

observed effect depending on the size of the intrinsic isotope effect.

If a carbon rehybridization event occurs ' after the first irreversible

step of the reaction, the intrinsic isotope effect will be masked and
an isotope effect close to 1.0 wil be measured. Lack of a
measurable KIE may mean that the step being examined is not the

slowest step in the reaction.

salient feature of the proposed mechanism of CH is that the
initial step in catalysis involves a Michael addition of an enzymic

nucleophile, shown to be Cys 148 (Chapter III; Graves et aI., 1992), on

carbon 6 of dCMP to activate carbon 5 for addition of the methylene

group from CHzTHF. The result is predicted to be transient

formation of a 5, dihydroprimidine intermediate in which carbon

6 is rehybridized from spz to sp3 (Figure I- and Figure III-B).

Secondary a-hydrogen isotope effect studies have been used to

ascertain whether an enzyme-catalyzed reaction or covalent
interaction of an inhibitor with an enzyme involves rehybridization

of a carbon atom at or before the first irreversible step (Kalman
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and Yalowich, 1979; Wataya et aI., 1980; Bruice et aI., 1980). These

isotope effects are experimentally determined by fractionation

factors representing the equilibrium or rate constant for the

partitioning of a heavy hydrogen isotope versus a proton

(Buddenbaum and Shiner, 1977). The presence of a inverse

secondary tritium kinetic isotope effect (KIE) of 15% or greater

(maximum kH/kT = 0.80) on the reaction on (2_14C, 3H) pyrimidine

nucleotides gives strong evidence for rehybridization at the 6-

carbon and the formation of a 5 dihydropyrimidine intermediate.

Many of the mechanistic details for catalysis by TS have also

been provided by experiments with a substrate analogue FdUMP

(Lewis and Dunlap, 1981; Santi and Danenburg, 1984). Both TS and

CH bind FdUMP covalently in the presence of CHzTHF, but turnover

is blocked due to the enzyme s inability to abstract F+ (see Chapters
III and IV). Secondary a-hydrogen effect studies have been

previously used to study the covalent interactions of FdUMP and

CHZTHF with TS in the hopes of understanding the catalytic

mechanism of TS (Bruice et aI., 1980; Bruice and Santi, 1982). 

has been shown that for TS complexed with FdUMP and CHzTHF

there is an inverse equilibrium isotope effect (EIE) and a normal
KlE on complex dissociation. This suggests that there is covalent
bond formation between carbon 6 of FdUMP and the TS active site-
Cys and it occurs after the the first irreversible step of the overall
reaction step. These studies also provide evidence for a steady-

state intermediate where the 6-position of FdUMP is sp hybridized



and covalently bound to the Cys enzymIc nucleophile and the 5

positi of FdUMP is linked to the one-carbon unit of CHZTHF. This

is consistent with the proposed mechanisms for both TS and CH.

At least a portion of the complex formed between CH and

FdUMP is covalent, due to the fact that complexes formed using

6(3H)-FdUMP can be isolated by denaturing gel electrophoresis

(Chapters III and IV). . By analogy with the known structure of the

covalent TS adduct (Matthews et ai, 1990a), it is proposed that CH

forms an adduct with FdUMP and CHzTHF with the structure shown

in Figure IV - The fact that both the inactivation of CH and the

binding between CH and FdUMP require CH2 THF, and that THF alone

is insufficient, argue strongly for the structure shown. Formation of

the same complex using isotopically labelled CHzTHF has also shown

that the complex does in fact contain CHzTHF (data not shown).

Formation of such a covalent complex predicts that carbon 6 of

unbound FdUMP is spz hybridized where carbon 6 of enzyme

bound FdUMP is sp3 hybridized. Measurement of an EIE on the

covalent complex which is formed using 6(3H)-FdUMP CHzTHF and

CH could provide additional evidence consistent with such a

structure.

The CH(D 179N) variant of CH catalyzes both a complete

turnover and a tritium exchange reaction from 5(3H)-dUMP into

solvent water faster than using dCMP as the substrate (Chapter IV).

The D179N variant not only prefers dUMP as its substrate over the

normal CH substrate dCMP but also binds FdUMP both faster and in



a more stable complex than wild-type CH (Chapter IV; Graves et aI.

1992); The fact that removal of Cys
148 in CH prevents complex

formation of the enzyme with FdUMP (Chapter III; Graves et aI.

1992) is also consistent with the hypothesis that the CH-FdUMP-

CHzTHF complex has the predicted structure shown in Figure IV-

(page 65). This covalent complex between enzyme, CHzTHF, and

FdUMP is believed to be a close analogue of a steady-state

intermediate in the CH mechanism.

The fact that the trtium exchange from 5(3H)-dCMP into

solvent water catalyzed by CH in the presence of THF occurs more

rapidly than does the overall reaction in the presence of CH2 T H F

(Yeh and Greenburg, 1967) had initially suggested that initial

nucleophilic attack by Cys 148 occurs prior to the first irreversible

step for the overall reaction. This suggests that an intrinsic KIE

could be measured on the overall reaction catalyzed by CH by using

nucleotide substrate which was isotopically labelled at carbon-6 of

the pyrimidine heterocycle.

The data presented in Chapter V examine both the KIE on

product formation and the EIE on the FdUMP-enzyme-CHzTHF

ternary complex. Both isotope effects were measured in

comparson from the wild-type CH enzyme to the specificity change

CH variant D 179N described in Chapter IV. Although a KIE of 1.

was measured for the formation of dCMP for both enzymes, an

inverse KIE of 0.82 was measured on the formation of Hm5d U MP

with the CH D179N variant, indicating that this enzyme interacts



ih the two substrates differently. An inverse EIE was measured

complexes formed with FdUMP for both wild-type and variant

providing evidence for an sp
3 hybridized carbon 6 in

bound FdUMP.

Materials and Methods

Materials. Sephedex G25 resin was obtained from Pharmacia.

Tritium and 14C labelled FdUMP dCMP and dUMP were obtained

from Moravek Biochemicals (Brea, CA) All other materials used are

described in Chapter III and IV.

, Ove roduction and urification of CH. CH (wild-type and

CH(DI79N)) were overproduced in BL21 cells via the T7 promoter

by infection with ACE6 and purified to homogeneity as described in

Chapters III and IV.

uilibrium Isoto Effects. The equilibrium isotope effect on

the complex formed between CH (wild-type and the D179N variant)

and FdUMP in the presence of CHzTHF (prepared and checked for

purity as described by Graves et. aI., 1992) was determined by

isolating complexes formed using a mixture of 2(l4C)-FdUMP and

6 (3H)-FdUMP. The complexes were formed using 0.6 mM CHzTHF

mM FdUMP, 0. 16 mM enzyme monomer in 80 mM potassium

phosphate, 20 mM -mercaptoethanol (pH 7.4) reacted for 2 hours



at 30 C. The starting 
3H/14C ratio of the FdUMP was approximately

5 in all cases. Each reaction was loaded onto a 35 cm x 2 cm

Sephadex G25 column equilibrated with 80 mM potassium

phosphate, 20 mM 13 -mercaptoethanol (pH 7.4) to separate free

FdUMP from bound FdUMP. The column was run at approximately

8 mllml and 0.5 min fractions were collected. Samples of each of

the fractions were counted in 5 ml of Ready-Safe TM scintillation fluid

in a Beckman LS5000TD scintillation counter to determine which

fractions contained bound or free labelled FdUMP. The fractions

containing free labelled FdUMP were pooled as were the fractions

containing the bound labelled FdUMP. The 3H/14C ratio of each pool

was determined separately by scintillation counting until a 0.
sigma value was obtained.

Kinetic Isoto Effects. Unless stated otherwise, all reactions

were done in buffer containing 80 mM potassium phosphate, 20
mM l3-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 mM (6R)-CHzTHF, 2 x 103 Bqlmmol 6-

(3H) nucleotide, 0. 3 x 103 Bqlmmol (l4C) nucleotide in a volume

of 0.06 mI. Reactions catalyzed by CH(DI79N) contained 0.01 mM

enzyme dimer plus 2 mM dUMP or 0.05 mM enzyme (dimer) plus

0.4 mM dCMP. Reactions catalyzed by wild-type CH contained 88
nM enzyme dimer and 0.4 mM dCMP.

Products were formed from a mixture of 6(3H) and 2(l4C)

labelled dCMP or dUMP (ratio of 3H/ at to of at least 5.0) and

CHZTHF catalyzed by either wild-type CH or CH(D 179N). Reaction
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were quenched at less than 20% converSIOn. The labelled products

were separated by C18 reverse phase HPLC (described below) and

detected by liquid scintillation counting. Enzyme and most of the

folate were removed from each of the reaction samples using C 

cartridges (Waters Sep-PakTM) prior to HPLC. For reactions forming

5dCMP from dCMP, lyophilzed samples were run on a

LicrosorbTM reverse-phase C18 column (4.6 x 250 mm, Alltech)

isocratically at 1 ml/min with an aqueous solvent containing 5 mM

each potassium phosphate and tetrabutylammonium sulfate (pH

0) at 1 ml/min. Standard dCMP and Hm5dCMP had elution

volumes of, respectively, 26 ml and 30 ml.

For reactions forming Hm5dUMP from dUMP, samples were

separated on a Microsorb MVTM reverse-phase CI8 column (4.6 x

250 mm, Rainin) run isocratically with an aqueous solution of 5 

each potassium phosphate, 5 mM tetrabutylammonium sulfate and

5% methanol (pH 7. 0) at 1 ml/min. Standard dUMP and Hm5dUMP

exhibited elution volumes of, respectively, 21 ml and 27 ml.

ratio of 14C to 3H in both in the reaction substrates and in the

reaction products were determined by scintillation counting 0.5 ml

fractions in 5 ml Ready-SafeTM repeatedly until a 0.5% sigma value

The

for each fraction was obtained. The total dpms for both tritium and
14C minus background dpms were determined for each peak which

contained either substrate or product.



C. Secondary Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE)

on Position 6 of dCMP and dUMP

Both wild-type CH and CH(DI79N) catalyze the formation of

5dCMP or Hm5dUMP in the presence of CHZTHF. The proposed

mechanism of CH proceeds through an sp hybridized intermediate

(Figure I and Figure VI-I). In order to experimentally measure

an a-secondary KIE, the tritium label must be placed at the carbon

predicted to undergo the rehybridization event (carbon 6). The

remote label (used to follow the protonated substrate) is 14C on

carbon 2 of the pyrimidine heterocycle. The two substrates were

mixed in a starting ratio of 
3H/14C of at least 5 due to differences in

the counting efficiencies of the two isotopes.

The mixture of (2_14C, 3H)-dCMP or dUMP was reacted with

enzyme and CHzTHF. Reactions were quenched at times less than

20% conversion and the substrate and product were separated by

reverse phase HPLC. Counts from tritium and 14C channels of all

vials containing product and/or substrate from each reaction were

summed separately. Changes in the 
14C/ ratio from reactant (Ra

to product (R ) were measured at less than 20% conversion and 

conversion and the extent of conversion for each reaction was

determined from the labelled substrate reacted. Using the
14C/ ratios of product verses substrate, the a-hydrogen

secondary KIEs (kH/kT) on the formation of product, (2_ 14C, 3H)-



5dCMP or (2_ 14C 3H)- 5dUMP catalyzed by CH (wild-type

and D179N) were calculated using equation V 

kH/kT (log (l-x))/(log (l-x(R eq. V-

where x is the fraction of 14C labelled product formed, Rp is the
14C/ ratio of the product formed, and Ro is the 14C/ ratio of the

substrate , dCMP or dUMP, at time zero. Table V - shows the
values calculated for the KIEs for reactions catalyzed by either

wild-type CH or CH(DI79N) using either (2_ 14C 3H)dCMP or (2-
14C, 3H)dUMP as the nucleotide substrate. The a secondary
trtium KIE for the formation of (2_14C 3H)Hm5dCMP for either

enzyme was close to 1.0. However, an near maximal inverse a-

secondary KIE for the formation of (2_ 14C 3H)Hm5dUMP catalyzed
by CH(DI79N) was observed (kH/kT = 0.82). A value of V IKM for 6-

protonated substrate which is less than the V IKM of 6-tritium

labelled substrate will give a 
kH/kT of less than 1.00 (an inverse

KIE). This is onsistent with an spZ to sp rehybridization event

being rate-limiting or pre-rate limiting (Kirsch, 1977; Cleland et aI.
1977). The formation of Hm5dUMP catalyzed by wild-type CH was
not measured due to the fact that the kcat for the reaction using
dUMP as the substrate is extremely low (0. 15 min- l) (Graves et aI.

1992) relative to that for dCMP (892 min- l).



Table V -A. Inverse a-secondary kinetic isotope effects (KIE)

on the formation of product by CH (wild-type and D179N) a

Enzyme: substrate: product

(kH/kT)

CH(wild- type): dCMP: Hm5dCMP 99 :t 0.01 (n=6)b

CH(D179N): dCMP: Hm5dCMP 98 :t 0.02 (n=5)

CH(D179N): dUMP: Hm5dUMP 82 :t 0.02 (n=4)

aYalues for the KIEs on formation of hydroxymethylated
product using a mixture of 2_14C and 6_3H labelled nucleotides
were determined as described in Materials and Methods.
bYalues are stated as the mean :t the SE of the number of
determinations (n).



D. Equilbrium Isotope Effect (EIE) on Position 6

of FdUMP When Bound to CH and CHzTHF

Complexes were formed usmg CH(wild-type and D179N),

. CHzTHF and excess (2_ 14C, 3H) labelled FdUMP until isotopic

equilibrium was reached. This was determined by measuring the

dpms of 
3H/14C ratio of nitrocellulose bound (2_ 14C, 3H) -FdUMP.

Free labelled FdUMP was separated from bound labelled FdUMP by

size-exclusion chromatography and the 3H/ ratio of each pool was

determined by scintillation counting to a sigma value of 0.05%. The

values for the EIE (KH/K T) on the labelled FdUMP complexes were

calculated using equation V- below.

KH/KT 3H/
Cfree FdUMP

eq. V-
3H/

Cbound FdUMP

Table V-B shows the values calculated for, the EIEs on the

complex formed with (2_ 14C, 3H)-FdUMP with both wild-type CH

and CH(DI79N). Both enzyme complexes demonstrated a near

maximal EIE (KH/K T = 0.83 - 0.80). This inverse EIE is consistent

with the hypothesis that in the covalent ternary complex between

enzyme CHzTHF and FdUMP, carbon 6 of 6(3H)-FdUMP is tetrahedral

and sp hybridized.
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Table V-B. Equilibrium isotope effects (EIEs) on the

complex formed between 6(3H)-FdUMP CHzTHF and CH

. (wild-type and D 179N) 

Enzyme EIE

(KHIKT)

CH(wild- type) 829 :t 0.003

(n=2)b

CH(D 179N) 803 :t 0.003

(n=2)b
':c;.

aValues for the EIEs on the complex formed usmg a

mixture of 2_ C and 6_3H labelled FdUMP were

determined as described in Materials and Methods.

bValues are stated as the mean :t the SE of the number of

determinations (n).



E. Discussion

Competitive isotope effect experiments allow only isotope

effects on V IKM to be measured, as opposed to measurement of

effects on V by the noncompetitive (direct) method. However

competitive experiments such as those. described in this chapter have

many advantages. First, fewer experiments are required by this

method to accurately determine the limiting isotope effect. Second

impurities are less of a problem with the competitive method since

the radiolabelled substrates are only used in trace amounts. Third,

competitive experiments are independent of concentration of the

labelled substrate. Lastly, the ability to accurately measure 

ratios by scintillation counting allows for high precision in

determining kH/kT.

Taking the above described advantages of the method used in

isotope effect analysis, the following conclusions were made

concerning the data presented in this chapter. The finding of a KIE of

1.0 for dCMP with CH(wild-type) and CH(DI79N) could be due to

several things. The most unlikely scenario is that these is no change

in hybridization at carbon 6 during the CH-catalyzed reaction. The

fact that a EIE can be measured on the complex formed with FdUMP

with both enzymes suggests that there is at least one rehybridization

event which occurs. However, it may be that another rehybridization

event, at the same carbon (carbon-6) follows the first irreversible

step in catalysis by the enzyme. The proposed mechanism of CH



predicts that an sp
z to sp3 rehybridization of carbon 6 of dCMP

occurs upon nucleophilic attack (Figure I- and Figure VI-I). The

mechanism also predicts an sp3 to spZ rehybridization event at the

same carbon upon product dissociation. (This is analogous to the 

mechanism). Since, the mechanism predicts that nucleophilic attack

at carbon 6 is the first step in catalysis, the first irreversible step for

the CH reaction may be product dissociation. In the TS reaction, the

comparable step is irreversible due to the oxidation of THF and

subsequent hydride transfer.

U sing dUMP as the substrate for the CH(D 179N) catalyzed

reaction, an inverse a-hydrogen secondary KIE greater than 1.0 was

measured. The magnitude of the inverse KIE (kH/kT = 0.82) provides

strong evidence for an sp
Z to sp3 rehybridization of the 6-carbon of

the dUMP heterocycle at or before the first irreversible step.

Therefore, for the CH-catalyzed reaction, it may be that the position

of the first irreversible step differs depending on the nucleotide

substrate. The simplest conclusions which can be drawn from these

data is that 1) for dCMP the first irreversible step is dissociation

and 2) for dUMP, nucleophilic attack occurs at or before the first

irreversible step and product dissociation is not rate-limiting.

large inverse EIE was observed for the ternary complex

formed with CH(wild-type and D179N) and (2_14C 3H)FdUMP

(KH/KT = 0.83 - 0.80). This is consistent with the hypothesis that the

position of FdUMP is sp3 hybridized and covalently bound to the

enzyme (Figure III-B). A carbon- tritium bond (C-T) has a much



lower zero-point energy than a C- bond. Therefore, the C- T bond is

much more inclined to be in an sp3 hybridized carbon center than is

the C- bond. Previous results with TS have also demonstrated a

large secondary KIE (kH/kT =1.23) for the dissociation of (2_14C,

3H)-FdUMP from the ternary complex and an EIE. (KH/KT =0.80) for

the interaction. Since the KIE on dissociation is equal to the

equilibrium isotope effect, it was concluded that for the TS catalyzed

reaction, covalent bond cleavage in dissociation occurs prior to the

first ireversible step of the reaction. Thus, covalent bond formation

occurs either at or before the first irreversible step if the transient-

state structure of the TS intermediate' is sp hybridized.



CHAPTER VI

GLU 0: ROLE IN ACTIVATION OF CH2THF

- - - - -. ' , . - ''' .- .

A. Proposed Roles for Glu

- The data presented in Chapters III, IV , and V of this thesis

provide - evidence for at least two features in the mechanism

proposed for CH (Figure VI-I). These include (1) Michael addition at

carbon-6' of dCMP by the Cys 148 nucleophile and (2) stabilization of

the Michael adduct which is formed between dCMP , CHzTHF , and CH

by protonation of N3 of the dCMP pyrimidine heterocycle by Asp 179

Both features are consistent with the hypothesis that the

mechanisms of TS and CH are similar, at least in the early stages of

catalysis. The data presented in earlier chapters address the

interactions between CH and its nucleotide substrate dCMP. The

next area which was addressed was the nature of interactions

between CH and its folate substrate CHzTHF. The x-ray

crystallographic structure of liganded TS has implicated a number of

invariant amino acid residues in roles associated with nucleotide and

folate binding (Matthews et aI., 1989; Matthews et aI., 1990a

Monfort et aI., 1990). One TS residue which interacts with CHzTHF is

Glu . This residue corresponds to Glu60 in CH (Figure I-C). This



residue in TS is invariant and has been proposed to activate CHzTHF

(Matthews et aI., 1990a,b).

In solution, the folate cofactor exists mainly as the N5, NI0-

bridged form of CHzTHF as shown in Figure VI- (A). However, it is

fairly certain that sp hybridized adducts of aldehydes are relatively

unreactive towards nucleophilic displacements of the SN2 type

(Jencks, 1964). Such reactions are more likely to occur by an

elimination-addition pathway in which the aldehyde carbon

undergoes sp rehybridization before reacting with a nuc1eophile

(Jencks, 1964). Kinetic evidence has demonstrated that hydrolysis of

CHZTHF (Kallen and Jencks, 1966) and other tetrahydroquinazoline

models (Benkovic, et aI., 1969) proceed through an sp hybridized

iminium cation (N5-CH=THF, Figure VI- , (B)).

The reactions catalyzed by TS and CH are proposed to require

the activated N5-iminium ion form of the methylene group donor.

The hypothesis is that N5, NI0-bridged CHZTHF is converted to the

N5 iminium ion prior to attack by any nuc1eophile (Santi . and Brewer

1973). The opening of the N5 , NI0 ring of the folate could be

facilitated by protonation of NI0 by an acid (Benkovic, 1980).

Breaking the bond between carbon 11 and nitrogen 10 of the bridged

form of the folate permits the p-aminobenzoylglutamate portion of

the molecule to rotate with respect to the cofactor s pteridine ring

(Matthews et aI., 1990b). Docking experiments with TS have

confirmed that a bridged form of the folate cofactor cannot be
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Figure VI-A: Conversion of the NS, NIO-bridged form of CHzTHF to

the NS-iminium ion methyl donor. An acidic active-site residue such

as Glu is hypothesized to protonate NIO of bridged CHzTHF to

facilitate opening of the imidazolidine ring and activate the folate

cofactor for methylene group donation.



accommodated in the TS active-site without a major conformational

change (Matthews et aI., 1990b). When the bridged form of the

folate cofactor is modeled into the TS active-site, the

benzoyl glutamate portion of the folate collides with main-chain

atoms. In order to reduce these contacts, the imidazolidine ring of

the folate must rotate upward, moving the benzoylglutamate portion

towards the entrance to the active-site. Therefore, the abilities of

CHzTHF to 1) bind to the active-site of the enzyme and 2) serve as a

one-carbon methylene donor are most likely dependent 

conversion of the cofactor to the N5 iminium ion form (Figure VI-

(B)).

It has been hypothesized that an active-site residue in both TS

and CH could serve to stimulate opening of the imidazolidine ring of

the cofactor by protonation of nitrogen 10 (Figure VI- (B))

(Matthews et aI., 1990a,b). An invariant TS residue, Glu58 in E. coli

TS has been suggested to provide this protonation (Matthews et aI.

1990a b ). This Glu residue is also conserved in the sequence of CH at

position 60 (Figure I-C, Figure VIII-A). X-ray crystal structures of

liganded TS position the side chain carboxylate of Glu58 4 A away

from NI0 of the folate (Matthews et aI., 1990a b). Therefore, Glu

is ideally positioned to stabilize protonation of NI0 either directly or

indirectly through an associated water molecule. The fact that Glu

is 1) completely buried in TS when substrate is bound and 2)

surrounded by a pool of hydrophobic residues, suggests that this Glu

residue may have an elevated pK value. Glu58 in TS is proposed to



the source of the proton 
transferred to NI0 to . open up the

ircdazolidine ring of 
CHZTHF in formation of the N5-iminium ion

(Figure VI-A; Matthews et aI., 1990a,b). Once the N5-iminium ion

is formed, the folate is activated for addition of the

methylene group to carbon-
5 of the nucleotide.

Studies by Zapf et ai. (1993) have shown that replacement of

Glu 58 in E. coli TS with a Gin residue decreases the turnover rate of

the enzyme at least 2-3 orders of magnitude. Zapf et ai. (1993)

argued that this was due to the fact that the E58Q variant enzyme

has an impaired ability to bind folate in spite of insignificant changes

in the KM value for CHZTHF. More recent studies by Nalivaika

(unpublished data) show that when Glu58 is replaced with an Asp or

Gin, the turnover rate of the enzyme is decreased, respectively, 50

and 2000 fold (Table VI-C, page 102). The same TS variants show a

30 fold decreased rate of CHzTHF dependent tritium exchange and

a 50-100 fold decreased rate of THF dependent tritium exchange

(Table VI-C, page 102). The decreased rate of tritium exchange seen

for these variants suggest that the steps which involve proton

removal from carbon 5 of dUMP and product formation by the

varant enzymes are no longer tightly coupled, as they are for wild-

type TS.

Replacement of Glu58 significantly affects the KM for both

nucleotide and folate substrates as well as the interaction of TS with

the substrate based inhibitor FdUMP. Replacement with Asp or Gin

results in an increased value of KM for dUMP (respectively, 5 and 8



fold), and an increased value of KM for CHzTHF, (respectively, 100

and 30 fold). In addition
, the ES8D variant shows a S fold increase in

the KM for THF (Table VI-C, page 102). Both of the Glu58 variant

enzymes also exhibit a decreased rate of FdUMP complex formation

of at least 10 to 100 fold (Nalivaika, unpublished; see Table VI-

page 102).

The results described by Zapf et aI., (1993) and by Nalivaika

(unpublished) are consistent with a role for the TS residue, Glu5 8 , in

catalyzing the formation of the N5-iminium ion. As discussed above,

the NS-iminium ion is necessary for catalysis to proceed by

nucleophilic addition at carbon 6 of dUMP (believed to be analogous

to the early steps of the CH mechanism shown in Figure VI-I).

However, since the decreased rate of CHzTHF dependent tritium

exchange does not reflect the decreased overall turnover rate for

either Glu58 variant enzyme, this residue must be involved in more

than one step in catalysis by TS.

addressed in the discussion.

These points will be further

As stated above, Glu58 is conserved in the ammo acid sequence

of CH at position 60. Therefore, it is hypothesized that Glu60 in CH

like Glu58 in TS, serves to proton ate N5 of the N5, NI0 bridged form

of CHZTHF to facilitate the formation of the N-5 iminium ion. It is

also possible that, like Glu58 in TS , Glu60 in CH may have more than

one role in catalysis. The experiments presented in Chapter VI are

designed to test this hypothesis and clearly provide evidence in

support of a dual role for Glu60 in the mechanism of CH.



B. Materials and Methods

Materials. Thin-layer cellulose chromatography plates with

fluorescent indicator were obtained from Kodak.

Clonin and Muta enesis. Conventional recombinant methods

were used (Maniatis et aI., 1989). Both the CH(E60Q) and CR(E60D)

enzyme variants were constructed by cassette mutagenesis using two

separate XmnIlHindIII cassette pairs containing each mutation

(listed below). Mutagenized nucleotide(s) underlined.

Primer 51 5' CATTCAGCGT GA CIGAATGGTATAATTCTAAA 

Primer 52 3' GTAAGTCGCA C GAACIACCATATTAGATITTCGA 5'

Primer 53 5' CATTCAGCGT A CTTGAATGGTATAATTCTAAA

Primer 54 3' GTAAGTCGCA GTT GAACTTACCATATIAGAITITCGA 5'

wild-type 5' CATTCAGCGT GAA CTTGAATGGTATAATTCT AAA

3' GTAAGTCGCA CTT GAACTfACCATATIAGATITICGA 5' ,

The primer 51/52 pair creates a Glu (GAA) to Asp (GAT) residue

change. The primer 53/54 pair creates a Glu (GAA) to Gin (CAA)

residue change.

Both Glu60 gene 42 mutations were created by three piece

constructions. To prepare linear pieces of DNA into which these

synthetic DNA cassettes could be inserted, pCR27 (a variant of pCR2;



see Chapter III and Appendix A) was digested with Pstl and XmnI.

The same plasmid was also digested (in a separate reaction) with

HindIII and Pstl. The 0.22 kB PstIIXmnI fragment, the 3.64 kB

HindIIIIPstI fragment and one of the synthetic XmnllHindIII

cassettes were ligated and transformed into E. coli W3110 cells.

Individual colonies were screened for the desired mutant 42 gene

by sequencing plasmid DNA. pKG13 contains the 42 E60D gene and

pKG14 contains the 42 E60Q gene, on 0. 90 kB PstlNdeI fragments in

pKS+ such that the gene is in the transcriptional orientation of the 

promoter.

Ove roduction and Purification. Wild-type CH and CH variants

were overproduced in coli strain BL21 by infection with
bacteriophage ACE6, and purified to homogeneity as described in

Chapter III-B. For both variant enzymes, 200-250 mg of 95- 100%

pure CH enzyme was obtained from 50-60 gm of cell paste.

THF and CHzTHF Dependent Tritium Exchange. Values for kcat

and KM for both nucleotide and folate were determined by

monitoring tritium exchange from 5(3H)-dCMP into solvent water as
previously described in Chapter III- Initial velocities were

measured at less than 20% conversion of substrate to product. The

velocities, corrected for non-enzymatic rates of tritium release, were

linearly dependent upon added enzyme. For determination of kinetic

parameters, initial velocities were fit by non-linear least squares



regressi of the data upon the requisite equations. The data were

routinely analyzed according to the Michaelis-Menten equation.

The values of KM and kcat for nucleotides were determined at a

saturating concentration of CH2THF (1.8 mM) and varied

concentrations of 5(3H)-labelled nucleotide (4.0 to 0.001 mM, 1.85 x

, '

107 Bq/mmol). 
The : concentration of enzyme dimer was 0.23 JlM for

CH(E60Q) and 0.88 JlM for CH(E60D). The values of KM for CH2THF

were determined at a saturating concentration of dCMP (4 mM, 1.

x 107 Bq/mmol) and varied concentrations of CHzTHF (0.3 to 0.003

mM). The concentration of enzyme dimer was 0.32 JlM for CH(E60Q)

and 0.9 IlM for CH(E60D).

The value of KM for dCMP using THF was determined to be

much less than 1 mM by standard tritium exchange assays varying

the dCMP concentration from 1-4 mM. The values of KM for THF

were determined at a saturating concentration of nucleotide (2 mM,

7 x 107 Bq/mmol). The concentrations of THF were varied from 6

to 0.001 mM The concentration of enzyme dimer was 0.01 JlM for

wild-type CH, 0.21 IlM for CH(E60Q), and 0.84 IlM for CH(E60D). Each

reaction was incubated at 30 C at varied times (5-30 minutes) to

give less than 20% tritium exchange.

The limiting values for the rate of THF dependent tritium

exchange were also determined by a psuedo-first order analysis at a

saturating concentration of both dCMP (2 mM, 3.7 x 10

tritium/mmol) and THF (2 mM). Reactions were incubated at 30

for 5 minutes to 75 minutes such that the amount of tritium



exchanged with solvent varied from 5% to 100%. It was determined

in a separate experiment that all three enzymes do not lose

significant activity during this time (data not shown). The

concentration of enzyme dimer for each reaction was as follows:

034 11M wild-type CH, 0.28 11M CH(E60Q), and 0. 11 11M CH(E60D).

Apparent first order rate constants for the exchange reactions (0.037

min- l for wild-type CH, 0.030 min- l for CH(E60Q), 0.034 min- l for

CH(E60D)) were obtained from log plots of the fraction tritium

remaining in substrate versus time. In order to compare the rate of

THF dependent tritium exchange to the rate of CH2 THF dependent

tritium release, values for apparent first order rate constants were
converted to velocities in min- l by multiplying by the dCMP

concentration and dividing by the enzyme dimer concentration.

Interaction with FdUMP. Inactivation of CH (wild-type or
variants) by FdUMP was done by reacting enzyme (70 jlM CH(E60Q),

50 11M CH(E60D), or 5 jlM wild-type CH) with 1 mM CHzTHF and 200

11M to 10 mM FdUMP for timed intervals (15 to 60 minutes) under

standard assay conditions in a volume of 0.01 ml lacking nucleotide
substrates. Reactions were diluted 20-fold into standard assay

buffer containing 1 mM CHzTHF and 2 mM 5(3H)-dCMP (3.7 x 10
tritium/mmol) and tritium exchange into solvent was monitored.

Filter binding assays were performed under conditions similar to
those used for tritium release assays. Each reaction contained
(unless stated otherwise) 3.5 11M enzyme monomer and 50 to 200 11M



6(3H)-FdUMP (3.4 x Bq/mmole) in a volume of 0. 1 mL. After

reaction at 30 C for 15 to 60 minutes (except as noted), 0. 1 ml

samples were applied to nitrocellulose filters (0.45 micron pore SIze

from Schleicher and Schuell; pre-wet with 80 mM phosphate pH 7.4)

and filters were washed and counted for dpms of tritium bound as

previously described (Graves et aI. , 1992).

FdUMP complexes for analysis by denaturing SDS-P AGE were

prepared as for filter binding analysis described above , using 22 IlM

6(3H)-FdUMP in a volume of 0.01 mL and incubated at 30 C for 60

minutes. Samples were heated with an equal volume of SDS sample

buffer (Chapter III-B) for 2 minutes at 80 The denatured

samples were run on a 1 % SDS/12% polyacrylamide gel with a 3%

stacking gel , treated and exposed to film (described in Chapter III-B).

Product anal sis. Reaction products were fractionated and

analyzed both by HPLC (detected by liquid scintillation counting) and

by two-dimensional thin-layer cellulose chromatography. Prior to

analysis reaction mixtures were freed of enzyme and much of the

folates using disposable C i 8 reverse phase cartridges (Waters Sep-

PakTM). The HPLC analysis of reactions containing dCMP were done
11'

isocratically on a C18 reverse phase Microsorb MV column (250 x

6 mm, 5 Il particle size-from Rainin) with 5 mM each potassium

phosphate and tetrabutylammonium sulfate (pH 7.0) at 1 ml/min.

The rate of formation of Hm5dCMP catalyzed by CH (wild-type and

variant) was determined using standard assay conditions at fixed



saturating concentrations of 1 mM CHzTHF, 6 mM dCMP (1.5 x 
14C/mmol) in a volume of 0. 1 ml.

The values of kcat for reactions catalyzed by wild-type CH and

CH(E60D) were determined by varying the enzyme dimer
concentrations (9. IlM to 70 

IlM for CH(E60D) and 0.01 to 0.
IlM for

wild-type CH) and incubating the reaction for a fixed time of 

minutes. The 
IlM dCMP convertedlminute was plotted 

versus the IlM
of enzyme dimer to give a value of kcat in min-

The value for kcat the reaction catalyzed by CH(E60Q) was done
determined by varying the incubation time from 40 to 120 minutes
while keeping the enzyme concentration fixed (0. 012 IlM enzyme
dimer) . The E60Q variant had very low enzyme activity. Therefore
kcat was determined this way to ensure that multiple turnover events
were being measured. Values of 

IlM dCMP convertedlllM enzyme
dimer were plotted versus time to give a value of kcat in min-

Products for thin-layer cellulose TLC analysis were
enzymatically prepared in 0.5 ml reactions using 1 mM dCMP, 1 

CHzTHF in 80 ro potassium phosphate, 20 mM -mercaptoethanol
for 60 minutes. Wild-type catalyzed reactions contained 0. IlM
enzyme dimer. E60D catalyzed reactions contained 28.

IlM enzyme
dimer. E60Q catalyzed reactions contained 100 

IlM enzyme dimer.
Reactions were freed of enzyme and most of the folate as described

above. Samples were lyophilized and resuspended in 20 ilL of water.
5 III of each sample (20 mM) and of 19-35 mM stocks of dCMP

5dCMP and Me5dCMP was spotted onto separate cellulose TLC



plates (4 in x 4 in) containing a ultraviolet (UV) indicator and

subjected to thin-layer chromatography with solvent A (isobutyric

acid-5 M ammonia- M EDT (75:25:1)) in the first dimension and

solvent B (isopropyl alcohol-concentrated HCL-HzO- M EDT 

(75:15:20:1)) in the second dimension (Kuchino et aI. , 1980). Plates
were allowed to dry thoroughly before running in the second

dimension. Nucleotides were detected by UV fluorescence. All TLC

analysis was done in the laboratory of Dr. Martha Fedor (UMMC) with

the help of Dr. Lisa Hegg.

NMR Anal sis of 180 Isoto e Exchan e with 5 3C160 HmdCMP.
5(13C, 0)- 5dCMP was a gift from Dr. M. M. Butler (Butler et aI.

submitted for publication, 1994). All 13C NMR spectra were

measured at 75.423 MHz on a Varian Unity 300 spectrometer. In a

typical experiment, 2. 7 Jlmoles of sample, 5(13C)- 5dCMP (99%
13C enrichment), were 

dissolved in a final volume of 0.7 mL
containing 10% DZO , 1 mM Tris (pH 7. 0), 10 mM -mercaptoethanol

HzO (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) at 63-82% enrichment, 0.
mM THF and either 1.76 JlM CH(E60D) or 0.26 JlM wild-type CH or

CH(E60Q). The exact concentration of Hm5dCMP was determined by
UV spectometry before each NMR experiment. Apparent first order
rate constants for the exchange reactions were obtained from log
plots of the fraction of (13C, 0)- 5dCMP remaining (not

exchanged) versus time as previously described (Butler et aI.
submitted for publication, 1994). Multiplying these first order rate



constants by the concentration of Hm5dCMP and dividing by enzyme

concentrations provided the rate constants for exchange in units of

jlmoles min -
1 mg- The normal conditions employed a temperature

of 20 C, 128 scans, 1500 Hz sweep width and an acquisition time of

22 minutes. Peak sizes were quantitated by deconvolution and

integration using software provided by Varian.

UV Difference S ectra. Spectrum A was taken after forming a

binary complex between enzyme and folate. Nucleotide was then

added to the reactions in a volume less than 1 % of the total volume

of each reaction to form a ternary complex.

thoroughly and then spectrum B was taken.

Reactions were mixed

Difference spectra were

determined by subtraction of spectrum A from spectrum B.

All reactions were done in a volume of 0.9 ml at 
containing 0. 1 mM CHzTHF or 0.25 mM THF. TS reactions were done

in buffer containing 10 mM Tris , 3 mM MgClz, 20 mM 

mercapthethanol (pH 7). CH reactions were done in buffer containing
20 mM Tris, 20 mM -mercaptoethanol. Reactions catalyzed by
TS(E58Q) and CH(wild-type) contained 47 jlM enzyme monomer.
Reactions catalyzed by CH(E60Q) contained 90 jlM enzyme monomer.

Final nucleotide concentrations were 0.35 mM dUMP or 0.2 mM
dCMP. Titration of CH(E60Q) with nucleotide was analyzed

spectrophotometrically (as described above) using 0.27 mM CHzTHF

and 0. 18 mM enzyme.

2 mM.

The concentration of dCMP was varied from



C. Results: Effects on CH Activity by Substitution of Glu

Tritium Exchan e De endent on THF versus CH THF. The
conversion of Glu60 to an Asp or GIn decreased the rate of THF
dependent tritium exchange from 5(3H)-dCMP into solvent by 3 to 
fold. The rate of CHzTHF dependent tritium exchange is also
decreased 17 to 37 fold (Table VI-A). Replacement of Glu60 had less

than a 2 fold effect on the value for KM for either THF or CH2THF but
increased the value for KM for dCMP when measured by CH2THF
dependent tritium exchange, 2 to 4 fold (Table VI-B). Replacement
of Glu60 in CH with Gin or Asp had a greater effect on the rate of
CHZTHF dependent tritium exchange than on the rate of THF
dependent tritium exchange and a greater effect on the KM for the
nucleotide substrate than on the KM for the folate substrate.

The relative values calculated for kcat (or V max ), and kcat(or

max /KM) for CH and TS (both wild-type and Glu60 variants) are

listed in Table VI-C (page 102). Conversion of Glu60 in CH to Asp or

Gin had a slightly greater effect on the 
value for V/KM(CHzTHF) (20-

50 fold decrease) than on VIKM(THF) (5- 10 fold decrease) for tritium
exchange with 5(3H)-dCMP and solvent. V/KM(dCMP) was also
decreased 75 fold due to the same residue changes (Table VI- , page

102).

' r

'" \

Interactions with FdUMP. CH binds FdUMP covalently via a
covalent linkage between carbon-6 of FdUMP and Cys 148 (Graves et
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Table VI-A. , Rate constants for reactions catalyzed by CH (wild- type

and Glu60 variants)

tritium 5dCMP tritium 180

exchangea

(min-

formation b

(min-

exchange

(min-

exchange

(/-mol min- l mg

Enzyme
CHZTHF dependent: THF dependent:

CH(wt) 892 :t 89 763 2176 :t Z93 0 :t 0.

CH(E60Q) 23.0 :t 17. 047 214 :t 91 :to.

CH(E60D) 51.8 :t 17. 0.42 648 :t 69 :t 0.

a Determined by tritium exchange using saturating 5(3H) - dCMP wi th
CHzTHF concentrations ranging from 3 /-M to 300 /-M. bDetermined

by HPLC product analysis using saturating CHzTHF (1 mM) and
2(l4C)-dCMP (4 mM). CDetermined by tritium exchange using

saturating 5(3H)-dCMP (1 mM) and 2 mM THF. dDetermined by 13C

NMR analysis at saturating concentrations of Hm5dCMP and 0.5 mM
THF as described in Figure VI-
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Table VI-B. Nucleotide and folate KM values calculated for CH

(wild-type and Glu60 variants) determined by tritium exchange

from 5(3H)-dCMP into solvent

Enzyme KM dCMP

(mM)a

with CH2THF:

KM CHzTI

(mM)b

KM 

(mM)C

with dCl'fP: with dCMP:

CH(wild-type) 14 :t 0. 011 :t 0.001 21 :t 0.

CH(E60Q) 0.25 :t 0. 015 :t 0.004 17 :t 0.

CH(E60D) 60 :t 0. 009 :t O.OOZ 33 :t 0.

aDetermined using saturating CHzTHF (2 mM) and 5(3H) -dCMP
concentrations from 1 J.M to 4 mM. bDetermined using saturating
5(3H)-dCMP (2 mM) and CHZTHF concentrations ranging from 3 
300 J.M. CDetermined using saturating 5(3H)-dCMP (2 ml'f
determined as described in text) and THF concentrations ranging
from 1 J.M to 6 mM.
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Table VI-C. Effects of TS(Glu58) and CH(Glu60) mutations on the relative

rates of both tritium exchange and product formation for each enzyme

Tritium exchange from dTMP or

Enzyme 5 (3H) -nuc1eotides into solvent HmdCMP

formation

THF -dependent CH2THF-dependent

Vrnax IKfol IKnuc Vrnax V /Kfol V /Knuc Vrnax

. E58Q 001 004 0005

E58D 005 015 0014

E60Q 0.1 not det. 014 00006

E60D 0.3 not det. 014 0005
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aI., 1992; Chapters III and IV). Replacement of Glu60 in CH with

either Asp or Gin diminished the ability of CH to bind FdUMP either

covalently or non-covalently. No substantial inhibition of tritium

release was seen for either Glu60 variant even at 10 mM FdUMP

(data not shown). When analyzed under non-denaturing conditions

by binding to nitrocellulose filters , only 17% and 33% 6(3H) -FdUMP

binding could be measured for respectively, CH(E60D) and CH(E60Q)

compared to 100% for wild-type CH (data not shown) usmg an excess

of FdUMP.

When analyzed under denaturing conditions (SDS-P AGE) 

binding of 6(3H)-FdUMP could be detected for either Glu60 variant.

Figure VI- shows an autoradiogram of complexes formed between

10 J.g of CH (wild-type , D179N and Glu60 variants) and excess CHZTHF

and 6(3H)-FdUMP analyzed by SDS-P AGE. Neither Glu60 variant

displayed any SDS-stable binding to 6(3H)-FdUMP in the presence of

saturating CHZTHF even after a 5 day exposure of the film. Both

wild-type CH and CH(D 179N) showed a strong signal after only 24

hours. Therefore, replacement of Glu60 does substantially decrease

the ability of the enzyme to interact with FdUMP and CHzTHF

consistent with destabilization of intermediate II (Figure VI-I).

Formation of HmdCMP. One difference between the reactions

catalyzed by CH and TS is addition of a hydroxymethyl or a methyl

group on the 5-position of the pyrimidine heterocycle. TS catalyzes a

hydride transfer to the donated methylene group on carbon 5 of
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Figure VI-B: Covalent complexes formed between 6(3H)-FdUMP

CHzTHF, and CH(wild-type, D179N, and Glu60 variants analyzed by

SDS-PAGE. Lanes A-D are reactions lacking CHzTHF. Lanes E-H are

reactions with 1 mM CHzTHF. Each reaction contained 17 mM

enzyme dimer (specified at the top of each lane) and 22 M 6- (3H)-

FdUMP. 01 mL reactions were incubated 60 minutes at 30 C. Each

sample was heated 2 minutes at 80 C in an equal volume of SDS-

sample buffer prior to loading.

temperature for 5 days.

The gel was exposed to film at room
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dUMP to produce dTMP while CH catalyzes the hydration of the

methylene group on carbon-5 of dCMP to produce Hm5dCMP. Since

the site-directed CH mutants studied in Chapters III - suggest that

the early steps of catalysis of TS and CH are similar, it is believed

that it is in the last step(s) of catalysis where these mechanistic

differences occur (conversion of intermediate IV to Hm5dCMP shown

in Figure VI-I).

The product formed by reaction of dCMP and CHZTHF catalyzed

by each variant was analyzed by synthesizing nucleotide product

using 2(l4C)- labelled dCMP and CHzTHF by both wild-type CH and the

Glu 60 variants. The enzymatically synthesized products were then

identified using HPLC and two-dimensional TLC. Separation of

nucleotides by C18 reverse phase HPLC gives retention volumes (rv)

for dCMP , Hm5dCMP and Me5dCMP respectively 27 32 and 34

minutes. The relative retention volumes of each nucleotide varied

less than 1 % from run to run. However, since it was difficult to

distingllish between Hm5dCMP and Me5dCMP with a variation of 1 

by HPLC, the analysis was repeated using 2D-cellulose TLC plates.

Even though the nuc1eotides did not separate any more in the

second dimension than in the first dimension (Figure VI -C), 2D- TLC

does ' allows easy separation of the same three nucleotides (detected

by UV fluorescence). Therefore, both types of analysis together

confirm that the product formed by the Glu60 CH variants is

5dCMP. Figure VI- diagrams the separation of CH (wild-type and

variant) synthesized products by both HPLC and 2D- TLC.
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Figure VI-C: Separation of nucleotides by reverse phase HPLC (A) and

2D cellulose TLC (B). (A) shows the retention volumes (rv) for dCMP

(closed circles, TV = 25 mls), Hm5dCMP (open squares, rv = 31 mls), and

5dCMP (closed triangles, TV = 33 mls). Samples were run on a

Microsorb MV C18 column (250 x 4.6 mm) at 1 mllmin. (B) shows

separation of the same three nucleotides by 2-dimensional TLC.
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In order to determine if replacement of Glu60 had an effect 

kcat for turnover, the rate of formation of Hm5dCMP catalyzed by CH

~~~

(wi1d-type and Glu60 variants) was measured. Replacement of Glu
--'i

with an Asp decreases the rate of Hm5dCMP formation 2000 fold

.-.

c'. . while replacement with a Gin decreases the rate 20,000 fold (Table

VI-A). Wild-type CH catalyzes a CHzTHF dependent tritium release

reaction which is closely coupled with the formation of Hm5dCMP

(V max(product)1 V max(tritium) is close to 1). Both of the Glu60 variants

catalyze a CHzTHF dependent tritium exchange reaction which occurs

at least 100 fold faster than the formation of product (V max(product)/

V max(tritium) = 2-7 x 10-3). This was also seen when Glu58 in TS was

replaced with Asp or Gin (Table VI-C, page 102; Nalivaika

unpublished). These results are consistent with a dual role Glu in
two separate steps of catalysis by both CH and TS. As shown by the
effects on tritium exchange, Glu60 has a role in a step up to or

including proton removal from carbon 5 of nucleotide (up to
intermediate III, Figure VI-I). In addition, Glu60 must have an effect
on a step after proton removal from carbon 5 (after intermediate III
Figure VI-I).

180 Isoto e Exchan e Between 13C Solvent
CH catalyzes an exchange reaction from solvent water into
Hm5dCMP in the absence of exogenous THF. The exchange reaction is
accelerated by THF analogs which lacks N5 or both N5 and N8 (Butler
et aI., submitted, 1994). This result provides evidence that the
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180/ exchange reaction occurs via the proposed mechanism shown
in Figure VI- and supports the structure proposed for the dCMP

carbon- exocyclic methylene intermediate (intermediate IV, Figure

VI-I) in CH catalysis.

A 2-3 hz change in the chemical shift of the 13C NMR signal of

5dCMP occurs by replacement of the 160 with 180 (Risley & Van

Etten , 1980; Butler et aI. , 1994). In the absence of enzyme, the

signal, associated with 13C linked to 160 only, remains a single peak.
In the 180 labelled HzO, upon the addition of wild-type CH, a second

upfield peak, associated with the 13C linked to 180, appears (Butler et
aI., submitted for publication, 1994; Figure VI-E). Rate constants for

the 180 exchange reaction can be obtained by following the fraction

of 5(13C 0)- 5dCMP which is converted to 5(13C 0)- 5dCMP

as a function of time.

HPLC and TLC analysis provided evidence that the Glu

variants still retain the ability to catalyze hydration of the 5-
exocyclic methylene intermediate to produce Hm5dCMP (although at

a much reduced rate; Table VI-A). However, it was not clear if the

reduction in the turnover rate of CH observed in the Glu60 variants is

due to a decrease in the actual rate of the hydration.

ability of the variant enzymes to catalyze an 160/180
Therefore, the

exchange

reaction between Hm5dCMP and solvent water was compared to

wild-type CH. Apparent first order rate constants for the exchange
reactions were obtained from the log plots of the fraction of (13 C ,

0)- 5dCMP remaining in the reaction (not exchanged with 180
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Figure VI-D: Proposed mechanism of 180/160 exchange between
5dCMP and solvent water catalyzed by CH. The intermediate

(intermediate IV in Figure VI-I) in the above reaction is the 5-

methylene form of dCMP covalently liked to Cys
148 in CH via carbon-

6 of the pyrimidine heterocycle. The 160 labelled hydroxymethyl

group attached to carbon-5 of the 13e labelled Hm5dCMP is

exchanged with the 180 labelled hydroxyl group in the solvent water.

Identification of the 160 labelled Hm5dCMP and 180 labelled

5dCMP was done using 13C-NMR.
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Figure VI-E: Time course of 180 exchange from solvent water into

(160, l3C)- 5dCMP analyzed by l3e NMR. Acquisitions are taken at

intervals of 22 minutes. Each spectra corresponds to the mean time

for an acquisition interval, where t=O was the time enzyme was

added. The downfield peak (66.97 ppm) represents the l3e signal

associated with a hydroxymethyl group containing a 
13C_ linkage

and the upfield peak (66.95 ppm) represents the l3C signal

associated with a hydroxy methyl group containing a linkage.
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labelled water) versus time (Figure VI-F).

relationship:

The data were fit to the

oo - C t
= e

eq. VI-

where C and Coo are the concentrations of (l80)- 5dCMP at time t

and after equilibration (determined either by direct measurement ' at

t:; 10 half times, or by calculation from the known composition of

the solvent). The values of the apparent first order rate constants

varied linearly with enzyme concentration. Multiplying these first

order rate constants (listed in Figure VI-F) by the concentration of
5dCMP and dividing by enzyme concentrations provided the rate

constants for exchange in units of Jlmoles min- l mg- l (Table VI-A).

A slow 180 exchange rate does occur in the absence of folate

with wild-type CH, however, this rate is accelerated approximately

60-70 fold in the presence of saturating concentrations of THF

(Butler et aI., submitted, 1994). The resulting velocities in Jlmoles

min- l mg- l in the presence of 0.5 mM THF for wild-type CH and the

Glu60 variants are listed in Table VI- (page 100). Wild-type CH

exhibits a velocity for exchange of 3.0 Jlmoles min- l mg-

Replacement of Glu60 with Asp or a Gin decreases the rate of

exchange by only 5 and 7 fold, respectively suggesting that Glu60 is

not absolutely required for the 180/ exchange reaction. This
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Figure VI-F: Rate of 180 isotope exchange into (160, 13C)- 5dCMP
catalyzed by CH (wild-type and Glu60 variants) analyzed by 13C-NMR.
The first order rate constant for each reaction was determined by
fitting the data to equation VI-A. The values for the first-order rate
constants (min- l) as follows: E60Q, 0.0021 :t 0.001; E60D , 0.012 :t 0.001;
wild-type CH, 0.012 :t 0.002;. Reactions contained the following: (filled
squares) 0.

26 
IlM E60Q (dimer), 6.8 mM Hm5dCMP; (filled circles)

1.76 IlM' E60D , 5.75 mM Hm5dCMP; (open triangles) 0.26 11M wild-
type CH, 3.8 mM Hm5dCMP.
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suggests that Glu
60 is not absolutely required for hydration of the

dCMP carbon- exocyc1ic intermediate.

It has been shown by Butler et ai. (submitted, 1994) that wild-

type CH catalyzes a complete breakdown and resynthesis reaction at

a rate similar to that of 180 exchange. However, the Glu60 variants

clearly cannot synthesize Hm5dCMP from dCMP at a rate close to the

observed 180 exchange rate (Table VI- , page 100). Therefore, it is

believed that the 180 exchange reaction catalyzed by these CH

variants is catalyzed via the mechanism shown in Figure VI-

Interactions between substrate and enz me detected b

difference s ectra. Wild-type TS has been shown to elicit a

difference spectra peak at 334-336 nm upon complex formation with

CHzTHF and FdUMP presumably due to perturbation of the folate

chromophore (Lockshin et aI., 1984). However, incubation of wild-

type TS with dUMP and CHzTHF only elicits an absorbance increase at

340 nm due to the formation of DHF by the enzyme (Wahba and

Friedkin, 1962). Interactions between enzyme CH (wild-type and

E60Q) and TS(E53Q)) and their respective nucleotide (dCMP or dUMP)

and folate substrates were analyzed by difference spectroscopy.

sample spectra of the complex formed between CH(E60Q) and CHzTHF

is shown in Figure VI- Complex formation can only be detected by

this method when all three components (enzyme, nucleotide and

CHZTHF) are present. In addition, a maximum absorbance change at

334 nm was measured only after the addition of nucleotide. This is



Figure VI-

WAVELENGTH

Absorbance change between 320 and 400 nm elicited

by an interaction between enzyme, nucleotide, and CHZTHF. All

reactions contained 0. 1 mM CHzTHF, 90 IlM CH(E60Q) and 0.2 mM

dCMP The open squares represent the absorbance change without

nucleotide present. The filled circles represent the absorbance

change elicited in the presence of either dCMP and dUMP. The

maximum absorbance change was seen at 334 nM.
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consistent with previous studies suggesting an ordered mechanism of

binding for TS (Danenburg and Lockshin, 1982). The difference

spectrum of complexes between dCMP CHz THF, and CH(E60Q) and

between dUMP CHzTHF and TS(E58Q) showed a maxima at 334-336

nm with changes between 2000-3000 au M- l enzyme monomer.

Since the wavelengths of maxima of these peaks are too high to

emanate from Trp or Tyr residues, they most likely arise from a

change in the folate chromophore upon binding. As expected, no

stable complex formation could be detected by difference

spectroscopy for wild- type CH under any conditions. Wild- type CH

has a relatively high rate of product formation (8 x 10z min- ; Table

VI - A). Therefore, an interaction must take place between enzyme

nucleotide and folate. However, it does not accumulate. Complex

formation also cannot be detected by difference spectroscopy

between enzyme, nucleotide and THF, or between CH(E60Q), CHzTHF

and dUMP.

In order to determine if the increase in absorbance at 334 

elicited by mixing together enzyme , nucleotide and CHzTHF was

saturable, the absorbance change elicited by the CH variant (E60Q)

was titrated. This was also done by difference spectroscopy usmg

varying concentrations of dCMP, 0.18 mM enzyme monomer and

saturating CHZTHF. Ternary complex formation was measured as

described for Figure VI- except that the concentration of dCMP was

varied from 0 to 0.2 mM. As shown in Figure VI - H, a maximal
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RA TIO dCMP:CH(E60Q)MONOMER

Figure VI-H: Spectrophotometric titration of the binding of dCMP to

CH(E60Q) in the presence of CHzTHF. The above graph represents the

absorbance at 336 nm measured by difference spectra induced by

complex formation between 0. 18 mM CH(E60Q) monomer, 0.27 mM

CHZTHF and dCMP to give the indicated ratios of dCMP to enzyme

monomer.



absorbance change of approximately 0. to 0.6 absorbance units was

measured at a ratio of between 0.5 and 1.0 dCMP to enzyme

monomer. This suggests that the absorbance change being measured

is specific for the complex being formed and can be saturated.

D. Discussion

The relative rate constants for TS and CH (both wild-type and

Glu 60/58 variants) are listed in Table VI- (page 102). Alteration of

Glu 60/58 in either CH or E. coli TS reduced the catalytic activity of the

enzyme (Table VI-C; Zapf et aI., 1993; Nalivaika, unpublished). The

severity of the effect depends upon the assay used to measure

enzyme activity. The individual effects that conversion of Glu60 in

CH and Glu58 in TS to Asp or GIn have on the activity of each enzyme

arc discussed below.

Effect on roduct formation: uncou lin from tritium release.

The most pronounced effect of these mutations in both enzymes IS an

uncoupling of the processes of proton abstraction from carbon 5 of

the nucleotide and product formation. Proton abstraction and

product formation are tightly coupled in both wild type TS and wild-

type CH with a ratio of tritium release to product formation of

approximately one (Table VI- page 100).

exhibit ratios of 0. 01 (data not shown).

The TS Glu58 variants

The Glu60 CH variants

exhibit ratios of 0.002- 007 (Table VI-A, page 100). For these
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GIU 60/58 enzyme variants, some step after intermediate III (Figure

-- ,VI-I) has become so slow that the reverse reaction effectively

competes. The CH2THF-dependent 3H release from 5(3HJ -nucleotides

is therefore actually a partial (exchange) reaction. However, the

rates of tritium exchange measured by using CH2THF are not

identical to those measured with THF. The data are consistent with a

role for this Glu in steps before (or at) and after the abstraction of

the proton from carbon (intermediate II, Figure VI- I).

The derivation of relevant kinetic constants. The binding of

substrates to TS and CH is Ordered Bi Bi (scheme VI- below), with

nucleotide substrate binding first and CHzTHF binding second

(Danenburg and Danenburg, 1978; Lee et aI., 1988; Ghose et aI.

1990).

(dNNIPJ

o( 
E- fH)dNMP

( CHz THFJ

E_(3 HJdNMP .o eHJdNMP-CHz THF

k" 

dNrvIP-CHz THF +
3 H in solvent

Scheme VI-A. CHzTHF dependent tritium exchange reaction between

5(3HJ-nucleotide ((3HJdNMP) and solvent catalyzed by CH and TS.



Using the net rate equations from Cleland (1974), the kinetic

expressi for the initial velocity of tritium exchange (Vi) was

derived (shown as equation VI- below) where (N) is equal to the

concentration of 5 (3H)-nucleotide, (F) is equal to the concentration 

CH2THF, and (Eh is equal to the total concentration of all enzyme

species.

k5 (Eh (N)(F)
eq. VI-

Vi =

(k4 + k5)(kz + k3(F)) + (k4 + ks) (N) (N)(F))

----- ----

k3kl

At saturating concentrations of both nucleotide and CHzTHF, the

expression for Vi is equal to Vmax and reduces to expression VI-

max = k5 (Eh eq. VI-

Using the definition of Vmax = kcadEh (Cleland, 1977), the

expression for kcat for tritium exchange from 5(3H)-nucleotides into

solvent is reduced to equation VI-

kcat = Vmax eq. VI-

(Eh

The relative rates for V max/KM for both nucleotide and folate

substrates are also listed in Table VI- The kinetic expression for

120



V rnax/KM are also derived using the expression for Vi shown in

;t' equation VI-B. At saturating nucleotide and low CHzTHF, the

expressio for V IKM(CHZTHF) nucleotide reduces to equation VI-

below.

V /KM(CHZTHF) = k3kS
eq. VI-

(k4 + k5)

At saturating CHZ THF and low nucleotide the expression for

V rnax /KM(dNMP) reduces to equation VI- below.

IKM(dNMP) klk5
eq. VI-

(k4 + ks)

Dividing equation VI-E by VI-F gives the ratio of V/KM(dNMP) to

V /KM(CHZTHF) or KM(CHZTHF) KM(dNMP). This expression reduces to

equation VI-

KM(CHTHF

KM(dNMP)
kl/k3 eq. VI-

Effect on tritium exchan e or tritium release catal zed b CH.

Even though the most pronounced effect of conversion of Glu60/58 

on the rate of product formation, the rate of tritium exchange

between 5(3H)-nucleotides and the solvent is also decreased
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substantially. For CH, the rate of THF-dependent tritium exchange is

much . less affected by the Glu60 mutations than is the rate of CHzTHF

dependent tritium exchange. The expression given for k5 in

equatio VI- indicates that the reduced rates of tritium exchange

(V max) shown by all of the Glu
60/58 variants are due to an effect on

k5. The value for k5 represents the rate at which the carbon 5

proton is removed from the nucleotide (Figure VI- , conversion of

intermediate II to III). Thus, conversion of this Glu in both enzymes

must directly affect proton removal.

The ratio of kl/k3 (KM(CHZTHP)/KM(dCMP) for wild- type CH and

the Glu60 variants is less than 1.0. This states that k3 must be

greater than kl. Replacement of Glu
60 in CH decreased kl/k3 by 3-

fold at the most (Table VI-A). Therefore, either kl and k3 do not

change much or they change to the same extent. At most,

replacement of Glu60 with Asp either decreased kI lO-fold or

increased k3 10-fold.

Replacement of Glu60 in CH decreased the value for

V/KM(CHZTHP) 14 to 50 fold and the value for Vmax for CHzTHF

dependent tritium exchange 17 to 33 fold (Table VI-C, page 102).

Equation VI- states that Vmax is equal to ks. By comparing

equations VI-D to VI- , this data is consistent with the following

proposal: the value of k4 is greater than or equal to ks, and the

values of k3 and k4 are relatively unaffected or change to the same

extent when Glu60 is converted to Asp or Gin. The decreased



IKM(CHZTHF) 
seen for these variants must be primarily due to a

decrease in k5.

Replacement of Glu60 in CH decreased the value for VIKM(dCMP)

more than the value for V IKM(CHZTHF), 70 fold compared to 50 fold

(Table VI-C, page 102). Comparison of equations VI-E and VI-

(V IKM(CHZTHF) 
versus V IKM(dCMP) suggests that in order for

IKM(dCMP) 
to decrease more than IKM(CHZTHF), k 1 must decrease in

addition to kS. This is consistent with the proposal above that kl has

decreased 3- 10 fold by replacement of Glu

In summary, the following proposals are made concerning the

conversion of Glu60 in CH to Asp or Gin: 1) the ratio of k3 to k4 is

relatively unaffected, 2) kl has decreased 3- 10 fold, and 3) k5 has

decreased 17-33 fold. This is not inconsistent with the original

hypothesis that Glu60 is necessary for formation of the N5 iminium

ion. However, if k3 has been affected by mutation of this residue, k4

has been affected to the same extent, in the same direction. If k3 has

decreased, k4 has also decreased. However, the data also suggest

that the primary role for Glu60 in the early steps of catalysis is

removal of the proton from carbon 5 of the nucleotide (Figure VI-

conversion of intermediate II to intermediate III).

Effect on tritium exchan e or tritium release catal zed b TS.

The kl/k3 ratio for wild-type TS arid the GluS8 variants is greater

than 1. This is the opposite of what is seen for CH. In addition

replacement of Glu58 in TS dramatically increased kl/k3 from 4 to 35
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fold. This clearly states that for TS, kl is greater than k3, and

replacement of Glu
58 in TS either decreased k3 and/or increased kl.

Replacement of Glu58 decreased the value for k5 (Vmax for

tritium release) by 7 to 31 fold. The same replacement decreased

the value for V/KM(CHZTHF) by 1000- 1200 fold (Table VI- , page

102). This is quite different than the effect seen for CH. Comparison

of equations VI- and VI- suggests that the further decrease in

IKM(CHZTHF) 
compared to k5 must be due to a change in the ratio of

k3/k4 (the ratio has decreased). Assuming k4 is greater than or

equal to kS, r placement of Glu58 with Asp or Gin decreased the ratio

k3/k4 by 40 to 120 fold. The equilibrium between E-dNMP and E-

dNMP- CHZTHF has been shifted towards E-dNMP due to this residue

change (scheme VI- above).

The effect of replacement of Glu58 in TS on VIKM(dUMP) is not

as great as the effect on VIKM(CHZTHF) (Table VI-C, page 102). This is

different from the results seen for the same residue changes in CH.

The relative values for V IKM(dUMP) only decreased 25-250 fold.

This suggests that either 1) both kS and kl decreased or 2) k5

decreased and k4 increased.

rest of the data.

Either suggestion is consistent with the

The situation seen with the replacement of Glu58 in TS is much

more complex than that seen with CH. However, the following two

proposals can be made: 1) conversion of GluS 8 in TS decreased k5 and

k 1 to approximately the same extent, while k3 is decreased further

and k4 is relatively unaffected or 2) conversion of Glu58 decreased kS

- -- .

. n
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and k3 to the same extent, kl decreased only a small amount
, and k4

increased about the 
same extent as k3 decreased. The data do not

distinguish between these two possibiliti
Both possibilities are

consistent with a role for Glu
58 in formation of the N5 iminium ion.

The structure of liganded TS also shows an interaction between Glu

and 04 of dUMP (Mathews et aI., 1990a,b). Therefore, it is not

surprising that replacement of Glu
58 (or Glu60 in CH) has an effect on

kl (the binding of nucleotide). In addition
, as was seen for CH, the

replacement of Glu
60/58 decreased V max (k5) consistent with a role

for Glu in removal of the proton from carbon 5 of 
dUMP.

ects on com lex formation for TS and CH. The results for

FdUMP binding to the Glu
60 and Glu58 variant enzymes are not

consistent with the kinetic data discussed above.
The fact that the

ratio of k3/k4 is much more affected in TS than in CH by conversion

of Glu60/58 suggests that the 
ability of TS to bind FdUMP covalently

should be more affected than that of 
CH. In fact, the opposite was

seen. The TS Glu
58 variants, still retain the ability to bind FdUMP

covalently in the presence of 
CHzTHF, although at a lower rate.

Almost no FdUMP binding could be detected by the 
CH Glu

varants. It is unclear why this is so. However, the exact nature of

the interaction between the heteroatoms in the pyrimidi
ring of

FdUMP and CH is not known. Therefore, the effect the Glu

mutations have on FdUMP binding to CH cannot be 
interpreted at this

time. Perhaps in combination with 
the specificity change mutation
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D179N (discussed in Chapter IV), the Glu60 varants of CH would bind

FdUMP more readily.

Although no stable FdUMP binding could be detected for the

Glu 60 variants, the observance of an absorbance maxima upon mixing

of nucleotide and CHzTHF with both the TS(E58Q) and CH(E60Q)

variants is consistent with the formation of a stable ternary complex

between nucleotide, folate, and enzyme. Although the nature of

these complexes is not known, the high wavelength of these peaks

(334 nm) is consistent with a change in the environment of the folate

chromophore which occurs upon binding to the enzyme (Lockshin et

aI., 1984). In addition, the complex is saturable. Therefore, the

complex is believed to contain stoichiometric amounts all three

components: enzyme, CHzTHF and nucleotide. No evidence has been

provided for the structure of this complex. However, if Glu60 does

play a role in cleavage of the bond between N5 of THF and the

donated methylene group, perhaps the complex has a structure

similar to that of intermediate III (Figure VI-I). Further kinetic

analysis is required to test this hypothesis (see Chapter X).

Effects on hydration catalyzed by CH. The ability to assign a

role for Glu60/58 to a specific step before and after proton abstraction

is due to the multiple effects the mutations have on enzyme activity.

The absolute requirement for this residue in one step of catalysis by

CH can be ruled out. In the case of CH, the ability of both E60Q and

E60D to cary out 180 exchange with solvent water suggests that
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G I u 60 is not required for hydration of the exocyclic carbon 5 bond on

the nucleotide to form Hm5dCMP. It is not known what effects
replacement of Glu58 in TS with Asp or GIn have on the

corresponding step for TS, reduction of the carbon- exocyclic
nucleotide to form product. It is possible, that for both CH and TS
Glu 60/58 plays a key role in the cleavage of the bond between the
donated methylene group and THF (conversion of intermediate III 

, Figure VI-I). The data are consistent with this hypothesis (see
Chapter X). However, at this time we have no way of testing this
hypothesis.

In conclusion, Glu58 and Glu60 have at least two roles in
catalysis by CH and TS. The first role is in removal of the proton
from carbon 5 of the nucleotide (conversion of intermediate II to III

Figure VI-I). The second role is an unknown step after proton
removal, possibly in cleavage of the bond between the donated
methylene group and THF (conversion of intermediate III to IV
Figure VI-I). However, the data are still consistent with a role for
Glu60 in the formation of the N5 iminium ion form of CHZTHF.
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Figure VI-I: Proposed mechanism of catalysis for CH. A number of

important features are represented by this mechanism: (I)

nucleophilic attack on carbon 6 of dCMP and transient formation of a

covalent CH-dCMP adduct where carbon-S is activated for attack on
CHzTHF, (II) formation of a ternary covalent complex between CH-

dCMP and CHzTHF, (III) cleavage of the bond between carbon 7 of

the donated methylene and NS to release the first product, THF, and

(IV) hydration of the exocyclic methylene by water to form

5dCMP, the second product.
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CHAPTER VII

IN VIVO COMPLEMENTATION ASSAY

A. Rationale

Since T4 is a lytic bacteriophage , only those phage which can

replicate their DNA productively infect and kil their host cell.

amber mutants lacking CH activity have been useful screens for 

activity in vivo. However, T4 is a highly recombinogenic

bacteriophage and efforts to accurately measure in vivo

complementation by CH expressed from a plasmid have been

hampered by recombination between the 42 allele in the phage

chromosome and the plasmid encoded copy of gene 42. The gene 42

product, CH , is required for T4 replication. Even low levels of CH

activity expressed from our plasmid-borne 42 variant proteins allow

the amber phage to recombine with the plasmid-borne mutant 42

allele. double cross-over event allows the T4 42 amber phage to

be converted to wild-type as diagrammed in Figure VII-

Measurement of in vivo levels of activity from CH variants with low

activity in vitro are easily masked by a high level of recombination

between the 42 allele on the T4 chromosome and the plasmid-borne

copy of the 42 allele.
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f3gt

")\.,,"""

T4 42 am ber (x)

pCR plasmid with
gene 42 mutation (y)

double crossover event

f3gt

")\.","

T4 wild- type

pCH plasmid with both
x and y mutations y f+,,,,).,,,,,,,,"'tI X

Figure VII- Marker rescue by a chromosomal amber allele

from a plasmid-borne copy of gene 42. Plasmid DNA (pCH)

harboring a mutant gene 42 allele (y) can recombine with the T4 
amber allele (x) by a double crossover event to rescue wild-type

gene 42 and generate a wild-type T4 bacteriophage.
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number of changes were necessary in our original

complementation assay (Chapter III) to allow CH activity expressed
from a plasmid to be measured in vivo without recombination. First
a new strain of CH deficient T4 phage was necessary. Taking

advantage of the high recombination efficiency of T4 phage, gene 42
would be totally deleted from the bacteriophage T4 chromosome by

cross-over between plasmid-borne T4 DNA (gene 42 flanking

sequences) and wild-type T4 DNA. Figure VII - schematically

shows the infection of cells harboring a plasmid which contains T4

sequences which normally flank gene 42 but with gene 42 deleted.

During the cycle of the T4 phage infection, recombination between

plasmid DNA and T4 DNA occurs. A mixture of progeny phage which
are either wild-type or have gene 42 deleted are then released from

the cells. This mixture of phage must then be screened for the
correct mutant T4 isolate which has gene 42 deleted from the

chromosome.

Second, a new CH expressIOn plasmid was needed which could

not recombine with our newly created T4L142 deletion phage. This

would be accomplished by the following. The fragment containing

gene 42 , but lacking the DNA sequences which normally flank gene

42 in wild-type T4, would be placed under an non- T4 promoter such
as Pl or T7. This plasmid-encoded copy of 42 would now have no
hom()logy to the T4.142 phage but could be induced to express CH to

significant levels.

The data presented in Chapter VII provide evidence that gene
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phage progeny

Creation of T4L142 phage by recombination in VlVO.

Infection of E. coli cells harboring the pKG8 42 deletion plasmid

, (Figure VII-C) with wild-type T4 phage allows recombination to

occur. Phage are then packaged and released by the cell creating a
mixture of wild-type and mutant phage progeny. T4L142 phage are

selected by plaque hybridization with an N del junction oligo (Figure

VII-G), purified and characterized. T4 sequences upstream and
ownstream 'of gene 42 are represented by the dotted portions

:':'

). Gene 42 sequence is represented by the filled in portions
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42 has been deleted from the T4 DNA as a 0. 75 kB Nde! fragment.

The resulting T4L142 phage do not efficiently replicate in host cells

which do not express wild-type CH. None of the variant CH alleles

tested complements the T4L142 phage. In addition, no recombination

could be detected between the T4L142 phage any of the 42 plasmid-

borne alleles.

Materials and Methods

Bacteria. bacteriophage and plasmids. Wild-type T4 phage, the

non-suppressor (su E. coli W3110(L8 lacN) and plasmids p705 and

pLH475 were from Dr. Tony Poteete (UMASS Medical Center). All

other plasmids are described in the text. Plasmid pCT06 was

obtained from Dr. C. Thylen at the University of UMEA (UMEA

Sweden).

Preparation of bacteriophage and DNA. T4 phage stocks and T4

hydroxymethylated/glucosylated DNA were prepared as described

(Kricker and Tindall, 1989).

Plaque screening by hybridization. Single T4 plaques were

lifted from top agarose onto nitrocellulose (Schleicher and

Schuell;BA85 , 45 
Ilm) and hybridized to 32p end-labelled probes as

described (Benton and Davis, 1977). Single-stranded probes were

end-labeled with (y_32p)-dA TP and purified on a 0.5 ml G50
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Sephadex column (Pharmacia) equilibrated with IX STE buffer (0. 1 M

NaCl, 10 mM Tris (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA (pH 8)) (Maniatis et aI. , 1989).

Southern blots. 3 Jlg of Nde! digested T4 DNA was separated on

a 1.0% agarose gel. The digested DNA was blotted and crosslinked
TM 

onto Hybond- nylon membranes (Amersham; 0.45 JlM 10 x 15 cm)

and the blots hybridized to 32p labelled probes (Maniatis et aI.,

1989). Blots were washed for 15 minutes at 25 C in 2X SSC (3M

NaCl, 0.3 M NaCitrate pH 0)/0. % SDS , for 15 minutes each at 60

and 65 C in O. IX SSC/O. 5% SDS. Membranes probed with the 0.75 kB

and 2. 19 kB probes were further washed for 15 minutes at 75 C in

the same buffer, and then 5 minutes at 65 C in 0. 05X SSC/O. 25% SDS

and 5 minutes each at 75 C in 0.05X SSC/0.25% SDS , 0. 025X SSCI

125% SDS , O.OIX SSCI 05% SDS. Double-stranded DNA probes

were prepared by nick-translation (Maniatis et aI., 1989).

Plating efficiency of T4 bacteriophage. Both wild-type and

mutant T4 bacteriophage were tested for their efficiency in forming

plaques on light to mid-log W3310 (Lac iq) cells (1-5 x 108 cells/ml)

harboring CH expression plasmids (wild-type or variant) or no plasmid

with and without a 1-3 hour induction with 1 mM IPTG. Dilutions of

the phage stocks were mixed with 0.3 ml of cells (with or without

plasmid) and then poured on fresh LB plates in 3 ml soft top agar at

Plates were dried and then incubated overnight at 37
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Burst-size of T4 bacterio The burst-size of T4 phage

(wild-type and mutant) was measured by infecting mid-log W3310

cells (1- 5 x 108 cells/ml) either harboring no plasmid or harboring a

CH expression plasmid (with and without a 1 -3 hour induction with

1 mM IPTG) with phage at an approximate moi of 1 phage per cell

and shaking 60 minutes at 37 Lysis was completed by the

addition of chloroform. Cell debris was pelleted and the resulting

phage progeny were titered on W3310 cells harboring the wild-type

CH expression plasmid, pKG27, in the presence of 1 mM IPTG. Prior

to T4 infection , the cells were titered on LB and LB-ampicilln plates

to determine the actual concentration of the cells. Burst-sizes were

determined by comparing the titers of phage grown in cells

harboring CH variant expression plasmids to the titer of phage grown

in cells harboring pKG27 (wild- type CH), relative to the titer of the

cells prior to infection. The dependence of burst size on the presence

of IPTG (1 mM) was also examined.

:gxpression otl proteins (wilQ- type anq variant) in vivo.

The expression of CH proteins via the Heidleburg promoter (T7 AI

see Figure VII-E) in W3310 cells was examined by growing cells with

and without a plasmid to light to mid-log titer (1-5 x 108 cells/ml) 

LB plus 100 g/mg ampicillian when necessary and inducing with a

final concentration of 1 mM IPTG. 10 ml samples pre- and 2-3 hours

post-induction with IPTG were analyzed by resuspending cell pellets

in 0. 8 ml of 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 6. , and lysing by
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sonication. After cell debris was pelleted by microcentrifigation

protein concentrations were determined by the Bradford method

(Bradford, 1976). Before running samples on SDS-PAGE (described in

Chapter III-B) an equal volume of SDS-sample buffer was added to

15 g of crude protein extract and samples were boiled 2 minutes.

C. Creation of a Gene 42 Deletion Plasmid and a

CH Expression Plasmid Which Cannot Recombine

In order to delete gene 42 from the T4 chromosome, a plasmid

was needed which does not contain gene 42 but does contain enough

upstream and downstream T4 sequence to allow efficient

recombination between the T4 bacteriophage and the T4 DNA

encoded on the plasmid. Plasmid pKG4 contains a 1.8 kB E coR!

fragment from pCT06 (Thylen, 1988) cloned into the EcoRI site of KS+

in the same transcriptional orientation as the T7 promoter. This

fragment contains gene 42 and approximately 0.5 kb of T4 DNA both

upstream and downstream of the gene. Gene 42 was cut out of pKG4

(Figure VII-C) by creating Nde! sites at the ATG and just after the

T AA stop codon by site directed mutagenesis. The plasmid was

religated to generate pKG8. pKG8 has T4 DNA which normally flanks

gene 42 on the 5' and 3' ends of where gene 42 used to be (Figure

VII-C) but does not contain gene 42.

In order to allow the propagation of a T4 bacteriophage with
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Eco RI

Nde I
Gene 42

pKG4
75 kB

Eco RI
pKG8 .1/2

0 kB

Figure VII-C: Creation of the pKG8 T4 gene 42 deletion plasmid.

Plasmid pKG4 contains 1. 8 kB of T4 DNA ( 

:::::::::::::::::::::.

) inserted into the

EcoRI site of the pKS+ Bluescript plasmid ( ) such that gene 42

is under control of the T7 promoter. Nde! restriction sites were

created by site-directed mutagenesis just 5' of the A TG start codon

and just 3' of the TAA stop codon for gene 42. The 0. 75 kB NdeI

fragment harboring the 42 coding sequences ( ) was removed

from pKG4 and the plasmid was religated to generated pKG8.
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Gene

Figure VII-D: Schematic of the Ptac CH expressio plasmid pKGI0

hich has no homology to T4L142 phage. The 3.5 kB backbone

) is derived from pLH475 (Hardy and Poteete, 1991) and

contains mostly pBR322 sequences. Gene 42 coding sequences are

ntained on a 0. 75 kB N del fragment ( ). The dotted portion

:;: ::.:::::;:::

) represents approximately 
20 bases from pKS+ which were

cloned into pLH475 along with the gene as a 0.77 kB NdeI/BglII

partial fragment from pKG4 (see Figure VII-
B).
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gene 42 deleted without recombination occurrIng to 
regenerate

wild-type T4 phage, a CH expression plasmid was needed which does

not have any homology to the T4L142 bacteriophage. pKGIO (Figure

VII-D) was constructed by cloning a 0. 75 kB NdeI/BglII fragment

from pKG4 containing gene 42 into the 3. 5 kB NdeI/Bgl II fragment

containing ptac from pLH475 (Hardy and Poteete, 1991). Therefore

CH expression could be induced with IPTG without recombination.

pKG 10 expresses CH only at low levels but the levels of CH are

comparable with and without 1 mM IPTG. In a lacIq strain of E. coli,

the plasmid complements the T4L142 
bacteriophage even in the

absence of IPTG even though CH protein was barely detectable by

SDS-P AGE of IPTG induced crude extracts. A number of the CH

variants were cloned into this CH expression construct by using

unique restriction sites within the gene to test the level of

complementation by these alleles in this expression system.

Since the induction of CH from pKG 1 0 was not under efficient

control with the ptac promoter, a second non-recombinable CH

expression plasmid pKG27, (Figure VII-E) was constructed (after the

T4L142 bacteriophage was isolated). The 0.
75 kB Nde! fragment

containing gene 42 was cut out of pKG4 and inserted into a modified

version of the Heidelberg vector pTP705 (T. Poteete), where the

gene is under the control of the IPTG inducible T7 Al promoter.

pTP705 contains two lac repressor binding sites and thus is very

tightly repressed for transcription of the T7 promoter in the absence

of IPTG. pKG27 has no homology to the T4 chromosomal DNA except
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Xhol
Eco RI

Hind III

Nde I

synthetic DNA
containing
T4 ribosome

binding site

Gene 42

Ndel

Figure VII-E: Schematic of the p lac CH expression plasmid pKG27.

Plasmid pKG27 has less than 13 base pairs of homology to T4 .11-2 DNA.

The backbone, pKG705, ( ) is derived from the pDS-plasmid

family (Dr. M. Berlin, University of Heidelberg). The phage T7-

promoter Al ( II ), combined with two lac operators, one in the

spacer-region (04) and one downstream of the transcription start site

(03), has been shown to have tight repression but also a high level

of transcription upon induction (unpublished). pKG705 also

contains a synthetic piece of DNA inserted into the Hind IIIlHinfi

site which contains the T4 ribosome binding site ( ) as well

as the NdeI site used to clone the 0.75 kB NdeI fragment containing

gene 42 ( ) (Figure VII-B).

- - - . - . - . ' - " ' . " . . , "

n ,

- -. -- -'-
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for the 0.75 kB of DNA containing gene 42 which has been deleted

from the T4 chromosome (Figure VII-E). In addition, a number of CH

mutant alleles were reconstructed so as to be inducible via the

Heidelberg promoter. This was done by subcloning either an 0.35 kB

XmnI/SnaBI 
or a 0. 19 kB HpaI/SnaBI fragment from pKS+ harboring

mutant 42 alleles into pKG27 digested with the appropriate

restriction enzymes. Each Cll variant plasmid has the same

construction as pKG27 except for the 42 mutation specified. The

names of these CH variant expression plasmids are listed with the

variant 42 allele in parenthesis; pKG30 (C148G), pKG31 (E60Q),

pKG32 (E60D) and pKG33 (DI79N). Expression of CH can be induced

from Plac in the presence of 1 mM IPTG from all five plasmids (wild-

type and variant) as seen in SDS-P AGE analysis of crude cell extracts

(Figure VII-F (A and B)).

D. Creation of Bacteriophage T4.142

The isolation of T4 bacteriophage with gene 42 deleted is based

on the assumption that the T4 chromosome will recombine with the

gene 42 deletion plasmid , pKG8 in vivo at a frequency of 10-

10-5 (previously estimated in the lab) (Figure VII-B). The following

protocol was followed. The laq Iq strain W3110 harboring pKG8, the

42 deletion plasmid was infected with wild-type T4 at an moi of 2

phage per cell and grown at C for 60 minutes. Chloroform was

added to each culture, shaken for 5 minutes, cell debris pelleted and

-- - - ---. , -.- - - - - - _
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Figure VI-F (A and B): SDS-PAGE analysis of crude cells extracts

induced with IPTG to express CH proteins (wild-type and variant).

W3310 cells containing pKG27 or pKG27 variant plasmids (Figure VI-

D) were induced with 1 mM IPTG at a cell density of 3-5 x 108

cellslml for 2-3 hours. Each lane contains 15 Ilg of crude 
protein in

a final concentration of IX SDS-sample 
buffer (Chapter III-B).

Samples were boiled 2 minutes prior to loading. Gel A shows 
pairs of

samples from pre-induction and 2 hour post-inductio of cells

harboring: no plasmid (Lanes A and B), pKG27 expressing wild-type

CH (Lanes C and D), pKG30 expressing CH(CI48G) (Lanes E and F) and

pKG33 expressing CH(D 179N) (Lanes G and H). Lanes A, C, E, and G

contain pre-induced extracts. Lanes B, D, F, 
and H contain extracts

induced with 1 mM IPTG. Gel B shows pairs of samples from pre-

induction and 3 hour post-induction of cells harboring: pKG31

expressing CH(E60 ) (Lanes B and C), pKG32 expressing CH(E60Q)

(Lanes D and E) and no plasmid (Lanes F and G). 
Lanes B, D and F

shows pre-induced extracts. Lanes C, E and G show extracts induced

with 1 mM IPTG. Lane M contains molecular weight standards (same

as Figure IV -D). Lane I (Gel A) and Lane A (Gel B) contain 3 Ilg of

pure wild-type CH.
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the resulting phage progeny were plated on W3110 cells harboring

the CH expression plasmid , pKG 1 0 (in the presence of 1 mM IPTG in

both the agar and the top agar). Plaques were lifted onto

nitrocellulose as described in Materials and Methods. Filters were

probed with a 20 base T4L142 junction oligo (Figure VII-G) which will

only hybridize to those bacteriophage which have the 0. 75 kB Nde!

fragment containing gene 42 deleted from the chromosome. Those

plaques which hybridized were tested for phenotype as follows.

Each plaque was stabbed onto the following strains of coli in the

following order: W3110(lacIQ), Sul- l(supD), W3110 harboring a

plasmid which expresses a non-functional CH (42 CI48G), W3110

harboring pKG 10 (the wild-type CH expression plasmid which cannot

recombine) and W3110 harboring pCH2, a wild-type CH expression

plasmid which may recombine. The T4L142 bacteriophage should not

grow on the first three strains but should grow on the last two

strains. Of 50 plaques tested, 4 had the phenotype of T4L142

bacteriophage. These 4 plaques were purified tl)ree times by

streaking a single plaque on W3110 cells harboring the pKGI0

plasmid and then retested for phenotype as done previously. These

bacteriophage were named T4L142. 1, T4L142. , T4L142.3, and T4L142.4.

However, it was later determined that all four of these phage stocks

were contaminated with another form of phage, probably an M13-

derivative. Therefore, stock #1 was repurified by restreaking 6

times onto a plate with top agar containing 200 
l of mid-log phage

W3310 cells harboring the

- - ' - - - - - - - - -_._.



T4 .12 junction oligo

wild-type T4 sequence

NdeI

T GAG GTT CA 'I A1rCG ACA TAA A

start codon for 42

T GAA GTT T AA AI A TT AGT G

Figure VII-G: Sequence of the oligo probe specific for the NdeI

junction created by deletion of gene 42 from the T4 chromosome.
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pKG27 CH expression plasmid and 1 mM IPTG. New phage stocks

(T4.142. 1 a-d) were prepared and 
stored at 4

To confirm the exact genetic makeup of the region of T4 DNA

where gene 42 should have been deleted, DNA isolated from

bacteriophage isolates T4L142.
1a, T4L142.1d and wild-type T4 was

probed for the presence of DNA coding for gene 42 by Southern

analysis. Three probes were used to examine 
the digested T4 DNA

(Figure VII-H). The first probe, probe 42 , is specific for the 0.75 kB

of DNA deleted from T4 coding for gene 42. 
The second probe

probe f3gt, 
is specific for the region of DNA downstream from gene

42, within the f3gt 
gene. The third probe, probe pBR322, is specific

for the 2. 2 kB Nde! backbone of the Heidleberg vector 
(pKG705;

pBR322 based) as diagrammed in Figure VII-E. Since the T4L142

phage must be propagated in cells 
harboring the wild-type CH

expression plasmid pKG27, it was possible that the phage DNA could

be contaminated with pKG27 plasmid DNA.

As diagrammed in Figures VII-G and H, wild-type T4 DNA

digested with 
N del should hybri ize to both probes 42 and f3gt 

since

they are within the 3. 0 kB N de! fragment containing gene 42 and part

of the f3gt 
gene. T4L142 DNA digested with Nde! should show a 0.

kB fragment which will only hybridize to the f3gt 
probe because the

75 kB fragment coding for 42 has been deleted. Any contaminating

plasmid DNA cut with 
Nde! should show a 0.75 kB fragment which

will hybridize to probe 42 and a 2.2 kB fragment which will

hybridize to probe pBR322.

146
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NdeI sites created
by mutagenesis

NdeI NdeI

"" "" '"")\.""""" 

42 pgt
1.0 

wild-type T4

NdeI

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

probe 42 probepgt

NdeI Nde NdeI

*NdeI probepgt

.. 

1.0 

Figure VII-H: Phage T4 Nde! restriction fragments containing gene

42 and the 5' end of pgt.. The above map diagrams the region of gene

42 before and after deletion of 42. In wild-type T4, 42 is contained

within a 3. 0 kB N del fragment which hybridizes to both probe 42

and probe pgt. After deletion of a 0.75 kB NdeI fragment from wild-

type T4, a new Nde! junction (*NdeI) is generated in the phage

resulting 2 new Ndel fragments, (1.75 kB and 0.52 kB) neither of

which hybridizes to probe 42. However, the new 0. 52 kB N del

. fragment hybridizes to probe pgt (the probe is the 0. 52 kB Ndel

fragment purified from the 42 deletion plasmid pKG8, Figure VII-C).
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Figure VII-I (A and B) shows two autoradiograms of Southern

blots of 
NdeI digested T4 DNA (wild- type and ,142) hybridized to

respectively, probe 42 , probe f3gt. 
Lanes 1-3 contain T4 DNA

digested with 
NdeI. Lanes 4 and 5 contain the same NdeI digested

gel purified plasmid DNA which was used to make each probe. Lane

4 contains the 0.52 kB fragment used to make probe f3gt. 
Lane 5

contains the 0.75 kB fragment used to make probe 42. As expected

wild-type T4 DNA digested with NdeI gives a 3.0 kB band (Lane 

which hybridizes to both the gene 42 probe (Blot A) and the 

probe (Blot B). When T4.142 DNA (Lanes 2 and 3) is digested with

NdeI the 3.0 kB band which normally hybridizes to the 42 probe is

not present (Blot A). A 0. 75 kB NdeI fragment which cross-

hybridizes to the 42 probe could also be detected in both wild-type

T4 and T4.142 DNA digests. Both the wild-type T4 and T4.142

mutant phage stocks were made in a strain which contained a

pBR322 derived plasmid expressing CH. Wild-type T4 was made in

cells containing pKGI0 (Figure VII-D) and T4.142 phage was made in

cells containing pKG27 (Figure VII-E). Both plasmids contain gene 42

as a 0. 75 kB NdeI fragment. The same fragment was used to create

probe 42. Therefore, the 0.75 kB band which hybridizes to the 42

probe is probably contaminating plasmid DNA.

addressed further below.

This will be

148

NdeI digested T4.142 DNA hybridized to probe f3gt 
(Blot B),

shows that the 3.0 kB wild-type 42 containing band is not present
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Figure VII-I: Autoradiograms of Southern blots of NdeI digested

DNA (T4 and plasmid) probed with both 42 and f3gt specific probes.

Lane 1 contains wild-type T4 DNA. Lanes 2 and 3 contain T4.142

DNA from isolates a and d. Lane 3 contains the 0. 52 kB N del

fragment from pKG4 (Figure VII- C) used to make probe f3gt. 
Lane 5

contains the 0. 75 kB Nde! fragment from pKG4 used to make probe

42. Blot A is probed with the 42 probe. Blot B is probed with the

/3gt. probe.

--- - -- - - - -. - . ..



and is instead, replaced by a 0.52 kB band. As diagramed in Figure

H, the deletion of the 0. 75 kB NdeI band containing gene 42

generates a new 
NdeI site and two new 

Ndel fragments (1.75 kB and

52 kB) replacing the 3. 0 kB Ndel fragment. The 0.52 kB band

should hybridize to probe I3gt since it is the 
same 0. 52 kB N de 1

fragment from plasmid pKG4 (Figure VII-
C) used to make the probe.

As shown in Blot B, Lanes 3 and 4, both T4 mutants exhibit a band

which is the same size (0.52 kB) as the probe shown in Lane 4.

To determine the origin of the 0.75 kB band detected in T4.142

DNA digests probed with the 42 probe (Figure VII-I, Blot A), the

Southern blots were repeated using the same probes and also

another probe to detect any contaminating plasmid DNA. The probe

pBR322 consists of the 2. 2 kB Ndel backbone from plasmid pKG27

(Figure VII-E); 2 kB of pBR322 DNA from the Xhol to the Ndel site

2 kB of DNA containing the T7 Al promoter, 2 lac repressor binding

sites and the T4 ribosome binding site (approximately 13 bases).

the T4.142 DNA is contaminated with pKG27 DNA, then digestion with

NdeI would give a 2.2 Kb backbone band which will hybridize to

probe pBR322. If the wild-type T4 DNA is contaminated with pKG 10

DNA, digestion with 
Ndel should give a 3.72 kB band which will

hybridize to probe pBR322 since it contains . mostly pBR322 derived

sequences. In addition, digestion of either plasmid with 
N del results

in a 0.75 kB band which will hybridize to the 42 probe.

Figure VII -J shows three autoradiographs of Southern blots of

NdeI digested T4 DNA (wild-type and .142) and plasmid DNA (pKG27
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(42) and pKG8 

(M2)) hybridized to respectively, probe 42 (Blot A),

probe 
figt 

(Blot B) and probe pBR322 (Blot C). As shown in blot (A),

Lane 1, wild-type T4 digested with Ndel contains both a 3.0 and 4.

kB band which hybridize to probe 42. 
The 4.0 kB band represents a

parial fragment, 
diagrammed in Figure H, also containing gene 42.

Lanes 1 (wild-type T4), 2 (T4L142.
1a), and 3 (T4.142. 1d) all contain a

75 kB 
Ndel fragment which hybridizes to probe 42 as was seen in

Figure VII-I. Plasmid pKG27 digested with 

Ndel gives a 0.75 kB

band containing gene 42 (Figure VII-
E) which hybridiz to probe 42

(Lane 4). As expected, pKG8, the 

,142 plasmid, digested with 
N del

does not hybridize at all to probe 
42.

Figure VII-J, blot (B) shows the same Ndel digested DNA as in

blot (A) hybridized to probe 
f3gt. 

Probe f3gt 
hybridizes to the same

0 kB and 4.0 kB partial band in wild-type T4 (Lane 1) as expected

(Figure VII-H). The T4.142 DNA in lanes 2 (isolate A) and 3 (isolate

D) show a newly created 0.52 kB fragment which hybridizes to probe

f3gt. 
This is due to the creation of a new N del junction where 42 was

deleted. Plasmid pKG27 digested with 
Ndel (Lane 4) does not

hybridize to probe 
gt since the only T4 DNA encoded by the 

plasmid

is the 0.75 kB Ndel fragment containing gene 42. 
Plasmid pKG8

digested with Ndel (Lane 5) gives a 0.52 kB band (Figure VII-

which corresponds to the f3gt 
probe and thus hybridiz to it.

Figure VII-J, blot (C), shows the same Ndel digested DNA as in

blots A and B hybridized to probe pBR322. As described above

probe pBR322 is a 2. 2 kB Ndel backbone from pKG27 with the 0.

:::-
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Figure VII-J: Autoradiograms of Southern blots of Nde! digested

DNA (T4 and plasmid) probed with gene 42 f3gt 
and a pBR322

plasmid probe. Lane 1 contains wild-type T4 DNA. Lanes 2 and 3

contain T4.142 DNA from isolates a and d. Lane 3 contains the 0.

kB NdeI fragment from pKG4 (Figure VII-C) used to make probe f3gt.

Lane 5 contains the 0.75 kB Nde! fragment from pKG4 used to make

probe 42. Blot A is probed with the 42 probe. Blot B is probed with

the f3gt. 
probe. Blot C is probed with the plasmid DNA specific probe,

pBR322.

,:. :''--';: '':' ~~~ --:;-=''-",- . .



kB Nde! fragment containing gene 42 removed (Figure VII-E).

Therefore, probe pBR322 should only hybridize to plasmid DNA

present in the T4 phage DNA preps. If wild- type T4 phage DNA was

contaminated with pKG 10 plasmid DNA, digestion of the plasmid DNA

would result in a 3.5 kB N de! fragment which should hybridize with

probe pBR322 since both fragments contain mostly (90%) pBR322

DNA. However, wild-type T4 DNA digests (Lane 1), both of the

T4L142. 1 digests (Lanes 2 and 3) and both plasmid DNA digests

(Lanes 4 and 5) all show 2 bands approximately 3.5 and 4.0 kB in

size which hybridize to probe pBR322. These bands may be artifacts

or contamination in the probe. The 4 kB band in Lane 5 could be

linear pKG8. However, it cannot be conclusively determined if the

5 kB band in Lane 1 containing wild-type T4 DNA is non-specific or

results from contaminating pKGI0 DNA.

Both of the T4L142.1 isolates show a 2. 2 kB NdeI fragment

which hybridizes to the plasmid DNA probe pBR322 (Lanes 2 and 3)

while wild-type T4 does not (Lane 1). If the T4.142.1 DNA was

contaminated with pKG27 plasmid DNA , an NdeI digest of the DNA

would result in both a 0.75 and a 2.2 kB fragment (Figure VII-E).

The 2.2 kB fragment is the same fragment used to make probe

pBR322 and thus, it should hybridize to it. Plasmid pKG27 digested

with NdeI also shows the same size 2.2 kB band which hybridizes to

probe pBR322 (Lane 4) as expected.

Plasmid pKG8 digested with Nde! gives a 3.5 kB band which

also hybridizes to probe pBR322 (Lane 5). Even though the 3.5 kB
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NdeI 
backbone of pKG8 is derived from Bluescript pKS+, there is at

least 50% homology between pKS+ and pBR322. Therefore, it is not

surprising that the 2.
2 kB pBR322 derived pBR322 probe hybridizes

to pKS+.

The Southern blots of the T4.142 digested DNA are consistent

with the removal of all gene 42 coding sequences from the T4 DNA.

In addition, a new NdeI site has been created at the junction where

the gene was removed.

E. Examination of In Vivo Complementation by CH Variants

The bacteriophage isolate T4.142. 1a has been tested for

efficiency of plating on cells harboring the plasmid encoding gene 42

under control of the tightly controlled Heidelberg promoter, pKG27

and a number of variants of pKG27 coding for mutant 42 alleles.

W3110 cells harboring plasmids encoding the pKG27 and the

following varant 42 alleles; C148G (pKG30), E60Q (pKG31), E60D

(pKG32) and D179N (pKG33) were tested for their ability to plate and

propagate both wild-type T4 and T4.142. 1a. While cells harboring

pKG27 not induced with IPTG plated T4.142. 1a phage with an eop of

18 1: 0.05, (compared to an eop of 1.00 1: 0.09 for the same cells

induced with IPTG), cells harboring any of the CH variant plasmids

(pKG30-33) or harboring no plasmid have an eop of zero with or

without induction with IPTG for 1 to 3 hours. The observed

reversion rate of the T4L142 phage was also zero. The same cells with

_._ - ' ---' - - - '.--.-- - , _ ' , -
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or without any of the 
CH expression plasmids plate wild type 

phage with an eop of 1.00 :t 0.22 suggesting that the mutant alleles

do not confer a dominant negative phenotype.

The T4.142. 1a phage has also been tested for the ability to be

propagated by cells expressing wild-type or variant CH alleles. The

T4.142 phage burst size of W3310 cells harboring the same plasmids

described above was measured with and without induction with

IPTG. Cells harboring the wild-type CH expression plasmid , pKG27,

not induced with IPTG only show a burst of 0.78 to 1.15 phage per

cell while the same cells induced with IPTG for 1 hour show a burst

of 192-232 phage per cell. Cells harboring any of the CH variant

plasmids or no plasmid at all show a burst of less than one phage per

cell. There is no significant difference in the burst size 
between cells

harboring the CH varant piasmids or harboring no plasmid or

between cells induced for 1 to 3 hours or not induced with 
IPTG.

F. Discussion

Both T4 genetic screens (plating efficiency and burst size) and

Southern analysis of T4 DNA give clear evidence that the entire

coding region of gene 42 has been deleted from the T4 chromosome

as a 0. 75 kB NdeI fragment. Deletion of gene 42 from T4 prevents

the phage from efficiently replicating in cells which do not express

any CH. T4.142 also is unable to replicate in cells which express

variants of CH which have less than 0.05% wild- type in vitro catalytic

- -- -'" . .
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activity (see Tables III- , IV -A, V -A). It is not known what the

level of CH is upon infection of wild-type T4 phage compared to that

of our plasmid- orne CH variants. Therefore, it may be that the

levels of CH activity expressed from mutant 42 alleles are just not

enough CH activity to allow an efficient infection to occur. Even if

recombination can occur between the T4.142 phage 
DNA and a

plasmid encoded mutant 42 allele, the result would still be a mutant

42 allele.

Southern analysis of wild- type and ,142 T4 DNA digested with

Nde/ is consistent with the deletion of a 0.
75 kB Nde/ fragment from

the T4 DNA containing gene 42. Contamination of phage DNA with

plasmid DNA is unavoidable at least for the T4.142 phage since

propagatio of the phage requires CH expressed from a plasmid.

Results from DNA probed with probes specific for gene 42 (Figure

VII-I and J;Blot A) are consistent with the absence of the normal 3.

kB Nde/ fragment containing gene 42. Results from DNA probed with

a downstream probe specific for the f3gt 
gene (Figure VII-I and

J;Blots B) are consistent with the creation of a new NdeI site just

beyond the T AA stop codon for gene 42 without removal of any 
f3g t

coding sequence. Results from DNA probed with plasmid DNA

specific for the plasmids used to propogate 
the T4 phage (Figure VII-

J;Blot C) are consistent with contamination of T4 phage DNA

preparations with plasmid DNA. This also suggests that the 0.75 kB

fragment which hybridizes to the gene 42 probe in Figure VII-I and

J (Blot A) is contaminating plasmid DNA.
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We now have available a clean assay for in VlVO

complementati by CH alleles (wild-type and variant) without

recombination between mutant plasmid borne-alleles and the T4

chromosome. In conclusion, even though none of the CH mutant

alleles tested will complement the T4.142 phage, other mutant forms

of T4: gene 42 can be screened for partial activity. In addition

now have the ability to screen revertants of mutant gene 42. This

type of analysis would allow us to to learn more about the structure

function relationship of the CH enzyme.
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CHAPTER VIII

GENERATION OF A CH(D179N)/TS CHIMERIC PROTEIN

. A. Rationale

There are many ways to determine the location of functional

domains of enzymes. One way is to mutagenize one or more specific

amino acid residues in a protein and determine the effect(s) on

enzyme activity. This approach has been taken with both TS and CH.

The creation of three specific site-directed mutants in CH (Chapters

III-V) suggest that the mechanisms of TS and CH are indeed similar

least in the initial steps of catalysis. Replacement of Cys148 in CH

(analogous to Cys
146 in E. coli TS) suggests that both enzymes require

a Cys nucleophile (Chapter III; Graves et aI., 1992). Replacement of

Asp 179 in CH with Asn and Asn177/Asn229 in TS with an Asp suggest

both enzymes may interact with the 3 and 4 positions of the

pyrimidine heterocycle to stabilize a sp hybridized catalytic

intermediate (Chapter IV; Graves et aI., 1992; Hardy and Nalivaika,

1992; Liu and Santi, 1992; Liu and Santi, 1993). Replacement of Glu

in CH and Glu58 in TS suggests that this residue has two roles in both

enzymes (Chapter VI). One is to catalyze the formation of the active

methyl donor form of CH2THF, the N5-iminium ion. The second role is

undefined. However,it is also possible that Glu
60 is required for some
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step in catalysis after 
removal of the carbon-5 proton from the

nucleotide (Figure VI-
I). Therefore, using site-directed mutagenesis

we have been able to assign roles for at least three amino acids in

catalysis by CH.

Another way to determine functional domains of enzymes is to

interchange regions of proteins which have known or predicted roles;

i.e. the creation of chimeric proteins.

for many different types of enzymes.

This approach has been taken

The replacement of the RN aseH

domain of murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (MuL V -RT)

with the RNaseH coding sequence for E. coli increases the RNaseH

activity of the RT 300 fold, similar to the level of activity for E. coli

RNaseH (Post et aI., 1993). Chimeric enzymes created by

interchanging active-site domains of HIV- l and HIV-2 RT have been

important in the identification of regions which are important in the

binding of non-nucleoside inhibitors to HIV- l. RT (Hizi et aI., 1993).

chimeric enzyme containing the N-terminus of human aldose

reductase and the C-terminus of human aldehyde reductase has

activity similar to that of the reductase, suggesting that the N-

terminus of the enzyme is important in the catalytic specificity of the

enzyme (Bohren et aI., 1992). Fusion of the N - terminus of clostridial

lysozyme to the C-terminal choline-binding domain of bacteriophage

Cp-l lysozyme expands the capacity of the lysozyme to degrade

choline-containing cell walls (Croux et aI., 1993).

TS and CH differ in their catalytic specificity. TS catalyzes a

hydride transfer to the donated methylene group on carbon 5 

-_. -=__ '-- 
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dUMP to produce dTMP. CH catalyzes the hydration of the

methylene group on carbon-
5 of dCMP to produce Hm5dCMP. Site-

directed CH mutants studied in Chapters III-VI suggest that the

early steps of catalysis of TS and CH are similar. It is believed that

it is in the last step(s) of catalysis where these mechanistic

differences occur (Figure VI-I). It has been hypothesized that there

is a group of residues in each protein which, via a structural change,

are involved in some of the catalytic differences between CH and TS.

The region most dissimilar in amino acid sequence between CH and

TS is the carboxy terminus of the two proteins. The CH amino acid

sequence terminates 40 residues before the C- terminus of E. coli 

(Figures VIII-A).

In the structure of all TS enzymes, there is a conserved loop

formed by a -ribbon just after helix-K at the C-terminus of the

protein (Figure VIII-B). ribbon diagram of the three-dimensional

structure of the TS monomer from 
L. casei is shown in Figure VIII-

The C-terminal loop, shown in hatched marks, extends over the top

of the TS monomer covering the active-site with the C-terminal

residue extending into the active-site. The same loop structure is

also seen in E. coli TS (shown in the darker blue in Figure VIII-C). It

is important to note that helices E, F and I in the L. casei protein

(Figure VIII-B) are not present in the E. coli protein (Figure VIII-C).

It is has been shown that the C-terminus of the enzyme is key to

-:-: - , ---~~~
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Figure VIII-A: Sequence comparison of E. coli TS (264 a. ) and CH

from phage T4 (246 a.

). 

Residues conserved in all TS sequences are

Residues conserved between CH and TS are in bold

face.

underlined

Residues which are followed by position number have been

mutagenized in both proteins. a-helices (----) are denoted by letters

(A-K). -sheets (AAAA) are by denoted lower case roman numerals (i-

v). a-helix K and the C-terminal loop in TS are also in bold.

----- ------
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Figure VIII-B: Three- dimensional structure of the 
L. casei T S

monomer. helices are denoted in capital letters A- -sheets are

by denoted lower case roman numerals i-v. The C- terminal loop is

shown in hatched marks. The C-terminus is shown in black.
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Figure VIII-C: Three-dimensional structure of E. coli TS monomer.

The backbone of the protein is shown in light blue. a-helix J is

represented by a ribbon helix in the center of the figure extending

into the active site. The active-site of the protein is denoted by the

red arrow at the bottom of the figure. Bound substrates are shown

in yellow. The start of the C-terminal loop (shown in darker blue) is

denoted by the arrow at the left hand side of the figure. The C-

terminus of the enzyme is shown in pink and extends into the

opening of the active site.

'''' - -
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positioning the folate cofactor in the 
active-site (Perry et aI. , 1993).

Deletio of just the last residue in the protein (usually a Val) renders

the enzyme catalytically inactive, although the enzyme can still bind

both the nucleotide and folate substrates (Galivan et 
aI., 1977;

Careras et aI., 1992). In the absence of ligands, the carboxy-

terminus of TS extends into the bulk 
solvent. However, binding of

both nucleotide and folate substrates 
induced a large C- terminal

conformational change which allows "closure" between the C-

terminus of the protein and active-site residues (Perry et aI., 1993;

Cisneros et aI., 1993) sequestering the bound ligands from solvent.

The C-terminal residue in CH is an Ala.

It has been suggested that differences in the 
active-site

structures of TS or CH allow either a hydride transfer between

carbon-6 of the folate pterin ring and the donated methylene group

in TS or a hydroxyl transfer between a water molecule and the

donated methylene group (in CH) (Fauman et aI., 1994). In the

crystal structure of E. 
coli TS bound to both its nucleotide and folate

substrates, a water molecule can be located 3.4 A away from carbon-

7, in a position to be able to add to 
the donated methylene (Fauman

et aI., 1994). Carbon-6 of the CHzTHF pterin ring is 3.6 A away from

carbon 7, in a better position to add to the donated methylene 
group.

In CH, the nearby water molecule may be better positioned to

hydrate the exocyclic methylene resulting in the 
formation of the

hydroxymethyl group of Hm
5dCMP.



hypothesis has been made throughout the preceding

chapterS that the 
overall three-dimensional structures of CH and 

are similar. As pointed about above, the C-terminal carboxylate in

TS is key to positioning the folate cofactor in the active-site (Perry et

aI., 1993). If the overall structures of TS and CH are similar, it is

possibl that there is an internal deletion of sequence from the C-

terminus of the CH protein instead of a 40 residue truncation. A

internal deletion in the CH protein just after the last proposed a-helix

K in TS (Figure VIII-A) is proposed to result in a shortening of the

terminal loop structure seen in TS (Figures VIII-B and C). This

would conserve some of the interactions between the C-terminus and

the active-site observed in TS (Figures VIII- and E). The proposed

three- dimensional structure of the 
L. casei TS enzyme with a

shortened loop just beyond helix K is shown in Figure VIII- The

proposed three-dimensional structure of the E. coli TS enzyme with a

shortened C-terminal loop is shown in Figure VIII- The predicted

result would be to expose the active-site of the enzyme to more

solvent, particularly in 
-sheet ii, a-helix J, and a-helix B portions of

TS (residues 158 to 193; Figure VIII-A and B). It is important to

note that the active-site residues, Cys 146JCys 148 Asn 177/Asp 179 and

Glu58/Glu 60 are are contained within these three regions of 

(Figure. VIII-B). The importance of these active-site residues in TS

and CH has been discussed in Chapters III-VI.
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Figure VIIl- Predicted three- dimensional structure of 
L. casei 

with the C-terminal loop shortened after a-helix K. a-helices are

-sheets are by denoted lower case
denoted in capital letters A-

The shortened C-terminal loop is shown in
roman numerals i-v.

hatched marks. The C-terminus is shown in black.
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Figure VIII- Three-dimensional structure of E. coli TS with the 

terminal loop shortened after a -helix K. The backbone of the protein

is shown in light blue. helix J is represented by a ribbon helix in

the center of the figure extending 
into the active site. The active-site

of the protein is denoted by the red arrow at the bottOm of the

figure. Bound substrates are shown in yellow. The start of the

shortened C- terminal loop (shown in darker blue) is denoted by the

arrow at the left hand side of the figure. The C-terminus of the

enzyme is shown in pink and extends intO the opening of the active

site.

- u
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Certain properties of CH are consistent with the hypothesis

that the active site of CH is 
more solvated than the active-site of TS.

The proposed a-helix K in the amino acid sequence of CH (Figure

VIII-A) is more hydrophilic than the same a-helix in TS. 

catalyzes a tritium 
exchange reaction with solvent in the absence of

any folate while TS does not. 
CH catalyzes a THF-dependent tritium

exchange reaction between 5(3H)-nucleotid which is 2-fold faster

than turnover (Table VI-A, page 
100). The corresponding exchange

reaction catalyzed by TS is slower than turnover (Table VI-
C, page

102). This suggests that the CH active-site is more solvent accessible.

It seems likely that certain steps in the 
mechanism of CH are

dependent on differences in the 
solvent structure in the active-site

of the CH protein.

Chapter IV describes a variant of CH which has an altered

nucleotide specificity. CH(D 179N) prefers dUMP, the normal TS

substrate, rather than dCMP, the normal CH substrate (Graves et aI.

The assumption was made that differences in the catalytic
, 1992).

specificity, hydration versus reduction, lie elsewhere within CH and

In order to test the hypothesis 
that the difference in the 

catalytic

specificity resides in the C-terminus, a chimera of CH and TS was

The CHITS chimera would consist of the N -terminus of the

CH(DI79N) variant allele fused to the C-terminus of the wild-
type

thyA allele just before the end of the proposed a-
helix K (Figure

The chimeric protein is predicted to have a three-

dimensional structure similar to that 
shown in Figures VIII - and E.

, "



The C-terminal loop which extends over the top of the 
active-site in

TS (Figure VIII- and D) would be conserved in the chimeric

enzyme. This would result in an enzyme with specificity for dUMP

and a active-site solvent structure similar to that for wild-
type TS.

Two amino acid changes were made in thy A to create a 

site necessary to fuse the 5' end of gene 42 and the 3' end of 
thyA.

The data presented in Chapter VIII show that these two amino acid

changes do not decrease the 
ability of this 

thyA allele to overexpress

TS, nor prevent this allele from complementing 
.1thyA. However,

the resulting CH(D 179N)/TS chimeric 
protein cannot be overproduced

to significant levels and has no detectable TS activity in vivo.

Materials and Methods

Materials. All restriction enzymes were obtained from New

England Biolabs or Promega. IPTG was obtained from USB.

. coli strains and 
lasmids. Strain XAC25.1thyA (kan r) was

Strain
obtained from Dr. Jeff Miller (UCLA) (Michaels et aI., 1990).

GM5541 is a version ofXAC25.1thyA (kanr tet recA 56*

sr1300: :Tnl 0) 
made recA by a Tnl0 insertion by Martin Marinus

(UMASS Medical Center). Plasmid pMS421, obtained from Tony

Poteete, (UMASS Medical Center) is a low 
copy number plasmid

which produces lacI repressor. pKS+ and pSK+ are Bluescript high

copy number plasmids obtained from Stratagene. Plasmids

'" 
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constructed are listed in Table VIII-
A. pLHTS48 contains wild- type

thyA (H217D, L218Q) as a 1.1 kB HindIII fragment in pBR322.

pLHTS49 contains 
thyA (H217D,L218Q) as a 1.1 kB HindIlI fragment

inserted into pKS+ such that expression is under control of the T7

promoter. pLHTS52 contains thyA (H217D,L218Q) as a 1.1 kB

Hind/II fragment inserted into pKS+ such that expression is under

control of the lac promoter. pLHTS45 contains wild- type thyA as a

1.1 kB HindIII fragment inserted into pSK+ such that expression is

under control of the lac promoter. ' pCH21 contains 42 (D 179N) in

pKS+ as a PstI/EcoR/ 927 kB fragment under control of the T7

promoter (Figure VIII-D; Chapter IV). pKG28 contains the chimeric

allele 42 (DI79N)/thyA (H217D L218Q) cloned as a 0.925 kB

PstI/HindIII fragment inserted into pKS+ such that expression is

under control of the T7 promoter. pKG29 contains the chimeric allele

42 (DI79N)lthyA (H217D L218Q) cloned as a 0. 925 kB PstI/HindIII

fragment inserted into pSK + such that expression is under control of

the lac promoter. Construction of pKG28 and pKG29 is diagrammed

in Figure VIII-D. All plasmids are listed in Table VIII-A. Plasmid

DNA to be cut with Bell was made in a dam- strain (TP210) of coli

due to the fact that Bell will not cut dam-methylated DNA.

C10nin g and Muta enesis. Cloning of genes and gene fragments

was done using conventional recombinant methods (Maniatis et aI.,

1989). Site-directed mutagenesis was performed on single-stranded

DNA (isolated as described in Chapter III-B) containing the thyA
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gene in a pBR322 based plasmid (pLHTS1, 
created by Nalivaika) as

using the Amersham phosphothioate method. The 23 base pair

oligonucleotide used for 
mutagenesis is shown below. The resulting

amino acid sequence is shown below the nucleotide sequence.

Changed nucleotide(s) and amino 
acids are underlined.

Prer 41:

(Bell site)

5' GAT CAA ACT .u T C CAA TTA AG

wild- type thyA 5' GAT CAA ACT CAT CTG CAA ITA AG

D Q

n of 
e an variant with IPTG. TS (wild-

type and variant) was overproduced in strain XAC25.1thyA 
harboring

both pMS421 and one of the three TS (wild-type and variant)

expressio plasmids (pLHTS45, pLHTS52, or pKG29) by 
exploitatio

of the Pl promoter of pBluescript, using 1 mM IPTG. 10 ml samples

pre and 2 hours post induction were collected. Cells were pelleted 5

minutes at 9000 x The supernatant was poured off and cells were

frozen at - C until needed. Cells were lysed immediately before

use by resuspensio in 300-400 111 of 0.1 M Tris, 0.03 M MgClz, 0.

-mercaptoethanol (pH 7) 
and sonicating twice for 

10 seconds.

Cell debris was pelleted by spinning 5 minutes at 9000 x Crude
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protei concentrations were determined by the Coomassie binding

method (Bradford, 1976).

of 6J3 FdUMP. The ability of TS (wild-type and

variants) to bind 6(3H)-FdUMP expressed in crude cell extracts was

determined by incubating 50 Ilg crude protein with 2.6 11M 6(3H)-

FdUMP (5.9 X 108 Bq/Ilmol, 1 mM CHzTHF in 0. 1 M Tris, 0.03 mM

MgClz, 0.02 mM -mercaptoethanol (pH 7.4). 
Reactions containing

crude extracts expressing wild-type TS or TS(H217D,
L218Q) or pure

wt TS were incubated 15 minutes at 30
Reactions containing

crude extracts expressing the chimeric CH(DI79N)/TS(H217D,
L218Q)

protein or expressing no TS protein were incubated 30 minutes at

Reactions were quenched by the addition of an equal volume

of SDS-sample buffer (Chapter III-B) and frozen on dry ice. Samples

were boiled 2 minutes and were analyzed by SDS-P AGE as described

in Chapter III-B. The dried gel was exposed to film at room

temperature.

C. Creation of the CH(D179N)/TS Chimera

In order to fuse the two genes in frame, a 
1I site was created

in the E . coli thyA 
gene in plasmid pLHTS48 by site-directed

mutagenesis. The creation of the Bell site also changed two amino

acid residues. The histidine at position 217 was changed to an

aspartate and the leucine at position 218 was changed to a

--c

... ,:--- . " . . " -- --

1I-

" .
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glutamine.

for activity.

Thes , two residues are not invariant in 
TS nor required

There is already a Be LI site in gene 42 which is in frame

to the 
Bell site created in the 

thyA gene. The mutated thyA gene

was then subcloned into pKS+ 
such that it would be in the same

transcriptional orientation as the 42 
(D 179N) gene which was going to

be used to create the chimeric 
allele, to create plasmid pLHTS49

(Tabl VIII-A). Each pKS+ plasmid encoded gene (pLHTS49 encoding

thyA and pCH21 encoding 42(D179N) 
in the transcriptional

orientation of the T7 promoter) was digested with Bell and CIa! and

the resulting fragments were gel isolated and purified. The 3.55 kB

kB fragment from pCH21 containing the 5' end of 
42(D179N) 

was

ligated to the 0.31 kB fragment from pLHTS49 containing the 3' end

of thyA.

(diagrammed in Figure VIII-F), was identified by restriction analysis

and DNA sequencing. The 3' amino acid sequence of the resulting

The correct recombinant, referred to as pKG28

chimeric protein is diagrammed in 
Figure VIII - and the predicted

three-dimensional structure of the resulting protein is 
shown in

Figure VIII-

, Neither pLHTS49 (thyA H217D, L218Q) nor pKG28 (chimera)

under the control of the T7 promoter complement 
thyA strain of

eoli (Table VIII-A). Crude extracts of both pLHTS49 and pKG28 in

GM5541(thyA recA) induced with A. CE6 to produce T7 polymerase 

not express significant levels of protein.
The plasmid pLHTS15

(created by E. Nalivaika), which encodes wild-type TS in the under

control of the T7 promoter also does not express significant levels of
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Figure VIlI-F: Creation of 42(D179N)/thyA(H217D, L218Q) chimeric

allele plasmids pKG28 and pKG29. Both plasmids contain the

chimeric allele on a 1.1 kB PstI/HindIII fragment. pKG28 contains

the chimeric allele under control of the T7 promoter. pKG29 contains

Both plasmid
the same allele under control of the lac promoter.

Plasmids were constructed as
contain a Bluescript plasmid backbone.

described in text by ligation of a 3.
55 kB Bell/CiaI fragment from

pCH21 containing 
42(D179N) in pKS+ and a 0. 31 kB Bell/CiaI

fragment from pLHTS49 containing thyA(H217D,L218Q) in pKS+.

ii\,'

- - _ - - - - - -



Table VIII- Properties of plasmids encoding 

thyA or the 42

(D179N)/thyA (H217D,
L218Q) 

a chimeric alleles

Plasmid Allele Vector used/

Promoter used

Complementati
of a thyA strainC

name

pLHTS ISb wild- type

wild- type

thyA
(H2 L218

thyA
(H2 L218

thyA
(H2 L218

42 (D 179N)/

thy A

(H2 L218

42 (D179N)/

thyA
H217D ,L218

pKS+/T7

pLHTS4S
pSK+/l

pLHTS48
pBR322/none

pLHTS49
pKS+/T7

pLHTSS2
PSK+/lac

pKG28
pKS+/T7

pKG29
pSK+/l

aVariants created by mutagenesis are indicated by the amino acid

residue number preceded by the single-letter code for the wild- type

residue and followed by the single-letter code for the new residue.

bCreated by Ellen Nalivaika. 
cTested by growth of 

XAC2S.1thyA

cells containing plasmids on media deficient in 
thymidine in the

presence or absence of IPTG when necessary.
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TS(H217D,L218Q) :

0211 Q21;QLSBEPRPLPK
IIKRKPESIFDYR IEGX PHPGIKAPVAI

CH(D179N) :

ID YAWQKYVDKLVSDLNAGDSTRQYKAGSIIWNVGSLHVYSRHFYLV 

CH(D179N)/TS(H217D,L218Q) :

1----------- a J ------------- 1/\/\/\/\/\ ii /\/\/\/\/\1

ID YAWQKXDK1SDLNAGDSTRQYKA SIIHNV SLB.vx

1--- a K --- II al 1* loop *1 I lIb I

FYLV*O Q QLSBEPRPLPK IIKRKESIFDYRFEnFEIEGXDPHPGlKAPVAI

Figure Vil-G: 3' amino acid sequence of the CH(Dt79N)/TS(H217D,

chimeric protein. The 
top two sequences represent each individual

protein, with the BclI site represented by either 
or (:. The direction

of the arrow represents the section of the protein 
(5' or 3' to the BclI

site) which will be present in the chimeric 
protein. The bottom

sequence represents the chimeric 
protein. The Bcll junction is marked

with a star (*).

are underlined.

Those residues which are invariant in all 
TS sequences

Those residues which are conserved between CH and TS

are in bold face type.



TS when induced with A.CE6 
(data not shown). However pLHTS45

(created by E. Nalivaika), encoding wild-type TS under control of the

lac promoter expresses a high level of active 
TS protein. Therefore,

both the thyA gene with the new Bcll site (on a 1.0 kB Hind/II

fragment) and the 
42(D179N)/thyA 

gene (on a 0. 927 kB Pst//Hind/II

fragment) were cloned into SK+ such that they would be under the

control of the IPTG inducible lac promoter. These plasmids, under

control of Pl , are referred to as, respectively, pLHTS52 and pKG29

(Figure VIII-F; Table VIII-A).

As shown in Table VIII-A, neither of the plasmids encoding the

chimeric CHITS allele allow growth of thyA deficient cells in the

absence of thymidine. The TS variant H217D,L218Q will only

complement .1thyA cells when induced from the lac promoter. This

suggests that the level of expression 
is higher in the Pl constructs.

In order to determine if the chimeric 
protein was being expressed at

all, cells induced to express wild-type TS, TS(H217D, L218Q) and

CH(DI79N/TS(H217D, 
L218Q) were examined. Figure VIII- shows

SDS-P AGE analysis of crude cell extracts expressing soluble protein

from each plasmid before and after induction with 1 mM IPTG for 2

hours. In the case of pLHTS45 (wild-type TS; Lanes B and C) and

pLHTS52 (TS(H217D, L218Q); Lanes D and E), a new band appears

after a 2 hour induction with IPTG that corresponds to approximately

30 kDa, the size of the TS monomer (Lane A). 
No induction of protein

is seen in the case of pKG29 (chimeric protein;Lanes F and G) or in

cells which do not contain plasmid (Lanes H and I). The possibility

183
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Figure VIII-H: Overexpression of TS, TS(H217D,L21 Q) and

CH(DI79N)/TS(H217D,L218Q) analyzed by SDS-PAGE. XAC25.1thyA

cells expressing plasmids encoding alleles under control of Pl were

induced with 1 mM IPTG for 2 hours as described in Materials and

Methods. ' Lane M, Coomassie-stained molecular weight markers (top

to bottom: phosphorylase B , bovine serum albumin
, ovalbumin

carbonic anhydrase, soybean trypsin inhibitor, hen egg lysozyme);

Lanes G, Coomassie-stained pure wild-type TS 
protein.

contain 15 g of c de cell extract.

Lanes A-
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that the CH(D 179N)/TS chimeric protein (predicted molecular weight

of 32 kDa) was insoluble was also examined by running samples of

crude cell extracts which had not been clarified by pelleting the cell

debris. The same results were obtained. Therefore, it seems likely

that if the chimeric protein is not being properly 
folded, it is more

protease sensitive than is the wild-
type TS or H217D, L218Q variant

ofTS.

The ability of the TS protein in crude extracts to bind 6(3H)-

FdUMP in the presence of CHzTHF was also examined. Figure VIII-

shows an autoradiogram of the same crude 
extracts examined in

Figure VIII- complexed with 6(3H)-FdUMP and CHzTHF. 1 jlg of

pure wild-type TS enzyme forms a complex with 6(3H)-
FdUMP only

in the presence of 
CHiTHF (Lanes A and B) which can be easily

detected after a 48 hour exposure. 50 jlg of crude extracts induced

to express wild-type TS (pLHTS45, Lanes B and C) and TS(H217D,

L218Q) (pLHTS52, Lane D and E) both form a complex with 6(3H)-

FdUMP which is also detectable after a 48 hour exposure. 50 jlg of

crude protein extract induced to express CH(DI79N/TS), (pKG29;

Lanes F and G), or no TS protein (no plasmid; Lane H) do not form

any detectable complex even at exposure 
times up to 6 days.

crude extracts induced to overexpress wild-type TS and

Both

TS(H217D,L218Q) also form a detectable complex with 6(3H1-FdUMP

in the absence of added CHzTHF (Lanes D and F) due to the fact that

crude cell extracts contain endogenous CHzTHF. It is important to

point out that the CH(D 179N) variant enzyme also forms a complex
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Figure VIII - Covalent complexes formed between 6(3H) -FdUMP,

CHZTHF and crude chimeric enzyme extracts analyzed by SDS-PAGE.

Complexes were formed between TS (wild-type), TS(H217D, L218Q)

and CH(DI79N)/TS(H217D L218Q), 6(3H)-FdUMP, and CHzTHF at 30

using 2.6 IlM 6(3H)-FdUMP (5.9 X 108 Bqlllmol) as described in

Materials and Methods. Samples in Lanes A and B contain 5 Ilg of

purified wild-type TS. Samples in Lanes C-I contain 50 Ilg of crude

extract expressing TS(wild-type) (Lanes C and D), TS(H217D, L218Q)

(Lanes E and F), CH(DI79N)/ TS(H217D,
L218Q) (Lanes G and H). or

no TS (Lane I). The + and - signs represent the presence or absence

of 1 mM CHZTHF. Each sample was heated 2 minutes at 80 C in an

equal volume of 2X sample buffer (Chapter Ill-B) prior to loading.
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with 6(3H)-FdUMP which can be detected by SDS-PAGE (Chapter IV).

Thus, the formation of a chimera between two enzymes which can

bind FdUMP results in an enzyme with no measurable ability to bind

FdUMP when expressed in thyA deficient E. coli cells.

C. Discussion

The chimeric allele created with the 5' end of 42(DI79N) and

the 3' end of thyA does not express any detectable levels of active

enzyme. Since the two amino acid changes (H217D,L218Q) do not

affect the binding of 6(3H)-FdUMP to TS in crude extracts, and the

CH(DI79N) variant of CH can bind 6(3H)-FdUMP (Chapter IV), it is the

joining of the two alleles which affects the chimeric enzyme

activity. It is likely that the chimeric protein is unstable since no

induced protein band can be seen by SDS-PAGE analysis of crude cell

extracts of either soluble or insoluble protein. The chimeric enzyme

is most likely sensitive to proteases within the cell due to problems

in the folding of the protein.

In conclusion, it is not known at this time where the C-

terminus of CH lies in the overall protein structure when both dCMP

and CHzTHF are bound. The inability to create a chimeric protein

between CH and TS does not rule out the possibility that 1) the

overall structures of the two enzymes are similar and 2) the 

terminus of each enzyme plays a key role in the catalytic specificity

differences between the two enzymes. It may be that the structural
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differences which lie in the carboxy terminus of each 
enzyme are not

only due to a shortening of the C-terminal loop structure. The

properti of individual amino acid residues which make up the C-

terminus of each enzyme may also be important in the enzyme

structure. gross change in the content of residues in the C-

terminus may have substantial effects on possible interactions with

other parts of the protein, rendering the overall structure of the

protein unstable. Therefore, in order to determine where differences

in the binding of substrates occurs between TS and CH, the structure

of the free enzyme is needed as well as the enzyme bound to its

substrates. The current focus of the laboratory is in solving the x-

ray structure of CR. Any attempts' to create a new chimeric protein

between CH and TS will await information regarding the x-ray

crystallographic structure of CR with its substrates bound.
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CHAPTER IX: SUMMARY

Both CH and TS are required for DNA replication in the

organisms from which they are isolated. Not only are CH and TS

important DNA replication enzymes, they are also homologous

(Chapter I). The data presented in this thesis provide evidence that

the initial steps of catalysis by CH and TS are analogous. Both

enzymes (1) alkylate carbon 5 of a pyrimidine mononucleotide, usmg

CHZTHF as the one carbon donor and (2) require a conserved Cys

residue to catalyze nucleophilic attack upon carbon 6 of the

nucleotide substrate (Figure IX- While the starting nucleotide

substrate for both enzymes is spz hybridized at carbon 6, the Michael

adducts formed between CH or TS and the substrate are sp

hybridized at carbon 6 of the nucleotide (intermediate II, Figure IX-

A). Michael adducts formed by CH and TS are stabilized by the side

chain groups of, respectively, an Asn residue and an Asp residue.

CH and TS also require a Glu residue for multiple steps in

catalysis. Donation of the methylene group from CHzTHF to the

nucleotide requires conversion of the folate substrate 
from the N5,

NI0 bridged form to the N5-iminium ion form. Glu60 in CH and Glu

in TS may be involved in (1) the formation of the N5 iminium ion by

protonating NI0 of the bridged form of the folate, (2) removal of the

carbon 5 proton from the nucleotide (intermediate II to intermediate

III, Figure IX-A), in the case of CH, (3) hydration of the exocyclic
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methylene intermediate (intermediate IV, Figure IX-A) or (4)

cleavage of the bond 
between the donated methylene

Data presented in this 
thesis favor the 4 hypothesis

intermediate III to intermediate IV, Figure IX-
A).

There are two key differences in the mechanisms of CH and 
TS.

group and THF.

(conversion of

First, CH is specific for dCMP, while TS is specific for dUMP. The

nucleotide substrate specificity of the 
enzymes is due, at least in

part, to the ability of an Asp or Asn to stabilize the respective

Michael adducts formed on each substrate, as discussed above.

Replacement of Asp 
179 with Asn changes the specificity of CH from

dCMP to dUMP. Conversely, in TS, replacement of Asn
177 with Asp

changes the specificity of this enzyme from dUMP to dCMP. Second,

CH catalyzes hydration of the donated methylene 
from CHzTHF while

TS catalyzes reduction of the same methylene. The ability of CH to

catalyze hydration and TS to catalyze reduction may be due 

differences in the solvent 
structure of the enzymes

' respective active

sites. A C-terminal loop conserved among TS proteins is deleted in

the sequence of CH. This is predicted to increase 
exposure of the , CH

active site to solvent. Close proximity of an activated water molecule

in the CH active site may allow hydration of the exocyclic methylene

intermediate (intermediate IV, Figure IX-A) while close proximity of

the folate in the TS active site may allow reduction of the same

intermediate. An attempt to convert the hydration step of CH to 

reduction step by changing the active-site of CH into one similar to

that of TS was unsuccessful. However, the chimeric protein was
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unstable; therefore, the hypothesis that differences in solvent

structure dictate differences in 
catalytic specificity remains untested.

The x-ray crystallographic structure of CH is necessary for further

information regarding how active-site structures of CH and TS differ.

In summary, details of the mechanism of CH presented in this

thesis have provided valuable information for a number of reasons.

CH is homologous to TS, an enzyme which is a primary anti-cancer

drug target. The mechanisms of CH and TS are predicted to have

many similar steps. Much of the information obtained regarding

specific steps of the CH mechanism can be and have been directly

applied to the mechanism of TS. Understanding how drug- target

enzymes catalyze specific chemistry will aid in the design of new and

better enzyme inhibitors. In addition, while CH may be most

homologous to TS, both CH and TS belong to a group of enzymes

which catalyze similar chemistry. Understanding not only the

mechanism of CH and TS but how protein structure dictates enzyme

catalysis will provide insight into how specific enzymes qave evolved

to catalyze a specific chemical reaction., This information may, in the

future, allow (1) the function of a protein to be predicted from its

chemistry or (2) the structure of a protein s active site to be

predicted from its chemistry.
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Features of the mechanism include: (1) nucleophilic attack of carbon

6 of dCMP and formation of a covalent CH-dCMP adduct, (II)

formation of a ternary covalent 
complex between CH-dCMP and

CHZTHF, (III) cleavage of the bond between the donated methylene
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and N5 to release THF, and (IV) hydration of the exocyclic methylene

by water to form Hm5dCMP.
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CHAPTER X

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Further Examination of Glu58/60 Variants

The most firm conclusion from studies of the Glu60 variants 

CH and Glu58 variants of TS (Chapter VI) is that some catalytic step

after nucleotide and folate binding and carbon 5 proton removal has

become rate-limiting for product formation. Therefore, these

residues must be involved in later steps of catalysis, even if they do

participate in the activation of CH2THF. Two possibilities include: (i)

breaking of the bond connecting the methylene to N5 of THF

(conversion of III to IV , Figure VI-H), and (ii) hydration of the

carbon-5 exocyclic intermediate (conversion of IV to Hm5dCMP).

results presented in Chapter VI show that both the TS(E58Q) and

The

CH(E60Q) form a complex with nucleotide and CHz THF with a maximal

absorbance change (2000 - 3000 au enzyme monomer) at 336

nm. The formation of these complexes are complete in a manual

mixing time of about 5 seconds. The nature of interaction in the

complex which is formed by these enzymes could be examined using

stopped-flow analysis to determine which steps of each enzyme have

been altered.

- . ~~~ ,--, ,..
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B. 180 Kinetic Isotope Effect Studies

CH catalyzes an 
exchange reaction from solvent water into

hydroxymethyl-dCMP which is accelerated by THF analogs which

lack either N5 or both N5 and N8 (Butler et aI. , submitted, 1994) This

result supports the structure proposed for a carbon- exocyclic

methylene intermediate in CH catalysis (Figures VI- I). To determine

if hydration of the 5-exocyclic methylene 
is the slowest step of the 

reaction, the solvent 180 kinetic isotope effect on V /K could be

measured. CH catalyzed reactions of dCMP and CH2THF could be

carried out in 180 enriched water. Isolated samples of Hm5d C MP

could be converted to trimethylsilylHmcytosine and analyzed for the

180/160 ratio of the hydroxy methyl group by mass spec. 180 kinetic

isotope effects are very small. Thus, this method of analysis would

only be possible if the observed value for the KIE is at least 50% of

the theoretical maximum value of 6%. The hydride transfer in the 

catalyzed reaction (Le. : the last step) is believed to be rate-limiting

(Appleman et aI., 1990). If one or more of the the later steps in the

CH catalyzed mechanism are rate-limiting, then a KIE might be

observed.

C. Proposed Role for Asp 169/171 in E. coli TS and CH

In the structure of liganded TS, an invariant Asp forms a

hydrogen bond via its side chain carboxylic acid with N3 of the pterin
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porti of THF bound to TS (Hardy et aI., 1987; Matthews et

aI., 1990a,b). The side chain also forms a H -bond or salt bond to the

invariant residue His
Z07 whose role is proposed to be in aiding in

proper orientation of 
Asp 169 . Asp 169 in TS has been proposed by

Matthews and coworkers (Mathews et 
aI., 1990a) to protonate 

indirectly, 
via a water-mediated proton shuttle which also involves 04

of the pterin. The protonation of N5 would assist cleavage of the N5

bond to the methylene group being 
transferred to dUMP (similar to

that proposed for the CH mechanism shown in Figure VI-I).

The effects of replacing Asp 169 and other residues by

suppressio of amber codons are also consistent with this residue

important role in catalysis (Michaels et aI., 1990). Partial

complementati of a thyA- strain of E coli was observed only when

Asp 169 was replaced with a Cys or Glu. Replacement of Asp169 by an

Asn also results in a total loss of catalytic activity, although the ability

of the TS(D169N) to bind substrate was only slightly decreased

(Appleman and Villafranca, 1992). Asp
169 in TS is conserved in the

amino acid sequence of CH at position 171 (Figure VIII-A). The

mechanisms of both TS and CH are proposed to require cleavage of the

bond between N5 of THF and the transferred methylene group.

The results presented in Chapter VI suggest that the invariant

Glu residue (Glu58/60) in both TS and CH may also be involved in the

bond cleavage between THF and the transferred methylene group.

Replacement of this Glu residue in both 
TS and CH resulted in a 10 to

100-fold decrease in either CHZTHF or THF catalyzed tritium exchange.
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In most cases, the same replacements also had a 2000 to 20,000 fold

decrease on the rate of product formation
, suggesting that some step

after intermediate III (Figure VI-
H) becomes much slower in these

variants. The first proposed step after intermediate III is cleavage of

the N5-methylene bond.
180 isotope exchange experiments with the

CH Glu60 variants (Chapter VI) also suggest that the last proposed step

in the mechanism, hydration of intermediate IV is not 
significantly

altered by the Glu60 replacements. Therefore, it is still unclear

whether or not Glu
60 plays a role in cleavage of the bond between N5

of THF and the transferred methylene group.

In order to test the hypothesis that the conserved 
TS and CH Asp

residue (AspI69/171) is the residue required for cleavage of the 
bond

between N5 of THF and the transferred methylene group, site-directed

mutagenesis could be done on each residue to 
replace Asp with

residues such as Cys, GIn , and Asn. The resulting effects on the

activity of each enzyme would be examined. These mutations are

predicted to have large effects on the overall turnover rate of each

enzyme (i.e. product formation) but may have very different effects

on the ability of CH to catalyze THF-dependent 3H exchange into

solvent from 5(3H)-dUMP (or dCMP). These reactions do not require

protonation of N5 of THF. In addition, isotope exchange and KIE

measurements can also be done to determine which of the catalytic

steps for each enzyme have been most affected, in order to deduce a

role or roles in catalysis for Asp I69/171
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D. Proposed Roles for ArgZl in TS and LysZ8 in CR

Of the 14 invariant TS residues shown to contact the nucleotide

substrate dUMP, 12 are conserved in the sequence of CR.
One of these

non-conserved residue in 
CH is Asp 179 (corresponding to Asn 177 in 

coli TS). The role of this residue in the nucleotide substrate specificity

of both enzymes has been 
addressed (Chapter IV;Graves et 

aI., 1992).

The other non-conserved residue in CH is Lys
28 (corresponding to

Arg Zl in E. coli (TS and Arg44 in mouse TS). In the x-ray structure of

TS, ArgZl is located in the highly conserved loop in close proximity to

the active-site of the enzyme (discussed in Chapter VIII, Figures VIII-

E). Structural analysis has indicated that this 
Arg forms hydrogen

bonds with both the 5' phosphate of the 
nucleotide and the a-

carboxylate anion of the C-
terminal amino acid (Hardy et aI., 1987;

Matthews et aI., 1989; Monfort et aI. , 1990). ArgZl provides a link in

the active-site between the enzyme s C-terminus and the nucleotide to

. allow proper positioning of the nucleotide and folate binding sites

required for enzyme catalysis.

Replacement of Arg
44 in mouse TS with a Val residue results in a

decrease in both catalytic activity and the ability to form a 
covalent

complex with FdUMP (Zhang et aI., 1990). Replacement of Arg
21 in 

casei TS with a Met, Val, or Leu also results in an inability of the

enzyme to complement a thyA- strain of E. coli (Climie et aI. , 1990).

The effects of replacing ArgZl in E. coli TS by suppressio of amber

codons are also consistent with this residue s important role in

';!""
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catalysis (Michaels et at, 1990).
Partial complementati (10-50% of

wild-type) of a 
thyA- strain of E 

coli was obtained only when Arg

was replaced with Gly, Pro, 
Ser or His.

In CH, a Lys side chain at this positio would not be predicted to

In fact, no complementati of a

have the same capabilities as an Arg.

thyA - strain of E. 
coli was observed when Arg is replaced with Lys

(Michaels et at, 1990). To determine whether or not Lys
28 in CH is

essential for enzyme catalysis it has been 
replaced with an Arg by

site-directed mutagenesis (Graves, unpublished).
Analysis of 

activity in crude extracts suggests that the 
K28R enzyme has similar

activity in tritium release assays as 
does the wild-type enzyme.

This

enzyme variant could be purified and analyzed kinetically using

methods discussed throughout the previous Chapters of 
this thesis.

addition, the codon for Lys28 in CH could also be replaced with an

amber codon by mutagenesis. This would be done to 
allow the

replacement of Lys
28 with many different residues by suppression of

amber codons. similar type of analysis has been done for many

residues in 
E. coli TS (Michaels et aI., 1990).

Stereochemistry of the 
Hydroxymethyl Group

Catalysis by both TS and CH are proposed to occur via 
similar 

elimination reactions on THF to 
yield a 5-exocyclic nucleotide

intermediate (see Figure VI-
H). However, it is not known CH catalyzed
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hydratio of the transferred methylene group occurs with 
the same

stereochemistry as the hydride 
transfer catalyzed by TS. In order

gain insight into the solvent structUre without having the x-ray crystal

structure of the enzyme
, the stereochemistry of formation 

of the

hydroxymethyl group would be 
determined by utilizing (2S, 3R)-

senne, chirally substituted with 2H or 3H at C3, as a hydroxymethyl

source (Aberhart and Russell, 1984).
The chiral hydroxymethyl group

will be transferred to the 5 positio of dCMP by the combined

activities of CH and serine transhydroxymethylase, which 
transfers the

prochiral -methylene of serine to THF to form CH2THF (Aberhart and

Russell, 1984). The hydroxymethyl moiety of purified Hm
5dCMP

(produced after only a small fraction of the 
dCMP substrate is

consumed) will be chemically converted to glycolic 
acid. The glycolic

"--

acid will be analyzed using 
glycolate oxidase, which removes the

pro(R) hydrogen stereospecifically to form glyoxylate. The glyoxy1ate

will be analyzed for either deuterium (by NMR and/or mass spectral

analysis) or tritium.

The lack of absolute stereospecificity of 
catalysis by STHM

Thus, it
(Aberhart and Russell, 1984) may result in ambiguous resultS.

is essential to compare the specific isotopic enrichment of both the

glyoxylate and glycolate. It may also be necessary to compare the

results of product analyses 
from both (3R) and (3S)-serine, in order to

conclusively assign the stereochemistry.

If CH catalyzes hydration by facilitating attack of water upon the

same side of the 5-exocyc1ic methylene 
intermediate as that which

. " .. ' . , ,.,

,:o
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accepts hydride in TS catalysis, then deuterium or tritium originating

in 3(2H)-(3R)-serine or 3(3H)-(3R)-serine will not be 
retained in the

glyoxylate by the action of glycolate oxidase.
It is proposed that CH-

catalyzed hydration will proceed with opposite stereochemical course

to that of TS-catalyzed hydride transfer due to the fact there is a

greater access for water to the face of the 
5-exocyclic methylene

intermediate which is opposite that facing 
folate in the structure of the

TS active site. This prediction may be revised based upon the actual

three-dimensional x-ray structure of CH.

F. X-ray Crystallographic Studies on CH

.II

number of different x-ray crystallographi
structures of 

have been solved (Hardy et aI., 1987; Monfort et aI. , 1990; Matthews

et aI., 1990a,b; Finer-Moore et aI., 1993; Fauman et aI., 1994). TS from

E. coli has been examined in the unliganded state, with just dUMP

bound, with a folate analog bound, with FdUMP and CH2THF bound,

with dUMP and the folate analog 10-propynyl- did late

(PDDF) bound, and with dTMP and DHF bound. There are no crystal

structures for CH. Conditions for crystallzing wild type 
CH and several

CH variants as free enzymes have been identified. Although the

crystals diffracted x-rays to high resolution (0( 3 A), twinning of the

crystals have prevented their use for detailed structural studies.

Recently, a crystallzation solvent has been identified (L. Hardy

and M. Butler) which allows the growth of untwinned, moderate size



crystals of the CH D179N, specificity change variant (Chapter IV).

These crystals likely contain covalently bound FdUMP and CH THF, as

they do not grow under 
the crystallizati conditions in the absence of

these ligands. A native data set has been collected (L. Hardy,

unpublished) on a single crystal which is 82% complete to 2.5 A

(Rsymm = 7.09%). The space group of the 
crystals is 1222, with lattice

parameters of 75.47 A x 158.
7 A x 53.32 A , a= ='Y=90 . The Matthews

coefficient, assuming one monomer per 
asymmetri unit, is 2.

/dalton, consistent with two-fold symmetry of 
the dimer. Heavy

atom derivatives are now being screened for use 
solution of the 

structure. If necessary, the positions of 
Cys residues in the sequence

of CH will be modified by site-directed mutagenesis to 
create unique

sites for heavy atom substitutions.

The need for x-ray crystal structures of both liganded and

unliganded forms of CH has become increasingly apparent. Further

attempts to identify residues which are responsibl for determining

either hydration or reduction of the 
exocyc1ic methylene will depend

on detailed knowledge of the active site structural .differences

between TS and CH.

203
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APPENDIX

A. Plasmid Table

Allele:
DNA restrction Plasmid name Vector Promoter
fragment (kB) backbone used

42 wild type:
EcoRI (1.8) pCT06 pBR322

PstI/EcoRI (0. 93) pCH2 pKS+

EcoRI (1.8) pKGl pKS+

EcoRI (1.8)1 pKG4 pKS+

NdeI (0.75)2 pKGI0 pLH4753 Lac

NdeI(0. 75) pKG27 pUH4 T7 (A 1 )

PstIlEccRI (0.93) M13CH3 M13mp18

42 C148G:
PstIlEcoRI (0.93) pCH 15 pKS+

N del (0.75) pKG15 pLH47 5 Lac

NdeI (0.75) pKG30 pUH T7 (AI)

PstIlEcoRI (0.93) M13CH5 M13mp18

42 C148S:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pCH 16 pKS+

PstIlEcoRI (0.93) M13CH6 M13mp18

42 C148D:
PstIlEcoRI (0.93) pCH17 pKS+

PstI/EcoRI (0.93) M13CH7 M13mp18
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42 C112S:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pCH19 pKS+

N del (0.75) pKG 19 pLH475 Lac

PstI/EcoRI (0. 93) M13CH9 M13mp18

42 DI79N/CI48G:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pCH15/21 pKS+

42 DI79N/CI48D:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pCH16/21 pKS+

42 DI79N/CI48S:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pCH17/21 pKS+

42 D179N:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pCH21 pKS+

'"-

Ndel (0.75) pKG21 pLH475 Lac

NdeI (0.75) pKG33 pUH T7 (AI)

PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pCH28 pKS+

42 D179S:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pCH22 pKS+

42 D179A:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) CH23 pKS+

pKG23 pLH475 Lac

42 E60D:
PstI/EcoRI (0.93) pKG13 pKS+

NdeI (0.75) pKG24 pLH475 Lac

Ndel (0.75) pKG32 pUH T7 (AI)

42 E60Q:
PstI/EcoRI (0. 93) pKG14 pKS+

NdeI (0.75) pKG25 pLH475 Lac

NdeI (0.75) pKG31 pUH T7 (AI)
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.142:
,1- NdeI (0.75) pKG8

pKG12
pKS+

pBR322

42 D179NlthyA H217D,
L218Q:

PstI/HindIII (0.94)5
PstI/HindIII (0.94)

pKG28
pKG29

pKS+
pSK+ Lac

thyA H217D, L218Q:
HindIII6 pLHTS48

pLHTS49
pLHTS52

pBR322
pKS+
pSK+ Lac

thyA wild- type:
HindIII pLHTS45 pSK+ Lac

ISame 1.8 kB fragment as in pCT06 and pKGl but NdeI sites were

created at the 42 start codon and after the stop codon (Chapter

VII). ZThe 0.75 kB fragment was generated by digestion of plasmid

pKG4 with NdeI. 
3Used the 3. 7 Kb NdeI/BgiIl backbone fragment

from pLH475; created by L. Hardy UMMC (Hardy and Poteete,

1991), 40btained from T. Poteete as plasmid pTP705;derived from

pBR322, contains T4 ribosome binding site and 2 lac repressor

binding sites. 5 A 0. 905 kB PstI/CiaI fragment was from pCH21 and

35 kB CiaI/HindIII fragment was from pLHTS52. 6The H217D and

L218Q mutations result from creation of CiaI site in the 3' terminus

of thyA (Chapter VIII).
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ABSTRACT: The proposed roles of Cys l48 and Asp l79 in deoxycytidylate (dCMP) hydroxymethylase (CH)

have been tested using site-directed mutagenesis. CH catalyzes the formation of 5-(hydroxyrethyl)-

dCMP, essential for DNA synthesis in phage T 4, from dCMP and 
methylenetetrahydrofolate. CH resembles

thymidylate synthase (TS), an enzyme of known three-
dimensional structure, in both amino acid sequence

and the reaction catalyzed. Conversion of CYS
148 to Asp, Gly, or Ser decreases CH activity at least 105 fold

consistent with a nucleophilc role for Cys
l48 (analogous to the catalytic Cys residue in TS). In crystallne

TS, hydrogen bonds connect 04 and N3 of the substrate dUMP to the side-chain amide of an Asn; the

corresponding residue in CH is ASp
179 . Conversion of ASp l79 to Asn reduces the value of k"", KM for dCMP

by (1.5 X 104 fold and increases the value of 
! KM for dUMP by 60- fold; as a result, CH(D 179N) has

a slight preference for dUMP. Wild- type CH and CH(D 179N) are covalently inactivated by 5-
fluoro-

dUMP, a mechanism-based inactivator ofTS. ASp
l79 is proposed to stabilize covalent catalytic intermediates,

by protonating N3 of the pyrimidine-CH adduct.

The DNAs of T even bacteriophages contain an unusual
base, 5-(hydroxyrethyl)cytOsine, in place of cytosine. The
product of phage T4 gene 42, deoxycytidylate (dCMP)I

hydroxyrethylase (EC 2. 1.2.8, CH), is responsible for the

formation of this unusual DNA component, at the mononu-
cleotide level (Flaks & Cohen. 1957). CH catalyzes (i) the

trafer of a methylene group from methylenetetrydrofolate
(CH THF) to carbon 5 of dCMP and (ii) the hydration of
the transferred methylene group, producing 5-(hydroxyme-
thyl)-dCMP and tetrahydrofolate (THF). Part i of this

reacton is analogous to the methylene grup trfer catayzed

by thymdylate synthase (TS). TS is a drug-target 
enze

and hence has been intensively investigated both structurlly

(Hardy et ai., 1987; Matthews et al., 1990a.b; Montfort et aI.,

1990) and kieticay (Santi & Danenberg, 
1984). Since CH

and TS difer in specity for the pyrdine moiety of their

nucleotide substrtes, they may interact differently with N3
and the heteroatom at poition 4 of the heterocle (Chart 1).

A cataytc mechanim ha ben propoed for CH, 
by anogy

with that for TS (Subramaam et ai. (1988); see Scheme I).

A key step in th mechanm is the formtion of a Michael

adduct between an enzc nucleophie (Cys l.4 in TS from

Escherichia coU) and cabon 6 of the pyrdine heteroccle

(Pogolotti & Santi, 1977).
Many of the mechanistic deta for catalysis by TS have

been provided by experients with a 
substrate analogue,

FdUMP (revewed by Lewis and Dunlap (1981) and Santi
and Danenberg (1984)). TS binds FdUMP covalently in the
presence of CH THF, but turover is blocked due to the

enzyme s inabilty to abstract F+. We report here that CH

'This work was supported by a grant from NIH (GMS 43023 to
L. W. ). Portons of this work were presnted at the 202nd National

Meeting of tbe American Cbemical Socety, New Yorlc Aug 1991.
. To wbom corrpondence sbould be addres.
I Abbreviations: CH, dCMP bydroxymetbylase; CH THF, 'N" oN-

metbylenetetrabydrfolate: dCMP. dcoxycydylate: DTNB. S,
-ditbio-

bis(2.nitrobenzoic acid); dUMP, dcoxyuridylate: FdCMP. S.
fiuorode.

oxycydylate: FdUMP, fiuorocoxyuridylate; cop, effciency of plating;
. nonsupprer. su supprr. THF, tetranydrofolate: TS. tbyrdy.

late synthae.

0006-2960/92/0431- 10315S03.00/0

Chart I: Comparison of 2' Deoxyuridylate and
2' - Deoxycyidylate

1 1?
00 

ON 

l'-9
dUMP dCMP

is al covalently inactvated by FdUMP in the preence of
THF. CH is not inactvated by FdCMP, which is only

a weak competitive inhibitor (Subramaam et ai., 1989; 

et aI., 1988).
In addition to the chemica anaogy betWeen the reactons

catalyzed by CH and TS, these enes are probably
structrally homologous. Both are homodimers of (55-0)
x 103 molecular weight. The amino acid sequence of CH 
signicant simiarity to that ofTS 

(La et ai., 1988; Thyl

1988). In 16 sequence of thymdylate 
synthases from

numerous species, there are 46 invariant residues 
(Perr et

aI., 1990); 20 of thes are conserved in the sequence of CH.

X-ray diffraction studies of crstalline TS have 
revealed

residues which interact with the bound ligands (Finer-
Moore

et a1.. 1990; Montfort et ai., 1990; Matthews et aI., 1990a,
b).

Fourteen invarint residues in TS contact the bound nucleotide;

of these, 12 are consered in CH. One of the residues consed
in CH is Cys l48, which corresponds to the nuc:leophie in

catalysis by TS, Cys l46

Two of those 14 residues which contact bound dUMP and
are invariant in available TS sequence are different in the

1992 Americ:n Chemic:l Socety
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Scheme I: Proposed Mechanism for Catalysis by dCMP
Hydroxymethylase
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sequence of CH. One of the residues is Asp l79 in CH, which

replaces the TS residue Asn . In the structure of the 

ternary complex, the side-chain amide of Asn 17 forms
hydrogen bonds with N3 and 04 of the pyrmidine of dUMP.
The second residue that is diferent in CH is Lys , which

replace the TS residue Arg
We here report site-directed mutagenesis studies of the roles

of two residues in CH, Cys l48 and Asp l79. We provide evidence

of a Michael adduct in catalysis by CH, analogous to those
formed during catalysis by TS, formed by addition of the thiol
of Cys l48 to C6 of dCMP. Asp l79 is propoed to stabilize the
resulting catalytic intermediates and to thereby be a primary
determnant of the pyrimidine specifcity of CH.

MATE AN MEODS
Materials. Tritium-labeled nuclcotides were obtained from

Moravek Biochemicals, Brea, CA. THF was prepared
by dissolving THF (Sigm) in a solution of 0.025 M
formaldehyde. 0.02 M ,8-mercaptocthanol. and 10 
potasium phosphate under nitrogen; the pH was adjusted to

5 using 12 M NaOH. The concentration was estiated
using the molar absorptivity of 3.2 X 10 at 290-295 nm
(Huennekens et al., 1962). Yield of L-(6R)- THF (30-
35%) was determned by meauring the complete conversion
of CH THF to dihydrofolate (DHF) by Escherichia coli TS,
which is accmpanied by a change in molar absorptivity at
340 nm of 6400 (Wahba &. Friedkin, 1961). The stated
concentrations of CH2 THF have been corrected for the purity
of the 6R isomer. All other materials were the highest grade
commercially available.

E. coli and Bacteriophage Strains. Plasmid pT7-62
containg gene 42 and bacteriophage T 4 42amC87 containig
an amber mutation at codon 57 were obtained from Dr.
Christopher Mathews (Lamm et al.. 1988). Wild-type T4
phage and the nonsuppressor (su E. coli W3110(LB lacl

Graves et al.

were from Dr. A. R. Poteete at University of Massachusetts
Medical Center. E. coli BL21thyArecA (su ) was obtained
from Barbara Yates (Dev et aI., 1988). E. coliTGI used for
mutagenesis was from Amersham. E. coli JMIOl thyA was

from Dr. Marlene Belfort (Bell-Pedersen et aI., 1991).
Bacteriophage A CE6 and E. coli LE392 (su ) and BL21

(su ) were obtained from Dr. Willam Studier (Studier et aI.,
1988). High-titer A CE6 stocks were grown in LE392 as
described (Patterson &. Dean, 1987). The su+ strain used for
genetic testing and plating of the T4 42amC87 phage E. coli
Sul- (F laclm lacZu1I8am, proB+/F-ara (/ac-pro)xJl,
thi, gyrA, argAam, rif metB supD) , was obtained from Dr.
Jeffery Miler at UCLA. R408 helper phage was obtained
from Stratagene. When necessary, 100 p.g/mL ampicilin
was included in liquid or solid media for plasmid selection.
JMIOI thyA and BL21thyArecA strains were grown in the
presence of 50 p.g/mL thymidine.

Cloning and Mutagenesis. Conventional recombinant

method were used (Maniatis et aI., 1989). Gene 42 from
pT7- 42 was subcloned into pKS+ (Stratagene) as a Pstl/
EcoRI 927 base pair fragment. We refer to these constructs
generically as pCR plasmids encoding a specific 42 allele.
Gene 42was also cloned into MI3mpl8 (Messing et aI., 1981)
on the same 927 base pair fragment. Single-stranded DNA
from either the MI3mpl8 derivative or pKS+ derivative
carrying gene 42 was isolated respectively as recommended
by Amersham or by rescue using R408 helper phage as
recommended by Stratagene. Oligonucleotide-directed mu-
tagenesis was performed on single-stranded DNA by the
phosphorothioate method (Nakamaye &. Eckstein, 1986) using
the Amersham kit. Mutagenic oligonucleotide primers, 17-
22 nucleotides in length containing one or two base changes
in the center, and primers for sequencing were obtained from
Genetic Designs (now Genosys). Each mutant allele was
sequence in its entirety to ensure that only the desired
mutations were present. Mutant alleles generated in MI3
were cloned back into pKS+ on the Psd/ EcoRI fragment.
The single-site mutations made are listed in Table I.

Thee pCR derivatives containing two mutations in gene
42 were created by in vitro recmbination of the D179N
mutation with each of the Cys l48 mutations. These double

mutants were constructed by ligating the appropriate DNA
fragments obtained from cleavages of the requisite pCH
plasmids with Seal and Hpal endonucleases. The unque
Hpal site of pCR lies within the gene 42 sequence, between
the coons for residues 148 and 179. The unique Seal site
lies with the ,8-lact gene of the pKS+ sequence, ensurg
that only the product of ligation which had the desired
orientation would confer resistance to ampicilin.

CH Activity in Vivo. CR actvity in vivo was estimted
from the ratio of the titer ofT4 42amC87 bacteriophage on
an su host (BL2 IthyArecA) bering a pCR plasmid encog
a specified 42 allele to the titer on su+ (SuI- I) cells; this ratio
is the effciency of plating.

Marker rescue experiments were done by growig the T4
42amC87 phage on su+ cells harboring the speced pCR
plasmids (Table I) and titering progeny on su (W3 110) and

+ cells (Thylen, 1988). The reversion rate, measured using
a lysate grown in su+ cells without a pCR plasmid , is the ratio

of phage progeny which grow on su versus su+ cells.

Overproduction and Purifcation of CH. CR (wild typ
and variants) were overproduced in strain BL21 (or 

2 VariantS of CH and TS created by mutagenesis of the respeve
genes are indicated by the amino acid residue number preced by the
single-letter code for the wild-type residue and followed by the single-
letter coe for the new residue.
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JMI0ltothyAor BL21thyArecA 
when necessary to eliminate

TS) harboring pCH plasmids by exploitatio of the T7

promoter, using ACE6 (Studier et aI., 1990). Our purificati
procedure was a scaled-up version of the method of Mathews
et al. (1964), modified as follows. The cells were lysed in a
French press undedl 00 psi. The pooled fractions containing

CH (from chromatography on DEAE 
cellulose) were con-

centrated with an Amicon YMI0 fiter, dialyzed against 50
mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.5), and chromatographed on

CM-Sephadex (without purification on calcium phosphate).
CH was ca. 95-99% pure after this step. The pooled fractions

were concentrated, dialyzed against 0.
02 M potassi phos-

phate (pH 6.7), and further purified on a MonoQ HR 10/10
FPLC column (Pharmacia). Homogeneous CH was stored

in 20 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.
7) at 4 or -80 .C.

Protein concentrations were routinely determined by the
Coomassie binding method (Bradford, 1976), which gave
results identical to the Lowry method (Lowry et aI., 1951).

As an independent check on the accuracy of the mutagenesis
procedure, the molecular weights of CH(wt), CH(D 179A),
and CH(D 179S) were compared by electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry, performed on desalted samples by 

Wiliam

S. Lane at the Harvard 
Microchemistry Facilty. The

molecular masses estimated by this method were 28 486.
28436, and 28455 for CH(wt), CH(D179A), and CH-

(D 179S), respectively; these values agree reasonably well with
those expected from the sequences derived from the DNA
sequences (28487, 28443, and 28 459).

Enzyme Assays. 
CH was assayed by monitoring the release

of tritium from 5- labeled nucleotides into solvent water

(Yeh & Greeberg, 1967). Standard assays contained 80mM

potassium phosphate (pH 7.4), 20 mM 
/3-mercaptoethanol,

0.4 mM dCMP or dUMP (9.25 X 10
Bq of trtium/mmol),

and 0.6 mM CH THF and were incubated at 30 .C. 
Initial

velocties were measured at les than 10% 
conversion of

substrate to product. The velocties, corrected for nonenz-
matic rates of trtium releae, were liearly dependent 

upon

added enze. For determtion of kietic para meters, initial

velocities were fit by nonlear leat squares regression of the

data upon the requisite equations. The data were routinely
analyzed accrding to the MichaeliMenten equation, at fixed

saturating concentrations of CH
THF for determing the

values of KM for nucleotides, and, in some caes, at fixed
concentrations of nucleotides for determining the values of
KM for CH THF , The determation of the value of KM for

CH2 THF for the CH(D 179N)-ctayzed reaction of dUMP

required measurements of some intial velocities at concen-
trations of CH2 THF lower than the ene concentration. In

this cae a modifed kinetic analysis was done (as descrbed

by Henderson (1973); see alo p 74 in Segel (1975) 1, to ensure

that depletion of free substrate by enzyme binding did not
invalidate the caculated value of KM'

Inctvation ofCH by FdUMPwasdone by reactg enze
with 50 I'M FdUMP for timed intervals under 

conditions

identical to those used for actvity 
asys. but lacking nucleotide

substrates. Inactivation of CH by 1 mM 5,
5'-dithiobis(2-

nitrobenzoicacid) (DTNB) was done in 
standad assay buffer

(lacking /3-mercaptoethanol) at 
30.C for 15 min. Reactive

thiol groups on CH were titrated by reacting 0.
5 mg/mL

enzyme with 1 mM DTNB in 80 mM potassi
phosphate

at pH 7.4 (Ellman, 1959; 
Lundblad & Noyes, 1984).

Binding Assays. 
Filter binding asys were performed under

conditions similar to those used for tritium release assays.
Each reaction contained (unless stated otherwise) 14.

3 I'M

D179N enzyme monomer and the indicated molar ratio of
(6- Hl FdUMP (4.0 X 10s Bq/mmol) in a volume of 0.05 mL.
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After reaction at 30 .C for 20 min (except as noted), 0.
025-

mL samples of the reaction mixture were applied to nitro-
cellulose fiters (0.45-l'm pore size, from Schleicher and
Schuell; prewet with 80 mM phosphate (pH 7.4)). The

samples were left on the fiter for 1 min, and the 
fiters were

washed five times with 2 mL of 80 mM phosphate. Each
fiter was dissolved in 1 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide and counted
by liquid scintilation in 9 mL of Aquasol (Dupont).

FdUMP complexes for analysis by denaturing gel electro-
phoresis were prepared as described for fiter binding analysis,

but in 20 ILL. After incubation at 25 .C for 40 min (2 h for
the D 179 A and D 179S enzyme variants),

samples were heated

with an equal volume ofSDS sample buffer for 2 min at either
80 or 100 .C. The denatured samples were 

run on a 1%

SDS/12% polyacrylamide gel with a 3% 
stackig gel in a

buffer containing 0.025 M Tris, 0. 192 M glycine, and 1%

SDS at pH 8.3. A portion of the gel (e.g., lanes M, A, and

B, Figure 3) was stained in 2.5% Coomassie. The rest of the

gel was treated in 10% trichloroacetic acid for 10 min, rinsed
with water, and treated with Amplify (Amersham) for 30
min. The dried gel was exposed to fim at room temperature.

for 36 h. or longer in some cases. Band intensities on the
autoradiogram were quantitated using a Hoefer Scientifc
GS300 scanning densitometer. The intensities were corrected
for protein content and normalized to the most intense band
on the autoradiogram.

Product Analysis. Products from CH-catalyzed reactions

of (6-
JHlnucleotides with CH THF were fractionated by

HPLC and detected by liquid scintilation counting. 
Prior to

HPLC, the reaction mixtures were free of enzyme and much

of the folate using disposable C18 cartridges (Waters Sep-
Pak). I ,)rtions of the nucleotide products were hydrolyzed to

nucleoides with bacterial alke phosphatae (Wortgton)

to allow comparison with an authentic sample of 5-(hy-
droxymethyl)-dUrd (Sigma). The HPLC analyses were 

done

isocratically on a C18 Lichrosorb colum (Altech) with 5

mM each potassium phosphate and 
tetrabutylammonium

sulfate (pH 7.0) and 10% (v/v) methanol (for nuc1eotides) or
25 M ammonium acetate (pH 6.0) (for nucleosides).

A nonradioactive sample of the product of the reacton

between dUMP and CH THF catalyzed by homogeneous

CH(D 179N) was prepared and puried by chromatogrphy

on Dowex-l and HPLC on a Synchropack C18 column

(Alltech). The sample was lyophilzed and converted to its
nucleoside form by phosphatae treatment. 

The sample was

freed of protein, and the nucleoide was purfied by HPLC
on the Syncropack C18 column. The product was deionied
and analyzed by (i) silca gel thi-

layer chromatogrphy in

4:1 chloroform/methanol and (ii) fast atom bombardment
mas spetrophotometry at the Maschusetts 

Intitute of

Technology Mas Specrometry Faciity.

REULTS

Activity of CH Variants in Vivo. 
The effciency of platig

(eop) ofT4 42amC87 on su- hosts carrg plasmid-borne 42

alleles correlates with the specific actvity of the 
encoed CH

variants (Table I). The replacements of Cys
l48 or of Asp l79

resulted in a 500-fold decreae in the relative 
eo=,. (Replace-

ment of Cys ll2, the only other Cys in CH, with Ser doe not
decrease complemention of T4 

42amC87, but probably

decreases the stabilty of CH (data not shown).
) Identical

results were obtained in 
BL21thyArecA and W3110.

The eop on cells containing pCH derivatives with mutant
42 alleles is ca. 10 higher than the reversion rate, presumably

due to recombination. T4 42amC87 grown in su
+ cells in the

absence oP a pCH plasmid exhibit a reversion rate of 
1O-
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: I: Activity of CH (Wild Type and Variants) in Vivo and in

eop of T4 42 

initial elocity
am 87 ("mol mm-I mg-I)1.0 

0 X 10- ':38 X 10-6

0 X 10- "'2 7 X 10-

0 X 10- "'4 0 X 10-

0 X IO-

2 0 X 10-
not detectableb. 5.7 X 10-

0 X 1O- 3 X 10"'

eop s were determned as d 'bed .
velocties were measured with

cn n Materials and Methods. Initial

from (5-3H)dCMPUnderstanda
punfied e ymes by tritium release

could be measured above 

assay conditIons. "No tritium release
ac ground levels.

allele

wild type
C148G
CI48D
CI48S
DI79S
DI79A
DI79N

Table II: Kinetic Para f C
D179A) with NUCleotid

~~~

;ates
(Wild Type, D179N, and

allele and
subsuate

wild typ with
dCMpb 892 : 88dUMP' 0. 14:: 0.05 6251: 327

D 179N with" 0.
148 : 0.002 4.4 : 0.4 0.034 : 0.006

P 0.248: 0.027 0.61: 0.
50: 0.04 

406: 0.076

D179Awith
. :0.01 2.08:0.

dCMP 0.20: 0 04 61: 13
dUMP 0.20: 0:02 

0033 : 0.0017:: 23 0.0036 : 0.0019

The -ntnes are the mean value:: SE ( 

"Nucleotide concentrations 005 
ca culated for enzye dimer).

05- 10 mM Nucleotid ' . 

' Nucleotide concentrations
e concentrauons, 1-80 mM. 

The fracton of wild-type T4
host (SuI I)

progeny recovered from an su

any of th

:; 

Old when the host contained

.. 

1St m Table 

Vlty of CH Variants in Vitro. Al of the CH 
t m Table I could be 0 ad

vanants

in comparble yields A verp
uee mE. coli and puried

CH protein per of 

ateIY I mg o homogeneous

ment of Cys l48 by Ser As 
normy obtaed- Replace-

activity on (5-3HjdCMP at j' or glY decreases the specifc
all, of the residua actvity 

?;;-

fol? M , if not

contamitigCH(wt). Th 

ys vanan IS ue to

of the varnts u 
was mdicated by the mactlvation

. di ed 

nexpouretoDTNB. TitrtionwithDTNB
':t

Of /diV.' of thi
I/CH(wt) dimer, and les than 01

er WIth each C l48

' '

apparently ii . vanant. (Cysl1 IS

CCI e .or reactIon WIth DTNB 
88).j If the actvity of an C 148

ee et a ..

mutat e 

. .

!'. vanant were due to the

affec bn;
elf, th actVIty should not have been

nts (C 8D, CI48G, C148S, and

crtationofw
er conditions Identical to those for

The crtals of CH(
(Har y. unpublished results).

scopicall . d" 

n .t e vanants are simiar macro-

the rePla

~~~

:nt ructural changes due to

with Asn. P. y, or Ser, or of Asp l79

;f::';t
of inetic Parameters for dCMP and dU P by

change :re

::;

:ajo
effec oftheDI79Nresidue

dCMP hi e va ues 0 kc. and kc/ for

II) Ii 

w ch e respectively 103- and IQ4- fold low r ('fable
owever, e DI79N variant also exhb'

mcrease in k... and a 6 I-fold increase i 
Its a 2. fold

compared to the values with C 
k..

./ 

KM for dUMP.

value of kc./ KM for dCMP 

wt). J:ence the relative

o d 

an MP IS altered b ca 5

r ers 0 magDitude by the DI79N m

. .

es of KM (Table II) with the Asp l79 

~~~~~

e umQ

t elr actvities are not d t . m Icate t at
ue 0 contanunatlng CH(wt) or TS.

k.. (min
-I)

k.. ./ K 

(mM- min-I)KM(mM)
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The D 179A substitution decreases the values of 

kca. and

kca./KM for dCMP by (4 X 103)- and (2 X fold,

respectively; the values for dUMP are unaffected or slightly
decreased. The resulting CH variant has essentially identical
activity on dCMP and dUMP (Table II. Replacement of

ASpl79 with Ser results in a total loss of activity on either

nucleotide.
The value of KM for CH2 THF was also slightly affected by

the D179N mutation. The value of 3.2 (::0.
5) ILM determned

with CH(wt) at 0.4 mM dCMP is similar to the value reported
by Lee et al. (1988). A higher value of 18 (::2) 

ILM for

CH(D179N) at 0.4 mM dUMP was 
calculated from an

analysis which is valid at enzyme concentrations higher than
that of substrate (Henderson, 1973); this value of KM for

THF is indistinguishable from a value calculated by a fit
of the initial velocity data to a simple hyperboli

(16:: 4ILM).

For every combination of enzyme and nucleotide listed in
Table II. the observed initial velocities were independent of
the concentration of CH THF between 0.3 and 2 mM. Hence

each CH variant is saturated with respect to CH2 THF at 0.
mM, which was the concentration used to obtain the results
in Table II.

Product Formation by CH(DI79N). 
Replacement of

Asp179 with Asn changes the substrate specificity of CH, but
does not affect catalytic specificity. The reaction of

(6- HjdUMP ith CH2 THF catalyzed by CH(D179N) leads

to ::90% conversion of the nucleotide to a material which
elutes on the HPLC system employed at a retention volume
(20.5 mL) intermediate between those of dUMP (15 mL) and
dTMP (23 mL), as previously reported for 5-

(hydroxymethyl)-

dUMP (Kunitani & Santi, 1980). After 
conversion to the

nucleoside, thi material coelutes on HPLC with authentic
(hydroxymethYI)- d (retention volume 30.5 mL). well-

resolved from dUrd (28 mL) and Thd (77 mL).
The nucleoside form of the dUMP-derived product of the

CH(DI79N) reaction was prepared in low yield (ca. 12%).

due to our lengthy purcation procure, and was 
analyzed

by TLC and mas spectrometr. The 
nucleoside product has

the same Rfas authentic 5-(hydroxymethyl)deoxyuridine on
silca gel TLC in 4:1 chloroform/methanol (0.62). Mas

spectral analysis of the nucleoide product showed an ion of
mlz 259, consistent with its identity as the (M + H)+ ion of
5-(hydroxymethyl)-dU

Interaction ofCHwith FdUMP. 
Neither CH(wt) nor CH-

(DI79N) is inbited by 0.5 mM FdCMP. In contrast, both

enzyes are inbited by a IO-fold lower concentrtio

FdUMP.' Th inbition is tie-dependent and 
requires CHr

THF. Treatment of CH(wt) with 0.05 mM FdUMP and 2

mM CH THF for 40 mi results in 83% inactvation. 
CH-

(D 179N) only requires 10 mi under the same conditions for

100% inactvation. Hence, replacement of Asp
.79 with Asn

enhance the enzyme s abilty to interact with FdUMP.

Both wild-type CH and the three Asp
l79 enze variants

form a complex with (6-
3H)FdUMP, dependent upon the

presnceofCH2 THF, which is retaed on nitrocllulos
mters.

Maxum binding for the wild-type enzye and the D 179N

variant ocrs at approxitely the same reaction ties

required for the maximum inhbition of activity. The D 1795
and D179A variants of CH, reacted with 0.

1 mM (6- H)-

FdUMP for 2 h at 30 oC, exhbit 55% and 22%, 
respevely,

of the binding observed with CH(wt) or CH(D 179N). 
None

of the Cys l48 enzye variants form a complex with (6-
Hj-

FdUMP which is detecble on nitrocllulose mters, even after

reaction times of up to 2 h. Double mutants possesing both
a Cys l48 residue change and the D179N mutation also do not

form a complex detectble on nitrocellulose mters.
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FIGURE I: Interaction of FdUMP with CH(D 179N). Filter binding
(diamonds): each reaction contained 1.43 nM CH(D 179N) monomer
and suffcient l6- HjFdUMP (74 Bqfnmol) to give the indicated
molar ratio. The points are the mean values from triplicate samples,
relative to maximum binding at FdUMP:monomer ratios of 1.25-

00. Inhibition of tritium release from lPHjdUMP (squares):

each reaction contained 14.4 I'M CH(DI790N) 
monomer and

suffcient FdUMP to give the indicated molar ratio.

Titration of CH(D179N) with FdUMP by nitrocellulose

fiter binding correlates with the inhibition of the enzyme
activity on (5- HldUMP (Figure 1). Maximum binding was

corrected for binding effciency of the fiters (30%) and
normalized to 100% at the molar ratios of 1.25-

00, where

binding was constant within experimental error (20 :I 2 pmol
of FdUMP bound per 70 pmol of enzyme placed on the 

fiter).

Both maximum binding to nitrocellulose and maximum

inhibition of catalytic activity occur at a ratio of 1 mol of
FdUMP/1.8 molofCH monomer. This result is consistent

with the idea that the nucleotide analogue binds to the 
enzye

dimer at both active sites in the presence of CH
THF.

Covalent Complex Formation with FdUMP. 
Todetermne

if the complex formed between enze, FdUMP, and 

THF is covalent, complexes were analyzed by denaturing gel
elecophoresis. Figue 2 compares Coomasie-stained 

protein

stadards with an autoradiogram of complexes formed by

CH(wt) and CH(D179N) in the presence of(6. HlFdUMP,

denatured with SDS at either 80 or 100 oC. Complex

formation under these conditions is dependent on the presence
of CH THF (lanes D, F, H, and J).

The bands observed on the autoradiogrm shown in Figure

2 were quantitated by densitometr; the relative intensities
are lited in Table II. Complexes formed with 

either enze
are more stable when denatured at 80 oC rather than 100 oC.
The yield of covalent complex with CH(wt) is less than that
with CH(D179N) at both denaturation temperatures.

Covalent complexes with (6- H)FdUMP could alo be
deteced by the SDS gel method using the D179A and D179S
variants of CH (data not shown). The effciency of 

detecon

of the covalent complexes with CH(D179A) or CH(D179S)
was lower than that ofCH(wt). Detection of the complex for

the D179S variant requied a 6-dy expoure ,of an autora-

diogram, yielding a faint band, compared to that observed in
16 h with the same amount of CH(wt). None of the Cys l48

or Cys l48 /D179N variant protein form a complex detecble

on the gel, even at mm exposure times of up to 6 days.

, J

, )

DISCUSSION

Complementation Assay for 
in Vivo Activity of CH. The

abilty of the plasmid-encoed 42 gene to increase the plating

effciency of aT 4 phage which has a defecive 42 gene provides
an in vivo assay for CH activity. The increased cop caused
by the plasmids lited in Table I may be due to 

complemen-

tation, recombination, or both. However, the 
frequency of

recombination alone is identica for all the plasmid-
borne

alleles listed in Table I (data not shown). The 500-
fold higher
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FIGURE 2: Covalent complex formation between l6. HjFdUMP,

THF, and CH(wt) or CH(DI79N) analyzed by 5DS-PAGE.
The + and - labels at the top of the figure refer to the presence and
absence of CH THF. Gel samples: lane M, Coomassie-stained
molecular weight markers (top to bottom: phosphorylase B, bovine

serum albumin, ovalbumin, carbonic anhydrase, soybean trin
inhibitor, and hen egg lysozyme); lanes A and B, Coomassie-stained
protein lA, 531'mol ofCH(DI79N); B, 178 I'mol ofCH(wt)j; lanes

C and G. 1781'mol of CH(wt), 2 mM CH THF, and 417 pmol of

l6- HjFdUMP (8.9 X 10 Bqfpmol); lanes D and H, same as C and
G minus CH THF; lanes E and I, 531'mol of CH(D179N), 2 mM

THF. and 125 pmol of l6- HjFdUMP; lanes F and J, same as
E and I minus CH THF. Samples C-F were heated 2 min at 80.C
and samples M, A, B, and G-J at 100.C before loading. The relative
intensities of each band are reported in Table III.

Table II: Covalent Complex Formtion by CH (Wild Typ and
D179N) with FdUMP in tbe Presnce of CH THF

enze denaturation temp (DC) relative intenitY"

wild typ 80 0.100 0.80 1.00100 0.
. Band intensities were determed by scng densitometr of the

autoradiogrm shown in Figue 2. The values ar tbe intensty of eacb

bad retive to the most intens band. normal for the amount of

protein on the gel.

DI79N

cop caused by pCH(wt), compared to pCH carrg mutat

42 alleles (Table I), must therefore be due to the wid-ty
enze s higher spec actvity. Our data do not elimte
the poibilty that some fracton 

of the increaed cops caused

by plasmid-encoed mutat 42 alleles is due to residual actvity

of the corresponding CH variants.
Similarities between the Mechanisms ofCH and TS. 

The

chemical analogy between the reactions catalyzed by TS and
CH led to the initial suggestion that the enzes may utie

simiar mechanisms (pogolotti & Santi, 1977). Th idea

found strength in the simarties between the amno acid

sequence of the two enzes (Lamm et al., 1988; Thyl

1988). Based on X-ray structal studies of TS crsta11
with ligands bound (Matthews et ai, 1990a; Montfort et aI.,
1990), roles have been propoed for many of the residues in
the active site of TS (Finer-Moore et al., 1990; Matthews et

ai, 1990b). Many of the corresponding residues in CH may

have corresponding roles.
CH catalyzes an isotopeexchange reacton betWeen (5.

Hl-

dCMP and solvent water that requires the presence of THF
(Yeh & Greenberg, 1967). This partial reaction is slightly
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Chart II: Proposed Structure for Covalent Complex
between FdUMP, CHzTHF, and dCMP Hydroxymethylase

SN.THF

O"M

'"'"'

faster than the overall turnover reaction,3 which requires CHz-

THF. The exchange reaction can be explained by the transient
formation of a covalent CH-nucleotideadduct, such as I shown

in Scheme 1. Reversible protonation of I would result in the
observed exchange reaction. In this adduct, carbon 5 is poised

for the electrophilc addition of CHzTHF. Such Michael

adducts are intermediates in reactions catalyzed by TS
(reviewed by Santi and Danenberg (1984) J. Michael adducts

are probably employed by many enzymes which alkylate C5
of pyrimidines (Santi et ai., 1978), such as DNA 

(SCtd)-

methyl transferase (Osterman et ai., 1988), dUMP hy-
droxymethylase (Kunitani & Santi, 1980), and tRNA (SUrd)
methyltransferase (Santi & Hardy, 1987).

Role ofCys148 as a Catalytic NucleophUe. The inactivation

of CH for either catalysis or FdUMP binding caused by the
substitution of Cys148 (Table I) indicates this residue s side.

chain thiol to be the nucleophile in Michael adduct formation
(Scheme I). Cys l48 is likely to be the essential sulfhydryl

group identified by Sander and co-workers (Lee et ai., 1988).
Cys residues also provide the nucleophile during catalysis by
TS from E. coli and Lactobacillus casei (Bellasario et ai.,
1979; Belfort et ai., 1983), E. coli tRNA-(SUrd)methyltrans-
ferase (Kealy & Santi, 1991), and DNA (SCtd)methyltrans-
ferase from Haemophilus aegyptius (Chen et al., 1991). 

coli TS is similarly rendered inactive by replacement of the
corresponding nucleophilc residue Cys l46 with Ala or Gly

(Dev et aJ., 1988). However, E. coli TS, in which Cys l46 is

replaced by Ser, can stil complete catalytic turnover (Dev et
aJ., 1988), in contrast to the more complete loss of the cataytic
activity of CH(CI48S).

FdUMP as a Mechanism-Based lnactivator of CH. The

inactivation of CH by FdUMP is time-dependent and CHz-

THF-dependent, similar to the inactivation ofTS by FdUMP.
At leat a portion of the complex formed between CH and
FdUMP is covalent (Figure 2). By analogy with the known

structure of the covalent TS adduct (Matthews et aJ., 1990a),
we propose that CH form an adduct with FdUMP and CHz-
THF with the structure shown in Chart II. The facts that
both the inactivation of CH and the binding between CH and
FdUMP require CHzTHF and that THF alone is insuffcient
argue strongly for the structure shown, despite no direct

evidence for the presence of CHzTHF. Further structural
and kinetic details of the interaction between CH and FdUMP
wil be published elsewhere.

Role of Asp /79 as a Determinant of Substrate Specifity.

The most novel result of our studies on CH was the alteration
of the specificity of CH toward pyrimidine mononucleotides
upon the substitution by Asn of ASp l79 (Table II). The design

of this mutation was based on our studies of a reciprocl

3 This indicates that somc cvcnt aftcr thc formation of thc Michacl
adduct is ratc-limiting for thc ovcrall rc:ction.

Graves et aJ.

tation in TS. In E. co/iTS, replacement by Asp of Asn
which corresponds to ASp l79 in CH, leads to a reversal of th

substrate preference of TS from dUMP to dCMP (Hardy &
Nalivaik , 1992). A similar result has been reported by Liu
and Santi (1992) for TS from L. casei. The putative role of
this Asn in TS is to provide stabilization, by hydrogen bonding
of the partial negative charge developed on 04 of covalentl;
bound dUMP during catalysis (Matthews et ai., 1990b).
Results with the Cys

l48 variants of CH strengthened the

hypothesis that the structures and mechanisms of CH and TS
are similar and encouraged us to try altering the nucleotide
specificity of CH by making the D 179N mutation.

The alteration of the enzyme s preference for dCMP and
dUMP as substrates was more evident in the values of kca

KM than of kcat (Table II). Conversion of ASp
l79 to Asn reduce

the value of kcat KM for dCMP by (1. X 10 fold and
increases the value of kcat KM for dUMP by 60-fold; as a
result, CH(D 179N) has a slight preference for dUMP. The
alteration in substrate preference is specific to the D179N
mutation. since CH(D 179A) lacks nucleotide specifcity, and
CH(D 179S) is completely inactive.

The alteration of ASp l79 to Asn also increases the yield of

the complex between CH(DI79N) and FdUMP after dena-
turation, compared to that obtained with CH(wt) (Figure 2
and Table II). This may be due to either an increased

proportion of the native complex which is covalent or an
increased stability of the complex once formed. Either way,

a more favorable interaction of the uracil heterocycle with
CH(D179N) than with CH( wt) is indicated. In contrast, the
D179Aand DI79S mutations interfere with theabiltyofCH
to interact with FdUMP. These observations support the
notion that Asp l79 is a primary determinant of the pyrmidine
nucleotide specificity of CH.

In wild- type CH, the 10 fold greater value of kc./ KM for

dCMP than for dUMP provides an estimate for the difference
in the energies of the transition states for the first ireversible
step of the reaction of the two nucleotides. Th energy for
dCMP is ca. 6.5 kcal/ mol lower than the correspondig energy

for dUMP. The difference is too great to be due to difference
in the hydrogen bonding that might ocr with enze-bound

dCMP and dUMP, to either a charged or uncharged Asp side
chain (Fersht et ai., 1985). The pyrdine of either

nucleotide, bound noncovalently, could interact with a car-
boxylic acid, or with a carboxylate group. These interactons
could vary somewhat in stabilty but should be simar for
dUMP and dCMP. This idea is not inconsistent with the
30-fold disparity in the values of KM for dCMP and dUMP
with CH(wt). We suggest that the specity of CH is not
based priarly upon noncovalent interactions of the enze
with dCMPand dUMP, but upon the abilty ofCH to stabil
covalent catalytic intermediates.

We propose that the role of Asp179 durig CH catalysis is

to protonate N3 of covalently bound dCMP. Asp
l79 thereby

act as a sin for the charge develope on various intermedtes
(Scheme I). Ths minimizes the charge on N3. The acidity
of this nitrogen is expeced to be several orders of magnitude
les than the acidity of 04, since amine anions are considerably
less stable than oxy anions. Whereas a hydrogen bond from
a neutral donor (Asn side chain) might be suffcient to stabilize
an oxy anion, stabilzing an amine anion requires an actual
proton transfer. This would indicate a perturbed pK. for the

carboxylic acid side chain of Asp 179, since the CH is quite
active at pH 7 (kcat KM,dCMP = 10s ). Th pH was
reported to be the optimum in assa ys done using fIXed substrate

concentrations (Pizer & Cohen, 1962; Yeh & Greenberg,
1967).
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Protonation of N3 may be a general mechanism for

stabilzing Michael adducts between an enzymic nucleophile

and C6 of cytosine moieties alkylated at C5 by other enzymes.
The dCMP methyltransferase of the Xanthomonas bacte-

riophage XP- 12, which utilzes CH THF as a one.carbon

donor and reductant (Feng et aI., 1978), is a candidate for
such an enzyme. Another is DNA (Ctd)methyltransferase.
The sequences of 13 bacterial DNA (Ctd)methyltransferases

(P6sfai et aI., 1989) have several invariant Asp and G1u

residues, one of which might serve as the catalytic acid for
protonation ofN3 of cytosine in DNA during catalysis. This
would require a conformational change of the DNA substrate
to expose N3 and the 4-amino group of the cytosine to be
methylated. This is consistent with the DN A conformational

change required to allow covalent adduct formation to C6 of
cytosine during catalysis by DNA (Ctd)methyltransferases
(Osterman et aI., 1988; Chen et aI., 1991).
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